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Abstract

Robot-Assisted Minimally Invasive Surgical (RAMIS) systems frequently have a structure of cooperative teleoperator systems where multiple master-slave pairs are used to collaboratively execute a task. Although multiple studies indicate that haptic feedback improves the realism of tool-tissue interaction to the surgeon and leads to better performance for surgical procedures, current telesurgical systems typically do not provide force feedback, mainly because of the inherent stability issues. The research presented in this thesis is directed towards the development of control algorithms for force reflecting cooperative surgical teleoperator systems with improved stability and transparency characteristics.

In the case of cooperative force reflecting teleoperation over networks, conventional passivity-based approaches may have limited applicability due to potentially nonpassive slave-slave interactions and irregular communication delays imposed by the network. In this thesis, an alternative small gain framework for the design of cooperative network-based force reflecting teleoperator systems is developed. Using the small gain framework, control algorithms for cooperative force-reflecting teleoperator systems are designed that guarantee stability in the presence of multiple network-induced communication constraints. Furthermore, the design conservatism typically associated with the small-gain approach is eliminated by using the Projection-Based Force Reflection (PBFR) algorithms. Stability results are established for networked cooperative teleoperator systems under different types of force reflection algorithms in the presence of irregular communication delays. The proposed control approach is consequently implemented on a dual-arm (two masters/two slaves) robotic MIS testbed. The testbed consists of two Haptic Wand devices as masters and two PA10-7C robots as the slave manipulators equipped with da Vinci laparoscopic surgical instruments. The performance of the proposed control approach is evaluated in three different cooperative surgical tasks, which are knot tightening, pegboard transfer, and object manipulation. The experimental results obtained indicate that the PBFR algorithms demonstrate statistically significant performance improvement in comparison with the conventional direct force reflection algorithms.

One possible shortcoming of using PBFR algorithms is that implementation of these algorithms may lead to attenuation of the high-frequency component of the contact force which is important, in particular, for haptic perception of stiff surfaces. In this thesis, a solution to this problem is proposed which is based on the idea of separating the different frequency bands in the force reflection signal and consequently applying the projection-based principle to the low-frequency component, while reflecting the high-frequency component directly. The experimental results demonstrate that substantial improvement in transient fidelity of the force feedback is achieved using the proposed method without negative effects on the stability of the system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Teleoperation systems have recently found important applications in several areas of health care technology such as telesurgery, minimally invasive surgery (MIS), and surgical training. MIS (also known as "endoscopic" or "laparoscopic" surgery) avoids large incisions by using a small endoscopic camera and several thin, long instruments that enter the body through small incisions about 1 cm wide. MIS has a number of advantages over the traditional open surgery which include less pain, less trauma to the tissue, faster recovery, and shorter hospital stays. However, downsides of MIS include restricted mobility and vision, difficult hand-eye coordination, as well as reduced haptic perception [11, 52]. Robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery (RAMIS) is a specialized form of MIS which aims to provide surgeons with improved vision, maneuverability, and control in comparison with conventional laparoscopy.

Frequently, robot-assisted surgical systems have a structure of a teleoperator system [49, 48]. Teleoperator systems enable the human operator to perform a task on a remote environment. A conventional teleoperator system consists of two manipulators, called the master and the slave. A human operator manipulates the master, which is connected through a communication channel to the remotely located slave. The slave manipulator follows the master motion and executes the task on the environment. If the slave manipulator interacts with the environment, the interaction forces can be transmitted back to the master manipulator. If the master position is transmitted to the slave site, but no information regarding the interaction force from the task environment is sent back to the operator, the teleoperation system is called unilateral. In bilateral teleoperation, the interaction forces between the slave and the environment are re-
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The forces felt at the master manipulator, which allows the human operator to feel the interaction. Although there have been some experimental research that indicates that the presence of tactile or haptic force feedback improves the realism of the tool-tissue interaction to the surgeon and leads to higher performance for surgical procedures [37, 53], current commercial telesurgical MIS systems such as da Vinci (Intuitive Surgical Inc.) do not provide force feedback, mainly because of the inherent stability issues.

On the other hand, in some typical surgical tasks such as suturing and tissue cutting, surgeon frequently needs to use both hands to perform the task. This requires a dual arm master-slave teleoperation system. Performing tasks cooperatively using multiple robot manipulators has significant advantages over single robot manipulation in terms of better handling capabilities, greater dexterity and shorter task completion time. Despite the significant potential of cooperative force-reflecting teleoperation systems for surgical applications, there has been very little research done on this topic.

In the following section, a brief overview of some results related to stability and transparency of teleoperation systems, cooperative teleoperation, and robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery systems is given.

1.1 Previous Works

1.1.1 Stability of Teleoperation Systems

One of the main challenges in the design of teleoperation system is to achieve transparency while maintaining stability of the closed loop teleoperation system. A teleoperator is called transparent if the human operator feels the same forces and velocities at the master device as if he/she was directly interacting with the environment. Although the force reflection can improve the transparency in bilateral teleoperation systems, Ferrel [7] has shown that it may also cause instability in the presence of time delays in the communication channel. Therefore, the design of bilateral teleoperation systems in the presence of communication delays always involves a trade off between the conflicting goals of stability and transparency.

During the past few decades, a significant amount of research has been done with the aim to
overcome the instability of bilateral teleoperation system caused by communication delay. The following paragraphs present a brief literature review of two main control approaches which have been used for this purpose.

**Passivity approach**

One of the most widely accepted approaches is the passivity-based approach, which has been introduced in different forms, such as scattering transformations [2] and wave variables [21], among others. A system is called passive if it does not have an inner source of energy; in other words, the energy produced by the system over any time interval does not exceed the energy absorbed by the system over the same interval in addition to the energy initially stored in the system. Using electric network analogy [10], a bilateral teleoperation system can be represented as an interconnection of one-port networks (i.e., the human operator and the environment) and two-port networks (i.e., master, slave, and communication medium) that exchange effort (force) and flow (velocity) variables. One of the most important features of passivity is that a cascade interconnection of passive networks is passive. It has been shown that the apparent behaviour of the human operator interacting with an environment is typically passive [12]. Therefore, if the environment is passive, then passivity of the teleoperator system guarantees that the overall system is passive and therefore stable.

Anderson *et al.* [2] have shown that the instability of the teleoperator system with communication delay is a result of non-passivity of the communication channel. To overcome the delay-induced instability, the authors of [2] have proposed a scattering-based method which renders the communication channel with constant time delay passive (more precisely, lossless); as a result, stability of the teleoperator system is ensured. Although scattering-based criterion is easy to apply, it results in more conservative stability conditions in comparison with the absolute stability criterion [1]. The other well-known passivity-based approach that guarantees stability of teleoperator systems in the presence of constant communication delays is the wave variables based approach [21, 22], which is conceptually similar to the scattering. In this approach, instead of transmitting the power variables (i.e., velocity of master and environment force), the wave variables are transmitted over communication channel. Although stability is achieved, the performance may be low as a result of wave reflection phenomenon and/or posi-
tion drift during free motion [22]. A number of works aims at improving performance of the wave variables approach. Among these, Tanner et al. [46, 47] have proposed to eliminate the wave reflection phenomenon by either appropriate tuning of the control parameters (impedance matching) or by sending the wave signal through a low-pass filter. Chopra et al. [5] have proposed to transmit, in addition to the force/velocity signals, the master/slave position signals and to use a proportional controller in order to eliminate the position drift between the master and slave in steady state. Aziminejad et al. [3] have extended the wave variable approach to four-channel teleoperator systems, which leads to improved transparency of the system.

There also exists a number of passivity-based approaches that do not use scattering transformation and/or wave variables. Hannaford et al. [9] have proposed time-domain passivity approach to the design of stable haptic systems, where a Passivity Observer and a Passivity Controller are used to monitor the passivity of the system and dissipate excessive energy. Ryu et al. [35, 36] have extended the time domain passivity approach to the case of bilateral teleoperation systems. Nuno et al. [23] have shown that, under passivity assumptions imposed on the human and the environment, a simple PD-like controller ensures stability of the overall system.

Most of the previous approaches address the stability problem of teleoperator systems in the presence of constant time delays. One problem related to these approaches became clear by the time when Internet started to be actively used as a communication medium. Communication over the Internet is characterized by random time-varying delays which distort the signals transmitted across the channel; the latter, in turn, may result in instability. It has been shown in [17] that the passivity condition is typically violated in the presence of time varying communication delays. To overcome this problem, it was proposed in [17] to add a time varying gain in the transmission path to recover passivity. This approach imposes some restrictive assumptions on the communication delays which, in particular, include differentiability as well as the requirement that the time derivative of the delay function must be less than or equal to one.

A more comprehensive survey of the passivity based approaches to the design of teleoperation systems can be found in the works of Nuno et al. [24] and Hokayem et al. [13].
1.1. Previous Works

Small gain approach

An alternative method to analyze closed-loop stability of the teleoperation system is the small-gain approach. The small-gain approach gives sufficient conditions for stability of the interconnection in terms of gains of its subsystems. One appropriate definition of the subsystem’s gain is based on the notions of the input-to-state stability (ISS) [40] and the input-to-output stability (IOS) [43]. The input-to-state stability provides an extension of the notion of the global asymptotic stability to the case of nonzero input. This notion means that the state of the system remains bounded for bounded input, and the ultimate bound of the state is a function of the input norm [41]. Such a function is called the nonlinear ISS gain of the system. The IOS gain is defined analogously. Most of the results on the ISS (IOS) reported in the literature deal with systems described by ordinary differential equations (ODE) [42, 41]. However, teleoperation systems frequently contain delays in the communication channel and, therefore, cannot be described in terms of ODEs. An appropriate mathematical object to describe a teleoperator system with communication delay is the Delayed Differential Equations (DDEs). The DDEs is a special case of Functional Differential Equations (FDEs) where the right-hand side depend on the previous values of the system’s state and possibly the input. The standard notion of input-to-output (input-to-state) stability for ODE is, therefore, not directly applicable for teleoperation systems with communication delays. Teel [50] has extended the notion of input-to-state stability to the case of FDEs.

The application of the ISS notion to the design of teleoperator systems was used first in Polushin et al. [27], where a control scheme was proposed which makes both master and slave subsystem ISS separately. By using the ISS property for DDE [50], it was shown that the network interconnection of the subsystems is ISS for constant delays in the communication channels. Moreover the stability is proven for the case of digitally implemented control system. In [29], the IOS small gain theorem for interconnections with constant communication delays is introduced and consequently applied to the teleoperation problem in the presence of parametric uncertainty. A partial extension of these results to the case of time-varying communication delay was proposed in [28], where the dirty-derivative filter was used to generate the reference trajectory for the slave manipulator. The filter has two important roles in this scheme.
In the case there is no packet loss in the communication channel and the input is continuous, the filter works as an observer and gives the estimate of the velocity and acceleration. On the other hand, if there exist packet loss in the communication, the filter provides a smooth approximation of the discontinuous input. A more general version of the IOS small gain theorem for systems with communication delays was established in [32]. In the above cited work, instead of considering a maximum gain for each subsystem over all channels, a set of gain functions was introduced for a multi-input multi-output IOS system where a separate gain function describes the gain of each input-output pair. This approach results in less conservative conditions in comparison with the more traditional approaches where a maximal gain over all channels is used to derive the stability conditions. Using an extension of this small gain condition to the case of DDEs, the stability of the teleoperation system in presence of the multiple communication channel with time-varying delays is proposed. The assumption on the delays used in this work is less restrictive in comparison with the results of [28]. This assumption requires the existence of an upper bound function for time delays that is not growing faster than the time itself. Practically, this assumption can be satisfied by using techniques such as time-stamping or sequence-numbering.

To satisfy the small gain stability conditions of the teleoperation system, the gain of the master manipulator or reflected force should be assigned sufficiently small. Practically, this could be achieved by increasing the stiffness/damping of the master manipulator or by decreasing the magnitude of the force reflecting signal. However, these methods deteriorate transparency of the system [6]. For instance, increasing the damping of the master device makes the system sluggish especially in free motion, and may result in operator’s fatigue. To resolve this contradiction, Polushin et al. [30, 31, 33] have proposed a new force reflection algorithm. This new algorithm, which is called the projection-based force reflection (PBFR) algorithm, shapes the environment force reflected back to the master side based on the force applied by human operator to the master device. Using the ISS small-gain approach, it was shown that implementation of the PBFR algorithm guarantees the stability of the system even for a high force reflection gain and low damping of the master device.
1.1.2 Cooperative Teleoperation Systems

Performing daily tasks using human hands can be categorized into two groups: the unimanual tasks where a single hand is used alone, and the bimanual tasks where two hands are needed to perform the task. Majority of the daily living tasks is performed bimanually using two hands; examples include picking up a heavy object and transferring an object from one hand to another. Although in bimanual tasks, both hands cooperate to achieve a common goal, however, in most of the tasks the hands have different functions. The non-dominant hand typically plays a stabilizing role while the dominant hand performs the object manipulation task [16]. Opening a bottle is an example of the bimanual action, where one hand holds the bottle and the other hand opens the cap.

In cooperative teleoperation systems, multiple operators interact with each other via the master and slave manipulators to perform tasks on a common shared environment. Cooperative teleoperators enable collaboration between spatially separated operators and may lead to significant improvement in handling capabilities, dexterity, and task completion time. The cooperative teleoperation systems can be categorized into three major groups based on the configuration of the master and slave manipulators.

1. Single-Master-Multiple-Slave (SMMS) teleoperator systems, where a human operator simultaneously controls multiple slave manipulators. Such systems have typically found applications in situations where the manipulation dexterity, mechanical strength and safety cannot be achieved by using a single slave manipulator and where the human intelligence is necessary for successful execution of the given tasks, however, it is impossible or dangerous to send humans on the site. One simple example of such a task is manipulating a load which is heavier than the capacity of a single manipulator. In these situations, the load can be distributed between the multiple slave manipulators, while the human operator controls the object position.

2. Multiple-Master-Single-Slave (MMSS) teleoperator systems, where multiple human operators control a single slave manipulator [8]. These systems, in particular, have found applications in training and rehabilitation systems. Typically, in these systems, one of the human operators (trainer, therapist) has the major role in commanding the slave ma-
nipulator while, at the same time, the sensory information such as haptic is sent back to the other operators (trainees/patients). For example, Malysz et. al. [20] introduced the idea of projective force mapping in MMSS teleoperation system. In this approach, the position control of the single slave manipulator is divided between multiple master robots. The needle insertion task is an example of the application of this approach where the position/orientation of the needle is controlled by one master and the depth of it by another master. Khademian et al. [15] have proposed a design method for four channel, two-master-one-slave teleoperator system. In this approach, the communication is performed not only between the master and the slave in each master-slave pair, but also between the masters.

3. The third and the most important group of cooperative teleoperation systems is Multiple-Masters-Multiple-Slaves (MMMS) teleoperator systems. Depending on the task, these systems can be controlled in centralized or decentralized manner. In the decentralized control architecture, the system consists of separate single-master-single-slave teleoperation systems without any information exchange between them. In the centralized control architecture, on the other hand, communication of information between the operators is performed.

Although the multi-master/multi-slave teleoperation systems can potentially be used in significant number of applications, a few control architectures have been proposed for these systems. Sirouspour [38] has used $\mu$-synthesis to design four-channel control architecture for a system with multiple slaves holding a common tool for manipulating a common environment. The closed kinematic chain formed by the slave robots and the tool imposes constraints on the motion of the slaves. In [39], a two-channel multilateral position-position adaptive controller has been introduced and studied for the delay-free case. Bacocco et al. [4] have proposed a method for control design of cooperative teleoperation system in the presence of constant communication delays. Their control algorithm consists of local PD position controllers whose gains were tuned using optimal LQ synthesis.

Specific features that makes the cooperative teleoperation systems difficult for analysis and control design include multiple networked communication channels between the masters and
the corresponding slaves, and the possibility of non-passive slave-slave interactions through the common environment. These features make it problematic to apply conventional passivity-based approaches for the design of such systems. For example, when the slave manipulators are different in size and mass, scaled passivity approach could not be applied directly as the scaled passivity condition can be violated during direct mechanical slave-slave interaction. In this thesis, the application of the small-gain approach to design of the cooperative teleoperation system will be addressed.

1.1.3 RAMIS Application

Robot-assisted surgery is a specialized form of MIS which aims to provide surgeons with better vision, maneuverability and control in comparison with conventional laparoscopy. Typically, robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery (RAMIS) systems have a structure of a teleoperation system. Application of haptic technology to RAMIS have recently received substantial attention of the research community. The purpose of haptic feedback is to provide the surgeon with the increased feel of presence by displaying him/her, in addition to the visual feedback, the interaction forces at the patient side. Although experimental data indicates that the presence of haptic feedback improves the realism of the tool-tissue interaction to the surgeon and leads to higher performance of surgical procedures, current commercial surgical MIS systems do not provide force feedback, mainly because of the inherent stability issues. The instability may arise because of different factors such as the existence of time delays in the communication between master (surgeon) and slave (patient) sites, or inability of the control system to compensate the dynamics of the master or slave robots (for example, due to modelling uncertainties). To avoid the instability while, at the same time, providing the surgeon with the force information, sensory substitution force feedback such as graphical force displays is used in many applications.

Yip et al. [54] have addressed the effect of delayed force feedback on users’ task performance. Their experiments consisted of performing the peg-in-hole task in the presence of different delays and three different feedback scenarios which are unilateral, bilateral, and graphical force feedback. They demonstrated experimentally that, regardless of the delay, the
task completion time of the unilateral teleoperation is the lowest in comparison with the other two scenarios, while the interaction force is the highest. It has also been shown that, regardless of the delay, the haptic force feedback decreases the average and the peak interaction forces, while the graphical force feedback attenuates the peak force if the delay is low. To ensure stability of the teleoperation system, the wave variable approach was chosen.

Mahvash et. al.,[19] have experimentally compared the performance of the following four force feedback scenarios: direct force feedback, graphical force feedback, graphical plus direct force feedback, and no force feedback. The force feedback was implemented by introducing the virtual coupling between the master and the slave, as explained in [18]. The experiments consisted of palpation of a phantom heart and a prostate model with a needle driver tool, and localization of a hidden stiff objects inside the phantom. The experimental results showed that, in the case of heart model, the direct force feedback results in more accurate localization of the hidden object in comparison with the other scenarios. However, in the case of prostate model, no differences have been found between the direct force feedback and the other scenarios. The main reason of this outcome is the fact that the virtual coupling results in transparency deterioration in the case of stiff environments (such as the prostate model).

Wagner et. al.,[53] have studied the effect of the force feedback on the performance during the blunt dissection task. The results have shown that the force feedback reduces the force applied to the tissue during the task and, as a result, reduces the tissue trauma.

Talasaz et. al.,[45] have compared the performance of the knot-tightening task between three different force feedback scenarios, which include visual force feedback, direct force feedback, and augmented direct/visual force feedback. The experimental results showed that the visual force feedback leads to better quality of the knots and better consistency of the the tightening force, while the direct force feedback results in less collisions between the two instruments and and between the instrument and the tissue.

Trejos et. al.,[51] have proposed to use a tactile sensing instrument under robotic control to locate tumors inside the tissue. In their work, the area of palpation is defined during the preoperative stage by the user and, consequently, the robotic-palpation is performed autonomously using the augmented hybrid impedance controller. Talasaz et. al. [44] have proposed a semi-autonomous palpation of the tissue using master-slave teleoperation system. They have used
the Jacobian transpose hybrid impedance controller developed in [26] on the slave side. In this approach, first the user at the master side moves the TSI at the slave side to the area of palpation. Then, the user switches from position control to force control in the direction of palpation by using a manual switch on the master device. This approach not only helps the user to locate the position of the tumor but also to avoid applying excessive forces that may damage the tissue or deteriorate the tactile measurement. A comprehensive survey of haptic in RAMIS systems can be found in [25].

As of today, significant number of publications are available that deal with performance comparison of MIS teleoperator systems with direct force feedback and other scenarios such as no force feedback or graphical force feedback, for different MIS tasks. However, only a few works evaluate the effect of the control scheme on the performance of the MIS task. For example, Kazi [14] evaluated the performance of a telesurgical system during some surgical tasks using the following three stabilization methods: scaling down the motion of the slave, increasing the compliance at the slave, and increasing the motion resistance at the master arm. The experimental results have shown that the effect of these schemes on the performance substantially depends on the particular task. It was also suggested in the above work that transparency level can be increased without negative effect on the stability if the damping of the operator’s hand is high enough. Therefore, the work [14] proposes to implement an on-line identification of the human arm damping and use this estimate to adjust the the damping of the controller. The experimental results, however, demonstrated that this approach does not lead to noticeable performance improvement.

The work of Preusche, et. al., [34] proposes two different control algorithms for a force reflecting teleoperator MIS system. The first proposed control algorithm uses a three-channel teleoperation system, where the slave follows the master position and the force feedback to the master side is calculated as a combination of the sensed force at the slave side and a scaled error between master and slave position. The other proposed approach is a force-force teleoperation scenario, where the operator’s force applied to the master device serves as a reference input to the slave force controller. The work [34] also suggested to adapt the position error scaling gain as a function of the estimated environment stiffness in order to reduce the effect of position coupling in free motion while increasing the stability during contact phase. Theoretical stability
and transparency analysis, however, is not performed in [34] and the experimental results are limited to the case of contact with a soft environment.

The use of force sensors at the patient side is limited in the currently available MIS teleoperation system, mainly because of the sterilization issue. To avoid using force sensors, Mahvash et al. [18] have proposed a position-position scheme for haptic-enabled MIS teleoperation systems. The proposed approach uses a virtual coupling network placed between the end-effectors of the master and the slave devices in combination with the feed-forward cancellation of the master and the slave dynamics. Stability analysis is carried out based on the assumptions that the master and the slave devices are linear and no delay exist in the communication channel. It has been demonstrated that the proposed control approach provides perfect transparency for the contact with soft environment if the dynamics of the master and the slave robots are cancelled completely and the gain of the virtual coupling is chosen sufficiently high. To ensure the stability of the system, the gain of the virtual coupling is derived using Llewellyn’s absolute stability criteria. Although this approach works well in the case of interaction with soft environments, the performance deteriorates in the case of contact with stiff environments (such as the prostate model) [19]. The other shortcoming of this approach is that, in practice, the dynamics of the master and the slave robots cannot be cancelled completely due to modelling uncertainties, and this may have a negative effect on the performance.

1.2 Contributions

One of the main issues in the design of haptics-enabled cooperative teleoperation for MIS application is the potential instability of the closed-loop system. Currently, the most accepted approach to control design for conventional single-master/single-slave teleoperation systems is based on the passivity framework and its extensions, such as the scattering transformations and the wave variables. Using this framework, the stability of the teleoperation system can be guaranteed based on the passivity properties of the parts of the teleoperation system. However, in cooperative teleoperation, the passivity condition does not necessarily hold. In particular, slave-slave interactions may lead to energy exchange between parts of cooperative teleoperation systems, which may result in violation of the passivity condition. A simple example of
this situation is a collision between tools that might happen during surgical procedures. Thus, the application of passivity-based techniques in the design of cooperative surgical teleoperation systems may encounter significant difficulties.

The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:

1. Development of an alternative small-gain approach to the design of stable and transparent force-reflecting cooperative teleoperator systems in the presence of time-varying communication delays and interaction between the slave manipulators.

2. Improvement of the transparency of the system and reducing the conservatism of the small-gain design by incorporating the projection-based force reflection (PBFR) algorithms into cooperative teleoperator system.

3. Improvement of the transient fidelity of the the PBFR algorithms using a frequency separation method.

4. Evaluating the effect of the proposed control design on some basic surgical tasks using a dual-arm MIS setup.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

- Chapter 2 presents a small gain framework for the design of force reflecting cooperative teleoperation systems in the presence of the multiple time-varying communication delays. Consequently, a control algorithm for cooperative force reflecting teleoperation system is presented, and stability conditions are formulated based on the proposed small gain framework. The design is experimentally evaluated on a testbed that consists of a two-master/two-slave cooperative force reflection teleoperation system, where two PHANTOM Omni devices are used as master manipulators, while the slaves are represented by two simulated models of PHANTOM Premium 1.5A devices implemented in virtual environment.
• In Chapter 3, the PBFR algorithms are incorporated into the small gain design of the cooperative teleoperation system to overcome the conservatism of the small gain design. The effect of the human dynamic and different force reflection algorithms on the stability of the teleoperation system is described. It is demonstrated that, using the PBFR algorithm, the stability of the system can be guaranteed regardless of the dynamic properties of the human hand(s). The theoretical results are experimentally evaluated on the same setup as that used in Chapter 2.

• In Chapter 4, the performance of the proposed PBFR algorithms is experimentally evaluated and compared with that of the DFR algorithms on the dual-arm MIS setup in three simple surgical tasks: knot tightening, pegboard transfer, and object manipulation. Nine subjects participated in the experiments. All the experiments have been performed for both the DFR and PBFR algorithms and in the presence of negligible as well as substantial communication delays. The experimental results are presented and the effect of different force reflection algorithms on the performance of the system is discussed.

• In Chapter 5, a new type of the PBFR algorithms is introduced that aims to improve the transient fidelity of the force response. The new type of PBFR algorithms is based on the separation of different frequency bands in the force reflection signal and on applying the projection-based algorithm only for low frequencies while reflecting the high frequency forces directly. The theoretical and experimental results are presented to show the improvement of the transient fidelity of the system without negative effects on stability.

• In Chapter 6, a summary of the thesis results, conclusions, and future research directions are presented.
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Chapter 2

A Small Gain Framework for Networked Cooperative Force-Reflecting Teleoperation


2.1 Introduction

Teleoperation over communication networks has recently attracted significant attention due to its high flexibility, accessibility, and relatively low cost [10]. The primary purpose of teleoperator systems is to make it possible for a human operator to execute a manipulation task remotely. A typical networked teleoperator system consists of two (or more) manipulators, called master(s) and slave(s), that are connected through a communication network. The master manipulator is manually controlled by the human operator, while the slave executes the task by following the motion of the master. In order to let the human operator feel the interaction with the task, the haptic data (slave positions/velocities as well as the interaction forces between the slave and the environment) can be transmitted back to the master site and dis-
played to the human operator through some sort of haptic interface. The theory and design of networked master-slave teleoperator system has become increasingly active research area in recent years, with a large and growing number of applications including telemedicine, telesurgery and collaborative surgery, telemaintenance, teleassistance for disabled, applications to education, entertainment, and many others. For an excellent account of the recent developments, please refer to the survey papers [12, 19], where the former gives an overview of some recent contributions put in historical perspective, while the latter presents a number of teleoperation control schemes within a unifying passivity-based framework. For information on the theory and applications of the networked (in particular, Internet-based) teleoperators, the reader is referred to [10, 9]; see also [12, Section 3.7].

In cooperative teleoperator systems, multiple teleoperators perform tasks on the same environment [26, 32]. Cooperative teleoperation enables collaboration between human operators that are geographically separated, and may lead to drastic improvement in handling capabilities, dexterity, as well as task completion time. Typical examples of applications include different assembly tasks, handling of toxic/radioactive materials and collaborative telesurgery. A structure of cooperative network-based teleoperator system is shown in Figure 2.1. Specific features that makes such a system difficult for analysis and control design include multiple networked communication channels between the masters and the corresponding slaves, and the possibility of the slave-slave interactions through the common environment which may become non-passive if the slaves have different size. These features limit the applicability of the conventional passivity-based approaches (that typically involve different forms of scattering transformations or wave variables [1, 18, 16]) for the design of such systems. In fact, there exists only a few works that deal with stability analysis of cooperative force reflecting teleoperator systems with communication constraints. Recent works on this topic include [25, 4]. In [25], the stability analysis is intrinsically linear, the communication delays are assumed to be constant and known, and the communication errors are not permitted; moreover, apparently the approach of [25] can not be extended to the case of nonlinear systems or irregular unknown communication delays and communication errors. In [4], the passivity & wave variables approach is employed; however, this work does not contain rigorous stability analysis, the communication delay are assumed to be constant, and no communication errors are admitted.
In this paper, we develop a framework for the design of bilateral cooperative teleoperators with network-induced communication constraints that is based on the small-gain arguments. Along with passivity theorems [11, 3], the small-gain theorems are among the most powerful tools in analysis and control of interconnected nonlinear systems [13]. However, the small-gain ideas have not yet been applied to the design of cooperative network-based teleoperator systems, which can probably be attributed to a number of difficulties associated with such an application. First, a cooperative teleoperator system can consist of multiple master-slave pairs that interact through environment, which generally results in an interconnection structure more complex than simple feedback interconnections to which the small-gain arguments are traditionally applied. Second, communication over networks imposes communication constraints that include time-varying discontinuous possibly unbounded communication delays and possible packet losses. Also, in robotic systems, stability with prescribed gains usually cannot be achieved globally, which implies that an appropriate version of the small-gain theorem must admit stability properties of subsystems to be satisfied within a compact subset of the state space and a compact range of inputs rather than globally (which corresponds to stability with finite restrictions as well as a bounded domain of small-gain conditions). Although a number of nonlinear small-gain theorems presented in the literature addressed some of the above mentioned issues (see, for example, [6, 14, 31, 7] for small gain conditions for interconnection of
multiple subsystems, [31] for the case of bounded communication delays, [22, 23] for the case of discontinuous time-varying unbounded communication delays, and [29, 22, 23] for the case of finite restrictions), no small-gain results exist that would directly fit the specific requirements of the networked cooperative bilateral teleoperator systems. In this work, we first formulate and prove a new version of the weak input-to-output practical stability (WIOPS) small gain theorem that is applicable to stability analysis of large-scale network-based interconnections where the subsystems are assumed to satisfy the WIOPS property. Based on this result, we present a design of a cooperative networked force-reflecting teleoperator system with a typical interconnection structure. More specifically, using the developed multi-channel small-gain approach, we design a cooperative force-reflecting teleoperator system which is guaranteed to be stable in the presence of multiple network-induced communication constraints by appropriate adjustment of local control gains and/or force-reflection gains. Theoretical developments presented in this paper are supported by experiments. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work where the small gain approach is applied to analyze stability of a networked cooperative force reflecting teleoperator system.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2.2, we formulate and prove a new version of the WIOPS small gain theorem that meets the specific requirements of networked force-reflecting cooperative teleoperator systems. In Section 2.3, we design a force-reflecting cooperative teleoperator system using the small-gain framework, and show that the system is stable in the presence of irregular communications. Experimental results are discussed in Section 2.4, and concluding remarks are given in Section 2.5.

### 2.2 Small Gain Theorem for Network-Based Interconnections

#### 2.2.1 Preliminaries

Throughout the paper, the following standard notation is used. Let $\mathbb{R}_+ := [0, +\infty)$. A continuous function $\gamma: \mathbb{R}_+ \to \mathbb{R}_+$ is said to belong to class $\mathcal{G}$ ($\gamma \in \mathcal{G}$) if it is strictly increasing; a function $\gamma \in \mathcal{G}$ belongs to class $\mathcal{K}$ ($\gamma \in \mathcal{K}$) if it satisfies
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\( y(0) = 0 \); a function \( \gamma \in \mathcal{K} \) belongs to class \( \mathcal{K}_\infty \) if \( \gamma(s) \to \infty \) as \( s \to \infty \). Also, we will occasionally use the notation \( \mathcal{K}_{\text{lin}} \) to denote a subclass of \( \mathcal{K}_\infty \) which consists of linear functions of the form \( \gamma(s) := g \cdot s \), where \( g > 0 \). Finally, let us formally introduce a class of zero functions \( \mathcal{O} \) which consists of a single element, \textit{i.e.}, \( \gamma \in \mathcal{O} \) if \( \gamma(s) \equiv 0 \) for all \( s \in \mathbb{R}_+ \).

When analyzing stability of cooperative teleoperator systems, one deals with Multiple Inputs-Multiple Outputs (MIMO) systems where each input-output pair has a specific gain function associated with it. For simplicity of notation in the MIMO case, it is convenient to use positive orthant in \( \mathbb{R}^n \), \textit{i.e.}, \( \mathbb{R}^n_+ := \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^n, x_i \geq 0 \text{ for all } i = 1, \ldots, n \} \). Given a set \( \Gamma_{ij} : \mathbb{R}_+ \to \mathbb{R}_+ \), \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}, j \in \{1, \ldots, m\} \), consider an associated map \( \Gamma : \mathbb{R}_+^m \to \mathbb{R}_+^n \) defined according to the formula \( \Gamma(s) = [\langle \Gamma(s) \rangle_1, \ldots, \langle \Gamma(s) \rangle_n] \), where

\[
(\Gamma(s))_i := \max_{j \in \{1, \ldots, m\}} \Gamma_{ij}(s_j).
\]

A map \( \Gamma : \mathbb{R}_+^m \to \mathbb{R}_+^n \) is said to belong to class \( \mathcal{G}^{n \times m} \) if and only if it can be associated with a set \( \{\Gamma_{ij}\}, i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}, j \in \{1, \ldots, m\} \), where all \( \Gamma_{ij} \in \{\mathcal{G} \cup \mathcal{O}\} \). Classes \( \mathcal{K}^{n \times m}, \mathcal{K}_\infty^{n \times m}, \) and \( \mathcal{K}_{\text{lin}}^{n \times m} \) are defined analogously.

Further notation that we use in the paper is as follows. Given two maps \( \Gamma_1, \Gamma_2 \) of appropriate dimensions, their composition is denoted by \( \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2 \) (\textit{i.e.}, \( \Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2(s) := \Gamma_1(\Gamma_2(s)) \)). Given a map \( \Gamma \in \mathcal{G}^{n \times n} \) and a number \( i \in \mathbb{N} := \{0, 1, \ldots\} \), denote

\[
\Gamma^i := \underbrace{\Gamma \circ \Gamma \circ \ldots \circ \Gamma}_{\text{\(i\) times}}.
\]

In particular, \( \Gamma^0 \) for \( i = 0 \) is the identity map, \( \Gamma^0(s) := s \). Further, given \( x, y \in \mathbb{R}^n_+ \), we write \( x \geq y \) iff \( x_i \geq y_i \) for all \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \), and \( x \not\geq y \) otherwise. Relations \( > \) and \( \not\geq \) are defined analogously. The maximum of two or more vectors is calculated componentwise. For a finite set \( X \), the number of its elements is denoted by \( \#X \). Given \( I \subset \{1, \ldots, n\} \), \( I \neq \emptyset \), and \( y \in \mathbb{R}^n_+ \), denote \( y_I := \{y_i\}_{i \in I} \). Thus, \( y_I \in \mathbb{R}^\#I \) is the projection of \( y \in \mathbb{R}^n \) onto the subspace of \( \mathbb{R}^n \) spanned by the basis vectors \( \{e_i\}, i \in I \). The projection operator \( y \to y_I \) is denoted by \( \mathbb{P}_I; \) thus, \( y_I := \mathbb{P}_I(y) \).
2.2.2  The Small-Gain Theorem

Below, we use the following notation borrowed from [30]. Given functions \( f : \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R}^n \), \( t_d : \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R}_+ \), by \( f_d(t) \) we denote the restriction of \( f \) on the interval \([t - t_d(t); t]\), i.e., \( f_d(t) = \{ f(s), s \in [t - t_d(t); t]\} \). Consider a system described by functional differential equations (FDEs) of the form

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x} &= f(x_d, u_{1d}, \ldots, u_{md}, w_{1d}, \ldots, w_{qd}), \\
y_1 &= g_1(x_d, u_{1d}, \ldots, u_{md}, w_{1d}, \ldots, w_{qd}), \\
&\vdots \\
y_p &= g_p(x_d, u_{1d}, \ldots, u_{md}, w_{1d}, \ldots, w_{qd}).
\end{align*}
\]

(2.1)

Here, \( x_d \) is a state, \( x_d(t) := \{x(s), s \in [t - t_d(t); t]\} \), \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \), \( u_1, \ldots, u_m \) are finite-dimensional control inputs, \( y_1, \ldots, y_p \) are finite-dimensional outputs, and \( w_1, \ldots, w_q \) are finite-dimensional disturbance inputs. According to the notation introduced above, the right-hand side of (2.1) depends on state and input trajectories restricted on the interval \([t - t_d(t); t]\) for some \( t_d : \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R}_+ \). For regularity purposes, it is assumed that \( f, g_1, \ldots, g_p \) are Lipschitz continuous operators; also, \( t_d(t) \) does not grow faster than time \( t \); more precisely, the inequality \( t_d(t_2) - t_d(t_1) \leq t_2 - t_1 \) holds for all \( t_1, t_2 \in \mathbb{R} \), \( t_2 \geq t_1 \); also, \( t - t_d(t) \to +\infty \) as \( t \to +\infty \). Denote \( y := ([y_1], \ldots, [y_p])^T \in \mathbb{R}^p, |u| \in \mathbb{R}_+^m, |w| \in \mathbb{R}_+^q \) are defined analogously. It is assumed that system (2.1) satisfies the following local version of the input-to-output stability property [27].

**Assumption 1.** The system (2.1) is weakly input-to-output practically stable (WIOPS) with restrictions \( \Delta_x \in \mathbb{R}_+, \Delta_u \in \mathbb{R}_+^m, \Delta_w \in \mathbb{R}_+^q \), i.e., there exist \( \beta \in \mathcal{K}_\infty^{p \times 1}, \Gamma_u \in \mathcal{G}^{p \times m}, \Gamma_w \in \mathcal{G}^{p \times q} \), such that the conditions \( |x_d(0)| \leq \Delta_x, \sup_{t \geq 0} |u_d(t)| \leq \Delta_u, \sup_{t \geq 0} |w_d(t)| \leq \Delta_w \) imply that the solutions of (2.1) are well defined for \( t \in [0, +\infty) \), and the following inequalities hold

\[
\sup_{t \geq 0} |y(t)| \leq \max \left\{ \beta(|x_d(0)|), \Gamma_u(\sup_{t \geq 0} |u_d(t)|), \Gamma_w(\sup_{t \geq 0} |w_d(t)|) \right\},
\]

(2.2)

\[
\limsup_{t \to +\infty} |y(t)| \leq \max \left\{ \Gamma_u(\limsup_{t \to +\infty} |u_d(t)|), \Gamma_w(\limsup_{t \to +\infty} |w_d(t)|) \right\}.
\]

(2.3)

The WIOPS property described in Assumption 1 is closely related to a well-known property of the IOS ([27, p. 192]). In the case of single-input-single-output time-invariant systems of
ODEs, however, WIOPS is strictly weaker than IOS. Indeed, IOS implies properties similar to (2.2) and (2.3), however, the converse is generally not true. One particular difference is that IOS assumes existence of a uniform decaying estimate for the system’s output which is not necessarily guaranteed by WIOPS. This fact can be illustrated by a counterexample from [27, p. 194], which is also applicable to our situation. The other difference between IOS and WIOPS is that the latter admits gain functions from class $\mathcal{G}$. See also [8], where another non-global version of IOS-like property is used.

In this work, we address the situation where different input and output channels of the system (2.1) are pairwise interconnected through a communication network. The existence of a communication network may impose significant communication constraints such as time-varying discontinuous possibly unbounded communication delays as well as perturbations due to transmission errors, information losses and quantization. The communication constraints imposed on $j$-th input, where $j \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$, are described according to the formula

$$|u_j(t)| \leq \max_{i \in \{1, \ldots, p\}} \left\{ M_i^j \left( |y_i^*(t - \tau_i^j(t))| \right) \right\},$$

where $y_i^*(t) = y_i(t)$ for $t \geq 0$ and $y_i^*(t) = 0$ for $t < 0$ (which implies that the connection is initiated at $t = 0$), $\tau_i^j(t)$ is the communication delay induced by the network between $i$-th output and $j$-th input, and $M_i^j \in \mathcal{G}$ is the corresponding “gain” function which, in particular, gives a room for possible amplification and/or distortion of the signal transmitted; it also provides an upper bound for errors due to quantization and information losses. All the communication delays satisfy the following assumption.

**Assumption 2.** The communication delays $\tau_i^j : \mathbb{R}_+ \to \mathbb{R}_+$, $i \in \{1, \ldots, p\}$, $j \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$ are Lebesgue measurable functions with the following properties:

i) there exists a piecewise continuous function $\tau^* : \mathbb{R}_+ \to \mathbb{R}_+$ satisfying $\tau^*(t_2) - \tau^*(t_1) \leq t_2 - t_1$, such that the following inequalities hold for all $t \geq 0$

$$\max_{i \in \{1, \ldots, p\}} \max_{j \in \{1, \ldots, m\}} \tau_i^j(t) \leq \tau^*(t);$$

ii) $$t - \max_{i \in \{1, \ldots, p\}} \max_{j \in \{1, \ldots, m\}} \tau_i^j(t) \to +\infty \quad \text{as} \quad t \to +\infty.$$
Assumption 2 is a relaxed version of similar assumptions used in [22]. As shown in [22], it does not impose any restrictions on the characteristics of the communication channel, and can always be satisfied in real-life networks unless the communication is totally lost on a semi-infinite time interval.

Now, let us denote $$\Gamma := \Gamma_u \circ M \in \mathcal{G}^{p \times p}$$, where

$$M := \begin{bmatrix} M_1^1 & \ldots & M_1^p \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ M_p^1 & \ldots & M_p^m \end{bmatrix} \in \mathcal{G}^{m \times p}.$$

The following theorem gives small-gain conditions for WIOPS of system (2.1), (2.4).

**Theorem 1.** Consider an interconnected system (2.1), (2.4). Suppose Assumptions 1, 2 hold. Suppose also there exist $$\delta, \Delta \in \mathbb{R}^p_+$$, satisfying $$\Gamma_i^{-1}(\delta) < \Delta$$ for all $$i \in \{1, \ldots, p\}$$, and $$M(\Delta) \leq \Delta_u$$, such that the following conditions hold

$$\Gamma(s) \not\succ s \quad \text{for all } s \in \mathbb{R}^p_+, \ s \leq \Delta, \ s \neq \delta. \quad (2.7)$$

Then the interconnection (2.1), (2.4) is WIOPS with restrictions $$\Delta^*_x, \Delta^*_w$$, where

$$\Delta^*_x := \max \left\{ s \in \mathbb{R}^p_+: s \leq \Delta_x, \ \max_{i \in \{1, \ldots, p\}} \Gamma_i^{-1} \circ \beta(s) \leq \Delta \right\}, \quad (2.8)$$

$$\Delta^*_w := \max \left\{ s \in \mathbb{R}^q_+: s \leq \Delta_w, \ \max_{i \in \{1, \ldots, p\}} \Gamma_i^{-1} \circ \Gamma_w(s) \leq \Delta \right\}. \quad (2.9)$$

More precisely, the conditions $$|x_d(0)| \leq \Delta^*_x$$,

$$\sup_{t \geq 0} |w_d(t)| \leq \Delta^*_w$$

imply that the following inequalities

$$\sup_{t \geq 0} |y(t)| \leq \max_{i \in \{1, \ldots, p\}} \Gamma_i^{-1} \left\{ \max_{i \in \{1, \ldots, p\}} \beta(|x_d(0)|), \ \Gamma_w(\sup_{t \geq 0} |w_d(t)|, \delta) \right\}, \quad (2.10)$$

$$\limsup_{t \to +\infty} |y(t)| \leq \max_{i \in \{1, \ldots, p\}} \Gamma_i^{-1} \left\{ \Gamma_w(\limsup_{t \to +\infty} |w_d(t)|, \delta) \right\}. \quad (2.11)$$

hold along the trajectories of (2.1), (2.4).

It is worth mentioning that, for sufficiently large $$p$$, the small gain condition (2.7) may be hard to check. In this case, one can use sufficient conditions for (2.7) provided by Lemma 2.2.1.
2.2. SMALL GAIN THEOREM FOR NETWORK-BASED INTERCONNECTIONS

below. Let \( I_1, \ldots, I_k \subset \{1, \ldots, q\}, ~k \in \{1, q\} \), be nonempty index sets such that \((I_1, \ldots, I_k) = (1, \ldots, q)\). Consider the following partition of \( \Gamma \),

\[
\Gamma = \begin{bmatrix}
\Gamma_{I_1 I_1} & \cdots & \Gamma_{I_k I_k} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\Gamma_{I_k I_1} & \cdots & \Gamma_{I_k I_k}
\end{bmatrix}.
\] (2.12)

A function of the form

\[
\Gamma_{I_{k_1} I_{k_2}} \circ \cdots \circ \Gamma_{I_{k_p} I_{k_1}} \in \mathcal{G}^{\#I_{k_1} \times \#I_{k_1}}
\] (2.13)

where \( k_1, \ldots, k_p \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \) are pairwise different, is said to be a minimal cycle of the (partitioned) matrix-function \( \Gamma \in \mathcal{G}^{p \times p} \). The following lemma provides sufficient conditions for (2.7).

**Lemma 2.2.1** The small gain condition (2.7) holds if there exists a partition of \( \Gamma \in \mathcal{G}^{p \times p} \) of the form (2.12) such that for each \( k_1 \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \), each minimal cycle of (2.12) satisfies

\[
\Gamma_{I_{k_1} I_{k_2}} \circ \cdots \circ \Gamma_{I_{k_p} I_{k_1}}(s) < s \text{ for all } s \in \left[\delta_{k_1}, \bar{\Delta}_{k_1}\right],
\] (2.14)

where \( \delta_{k_1} := \mathbb{P}_{I_{k_1}}(\delta), \bar{\Delta}_{k_1} := \mathbb{P}_{I_{k_1}}(\bar{\Delta}) \), and \( \bar{\Delta} := \max_{i \in \{1, \ldots, p\}} \Gamma^{i-1}(\Delta) \).

**Proof.** Assume the converse, i.e., there exists \( s \in \mathbb{R}_+^p, ~ s \leq \Delta, ~ s \not\in \delta \) such that \( \Gamma(s) \geq s \). The last inequality can be rewritten as follows

\[
s_{I_j} \leq \max_{r \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \cup \{j\}} \{\Gamma_{I_r I_j}(s_{I_j})\}, \quad j \in \{1, \ldots, k\}.
\] (2.15)

Combining inequalities (2.15), one arrives at contradiction with (2.14).

### 2.2.3 Proof of Theorem 1

The proof makes use of the following two lemmas.

**Lemma 2.2.2** Suppose \( \Gamma \in \mathcal{G}^{p \times p} \) satisfies (2.7) for some \( \delta, \Delta \in \mathbb{R}_+^p \) such that \( \Gamma^{i-1}(\delta) < \Delta \) for all \( i \in \{1, \ldots, p\} \). Let \( I \subset \{1, \ldots, p\} \) be an arbitrary nonempty index set, and \( I^c := \{1, \ldots, p\} \setminus I \). Then

\[
\Gamma_{II}(s) \not\in s \text{ for all } s \in \mathbb{R}_+^{\#I}, ~ s \leq \Delta_I, ~ s \not\in \delta_I.
\] (2.16)
Proof. Pick an arbitrary \( s_0 \in \mathbb{R}_+^I \) such that \( s_0 \leq \Delta_I \) and \( s_0 \not\in \delta_I \). Let \( s \in \mathbb{R}_+^P \) be such that \( s_I = s_0 \) and \( s_F = 0 \). Clearly, \( s \leq \Delta \), and \( s \not\in \delta \). Condition (2.7) then implies that

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  s_I \\
  0_F
\end{bmatrix}
\not\leq
\begin{bmatrix}
  \Gamma_{II} & \Gamma_{IF} \\
  \Gamma_{FI} & \Gamma_{FF}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
  s_I \\
  0_F
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

where \( 0_F \) is the representation of the zero vector in the coordinate system \( \{e_i\}, i \in I^c \). Clearly, \( 0 \leq \max\{\Gamma_F(s_I), \Gamma_{F^c}(0)\} \), therefore

\[
s_I \not\leq \max\{\Gamma_{II}(s_I), \Gamma_{IF}(0)\} \geq \Gamma_{II}(s_I).
\]

The statement follows due to arbitrary choice of \( s_0 = s_I \).

Lemma 2.2.3 Suppose (2.7) holds. Then for any \( y \in \mathbb{R}_+^P \), \( y \leq \Delta \), and any \( v \in \mathbb{R}_+^P \) satisfying \( \Gamma_i^{-1}(v) < \Delta \) for all \( i \in \{1, \ldots, p\} \), the condition

\[
y \leq \max\{\Gamma(y), v\}
\]

implies

\[
y \leq \phi := \max_{i\in\{1,\ldots,p\}} \{\Gamma_i^{-1}(\max\{v, \delta\})\}.
\]

Proof. Let \( y \leq \Delta \). First, we claim that under the assumptions of Lemma 2.2.3,

\[
y \not\geq \max\{\delta, v\}.
\]

Indeed, assume the converse, i.e.,

\[
y > \max\{\delta, v\}.
\]

Taking into account (2.17), this implies \( y \leq \Gamma(y) \). On the other hand, (2.20) also implies that \( y \in (\delta, \Delta] \), where \( (\delta, \Delta] \) denotes the set of all vectors \( y \in \mathbb{R}_+^P \) with \( \delta < y \leq \Delta \), and therefore (2.7) implies \( y \not\leq \Gamma(y) \). This contradiction proves (2.19).

Now, inequality (2.19) implies that there exists a (possibly empty) index set \( I_1 \subset \{1, \ldots, p\} \) such that \( I_1^c := \{1, \ldots, p\} \setminus I_1 \neq \emptyset \), and

\[
y_{I_1} \leq \max\{\delta_{I_1}^c, v_{I_1}^c\} \leq \phi_{I_1}.
\]

If \( I_1 = \emptyset \), then (2.18) is proven. Otherwise, taking into account the last inequality, it follows from (2.17) that

\[
y_{I_1} \leq \max\{\Gamma_{I_1 I_1}(y_{I_1}), \Gamma_{I_1 I_1}^c(\delta_{I_1}^c), \Gamma_{I_1 I_1}^c(v_{I_1}^c), v_{I_1}^c\}.
\]
Now, taking into account Lemma 2.2.2, and using exactly the same line of reasoning as above, one can show that
\[
y_{I_1} \neq \max\{\delta_{I_1}, \Gamma_{I_1 I_1} \left(\delta_{I_1}\right), \Gamma_{I_1 I_{I_{c_1}}} \left(v_{I_{c_1}}\right), v_{I_1}\}.
\]
The last inequality precisely means that there exists a (possibly empty) index set \(I_2 \subset I_1\), \(I_2 \neq I_1\), such that \(y_{I_2} \leq \phi_{I_2}\). Continuing this line of reasoning, after at most \(p - 1\) steps, we get (2.18). This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2.3.

Now, consider the system (2.1), (2.4). Suppose
\[
|x_d(0)| \leq \Delta^*_x, \quad \sup_{t \geq 0} |w_d(t)| \leq \Delta^*_w.
\]
(2.21)
Denote \(\Delta^* := \max\{\beta\left(\Delta^*_x\right), \Gamma_w\left(\Delta^*_w\right), \delta\}\). First, let us prove that
\[
\sup_{t \geq 0} |y(t)| \leq \Delta := \max_{i \in \{1, \ldots, p\}} \Gamma^{i-1}\left(\Delta^*\right).
\]
(2.22)
Note that, due to finite restriction \(\Delta_u\) as well as bounded domain of the small-gain condition, the above inequality cannot be proven by applying small-gain arguments directly. Instead, let us consider the system (2.1) where the following interconnection constraints are imposed on each input \(u_j\), \(j \in \{1, \ldots, m\}\),
\[
|u_j(t)| \leq \epsilon \cdot \max_{i \in \{1, \ldots, p\}} \left\{M_i^j \left(\left|y_i^*(t - \tau_i^j(t))\right|\right)\right\},
\]
(2.23)
where \(\epsilon \in [0, 1]\). Using homotopy-like arguments similar to the ones used in the Appendix of [29], we will show that (2.22) holds for all \(\epsilon \in [0, 1]\). First, for \(\epsilon = 0\), inequality (2.22) follows directly from Assumption 1. Fix an arbitrary \(T \in (0, +\infty)\), and let \(\nu \in \mathbb{R}_+^p\), \(\nu > 0\) be a vector with sufficiently small norm. Due to regularity (Lipschitz continuity) of the right-hand sides of system (2.1), the upper bound on trajectories of (2.1), (2.4) for \(t \in [0, T]\) depends continuously on parameter \(\epsilon\); more precisely, there exists \(\epsilon^* > 0\) such that the inequality
\[
\sup_{t \in [0, T]} |y(t)| \leq \Delta + \nu,
\]
(2.24)
holds as long as \(\epsilon\) in (2.23) satisfies \(\epsilon \in [0, \epsilon^*]\). Since \(\epsilon^* < 1\), for sufficiently small \(\nu > 0\) one has \(\epsilon^* \cdot M(\Delta + \nu) \leq M(\Delta) \leq \Delta_u\). Combining this with (2.23), (2.24), we see that
\[
\sup_{t \in [-\tau_d(0), T]} |u(t)| \leq \Delta_u,
\]
(2.25)

...the restriction on $u$ is met for all $t \in [0, T]$. Now, using (2.2), one gets

$$
\sup_{t \in [0, T]} |y(t)| \leq \max \left\{ \Delta^*, \Gamma_u \circ (\epsilon^* \cdot M) \left( \sup_{t \in [0, T]} |y(t)| \right) \right\},
$$

(2.26)
as long as $\epsilon$ in (2.23) satisfies $\epsilon \in [0, \epsilon^*]$. Furthermore, since $0 < \epsilon^* < 1$ and $\Gamma_u(\cdot)$ is non-decreasing, it is easy to see that, for sufficiently small $\nu > 0$, condition (2.7) implies that $\Gamma_u(\epsilon^* \cdot M)(s) \nexists s$ holds for all $s \in \mathbb{R}^p$, such that $s \leq \Delta + \nu$ and $s \not\in \delta$. Applying Lemma 2.2.3, we see that

$$
\sup_{t \geq 0} |y(t)| \leq \Delta
$$

(2.27)
holds as long as $\epsilon \in [0, \epsilon^*]$. Now, let $\epsilon_{max} \in (0, 1]$ be the maximal number such that (2.27) holds for all $\epsilon \in [0, \epsilon_{max}]$. We claim that $\epsilon_{max} = 1$. Indeed, assume the converse, i.e., $\epsilon_{max} < 1$. Then, for sufficiently small $\nu > 0$, it follows by continuity of trajectories that there exists $\epsilon^{**} \in (\epsilon_{max}, 1)$ such that (2.24) holds for all $\epsilon \in [0, \epsilon^{**}]$. Using exactly the same line of reasoning as above, one can see that in this case (2.27) holds for all $\epsilon \in [0, \epsilon^{**}]$, which contradicts the definition of $\epsilon_{max}$. Thus, $\epsilon_{max} = 1$. Due to the arbitrary choice of $T \in (0, +\infty)$, this implies (2.22); also, (2.25) holds for all $T > 0$, which means that the restriction on $u$ is met. Thus, (2.2) holds along the trajectories of (2.1), (2.4).

Now, combining (2.2), (2.4), we get

$$
\sup_{t \geq 0} |y(t)| \leq \max \left\{ \beta(|x_d(0)|), \Gamma(\sup_{t \geq 0} |y(t)|), \Gamma_w(\sup_{t \geq 0} |w_d(t)|) \right\}.
$$

Taking into account (2.7), (2.22), and applying Lemma 2.2.3, we see that (2.10) holds. To prove (2.11), note that due to Assumption 2, part ii), we have

$$
\limsup_{t \to +\infty} |y_i^*(t - \tau_j^i(t))| = \limsup_{t \to +\infty} |y_i^*(t)|
$$

holds for each $i \in \{1, \ldots, p\}, j \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$. Taking into account (2.4) as well as the definition of $y^*(\cdot)$, we see that

$$
\limsup_{t \to +\infty} |u_d(t)| \leq M \left( \limsup_{t \to +\infty} |y(t)| \right).
$$

Combining the above inequality with (2.3), taking into account the small-gain condition (2.7) as well as (2.22), and applying Lemma 2.2.3, we get (2.11). The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete.
2.3 Design of a networked cooperative force-reflecting teleoperator

In this section, Theorem 1 and Lemma 2.2.1 are applied to the design of a networked cooperative teleoperator system shown schematically in Figure 2.1.

2.3.1 Masters and slaves manipulators

The cooperative teleoperator system under consideration consists of $2N$ manipulators, $N$ masters and $N$ slaves. The manipulator dynamics are described by Euler-Lagrange equations of the form

\begin{align}
H_{mi}(q_{mi}) \ddot{q}_{mi} + C_{mi}(q_{mi}, \dot{q}_{mi}) \dot{q}_{mi} + G_{mi}(q_{mi}) &= u_{mi} + J_{mi}^T(q_{mi}) (f_{hi} - f_{ri}), \\
H_{si}(q_{si}) \ddot{q}_{si} + C_{si}(q_{si}, \dot{q}_{si}) \dot{q}_{si} + G_{si}(q_{si}) &= u_{si} - J_{si}^T(q_{si}) f_{ei},
\end{align}

where $i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$. Here, $q_{mi}, q_{si}$ represent joint positions of the $i$-th master and the $i$-th slave manipulator, $H_{mi}(q_{mi}), H_{si}(q_{si})$ are inertia matrices, $C_{mi}(q_{mi}, \dot{q}_{mi}), C_{si}(q_{si}, \dot{q}_{si})$ are matrices of Coriolis/centrifugal forces, $G_{mi}(q_{mi}), G_{si}(q_{si})$ are vectors of potential forces, and $J_{mi}(q_{mi}), J_{si}(q_{si})$ are Jacobians of the $i$-th master and $i$-th slave manipulator, respectively. Also, $f_{hi}$ is the force (torque) applied by the human operator to $i$-th master, $f_{ei}$ is the environmental force (torque) applied to $i$-th slave, $f_{ri}$ is the force reflected to $i$-th master, and $u_{mi}, u_{si}$ are the control inputs of $i$-th master and $i$-th slave, respectively. The dynamics of all the manipulators involved are assumed to satisfy the set of standard properties described, for example, in [28, Section 2.1]. For simplicity of presentation, it is assumed that all the manipulators involve either rotational
or translational motions with finite translational joints; in particular, this implies that all the manipulators have compact configuration spaces.

### 2.3.2 Communication process

For each \( i \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \), the \( i \)-th master is connected with the \( i \)-th slave over a networked communication channel. This interconnection is described as follows. First, the spatial coordinates (position and orientation) of the end-effector of \( i \)-th master are calculated according to the formula

\[
x_{mi} = T_{mi}(q_{mi}),
\]

where \( T_{mi}: \mathbb{R}^{n_i} \to \mathbb{R}^6 \) are forward kinematics of the \( i \)-th master manipulator. These coordinates are then transmitted over the communication channel to the \( i \)-th slave with communication delay \( \tau_{fi}: \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R}_+ \) and communication error \( \sigma_{fi} \), according to the formula

\[
\hat{x}_{mi}(t) := x_{mi}(t - \tau_{fi}(t)) + \sigma_{fi}(t).
\]

The communication error in the \( i \)-th forward channel is assumed to be uniformly essentially bounded by the (sufficiently small) bound \( \sigma_{fi}^* \geq 0 \),

\[
\sup_{t \in [0, +\infty)} |\sigma_{fi}(t)| \leq \sigma_{fi}^*.
\]

On the slave’s side, the reference joint space trajectory \( \hat{q}_{mi} \) is obtained from \( \hat{x}_{mi} \) according to the formula

\[
\hat{q}_{mi} := T_{si}^{-1}(\hat{x}_{mi}),
\]

where \( T_{si}^{-1}: \mathbb{R}^6 \to \mathbb{R}^{n_i} \) is the inverse kinematics map for \( i \)-th slave manipulator. For simplicity of presentation, we assume that inverse kinematics maps \( T_{si}^{-1}(\cdot) \) are well-defined and continuous for all possible trajectories \( \hat{x}_{mi}(\cdot) \). Additionally, it is assumed that

\[
\left| T_{si}^{-1} \circ T_{mi}(q_{mi}) \right| \leq \gamma_i^{\tau f}(|q_{mi}|)
\]

holds for some \( \gamma_i^{\tau f} \in \mathcal{G}, i \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \).

**Remark 1.** Generally speaking, the existence of well-defined and continuous inverse kinematic maps \( T_{si}^{-1}(\cdot) \) imposes significant restrictions on the kinematic structure of the manipulators. Our primary motivation for transmitting the master trajectories in the task space
coordinates was to increase the generality of the design by allowing the master-slave pairs with dissimilar kinematics. Indeed, for the master-slave pairs with identical kinematics, the master trajectories can be transferred to the slave side directly in joint space; in this case, we can formally set \( T_{si}^{-1} \circ T_{mi} = Id \), and therefore, all \( \gamma^{ij}_i \) can be chosen to be identity functions. In the case of the master-slave pairs with dissimilar kinematics, however, the problem becomes more complicated; in particular, it must be guaranteed that any possible master trajectory in the task space can be executed by a kinematically dissimilar slave. This is a nontrivial problem, and its solution strongly depends on the particular choice of the master and the slave kinematic structures. Our assumption of the existence of well-defined and continuous inverse kinematic maps \( T_{si}^{-1}(\cdot) \) is a simple way to guarantee that a solution to the above mentioned problem exists and is known. It is also worth mention that non-identity functions \( \gamma^{ij}_i(\cdot) \) in (2.33) allow to consider scaling of the trajectories between the master(s) and the slave(s) sides.

Now, let \( f_{ei}, i \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \) be the interaction forces between the environment and the \( i \)-th slave. These forces are transmitted over a communication channel to the corresponding master site, according to the formula

\[
\hat{f}_{ei}(t) := f_{ei}(t - \tau_{bi}(t)) + \sigma_{bi}(t),
\]

where \( \tau_{bi} : \mathbb{R}_+ \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_+ \) is the communication delay in the \( i \)-th backward channel, and \( \sigma_{bi}(\cdot) \) is the corresponding measurement/estimation/quantization/transmission error which is assumed to be uniformly essentially bounded by the (sufficiently small) bound \( \sigma^{*}_{bi} \geq 0 \),

\[
\sup_{t \in [0, +\infty)} |\sigma_{bi}(t)| \leq \sigma^{*}_{bi}.
\]

On the master side, the force reflection term \( f_{ri} \) is generated based on force signal \( \hat{f}_{ei} \) received from the corresponding slave manipulator. We address a simple case where \( f_{ri} \) is equal to \( \hat{f}_{ei} \) amplified (attenuated) with certain gain function \( \gamma_{fi} \in \mathcal{G}, i.e., \)

\[
f_{ri} := \gamma_{fi}(t_{ei}) \hat{f}_{ei}(t_{ei}).
\]
2.3.3 Control algorithms

The control law for the $i$-th master device ($i = 1, \ldots, N$) is “PD plus gravity compensation” of the form

$$u_{mi} = G_{mi}(q_{mi}) - K_{mi}(\Lambda_{mi}q_{mi} + \dot{q}_{mi}),$$

(2.35)

where $K_{mi}, \Lambda_{mi}$ are symmetric positive definite matrices. As shown in [2], this control law guarantees the input-to-state stability of each master device with respect to joint force/torque input.

Taking into account the uniform boundedness of all $J_{mi}(\cdot)$, we see that the master subsystems are ISS with respect to spatial force (torque) inputs $f_{hi} - f_{ri}$; considering $f_{hi}, f_{ri}$ as separate inputs, the corresponding ISS gains are denoted by $\gamma_{mi} \in \mathcal{G}$.

For each slave subsystem, the control law has the following form [20],

$$\dot{\xi}_{1i} = \xi_{2i} - g_{i}\alpha_{1i}\tilde{\xi}_{1i},$$

(2.36)

$$\dot{\xi}_{2i} = -g_{i}^{2}\alpha_{0i}\tilde{\xi}_{1i},$$

(2.37)

$$u_{si} = -H_{si}(q_{si})\left(g_{i}^{2}\alpha_{0i}\tilde{\xi}_{1i} + \Lambda_{si}\left(g_{i}\alpha_{1i}\tilde{\xi}_{1i} + \tilde{q}_{si}\right)\right) + C_{si}(q_{si}, \dot{q}_{si})(\xi_{2i} - \Lambda_{si}\tilde{q}_{si}) + G_{si}(q_{si})$$

(2.38)

$$-K_{si}\left(\tilde{q}_{si} + \Lambda_{si}\tilde{q}_{si}\right),$$

where, for each $i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$, we denote $\tilde{\xi}_{1i} := \xi_{1i} - \dot{q}_{mi}$, $\tilde{q}_{si} := \xi_{1i} - q_{si}$, $\tilde{q}_{si} := \xi_{2i} - \dot{q}_{si}$, and where $K_{si} \in \mathbb{R}^{nxn}$, $\Lambda_{si} \in \mathbb{R}^{nxn}$ are symmetric positive-definite matrices; $\alpha_{0i}, \alpha_{1i}$ are positive constants such that the roots of $p_{i}(s) = s^{2} + \alpha_{1i}s + \alpha_{0i}$ have negative real parts; and $g_{i} > 0$ is a constant. The control law (2.36)-(2.38) consists of a filter (2.36), (2.37), which provides a smooth approximation of a possibly discontinuous delayed master trajectory $\tilde{q}_{mi}$, and passivity-based tracking control algorithm (2.38). For any fixed $g > 0$, the filter (2.36), (2.37) is stable; due to its linearity it is also ISS with respect to input $\tilde{q}_{mi}$. The ISS gain of the $i$-th filter is denoted by $\gamma_{qi}^{f} \in \mathcal{K}_{lin}$. On the other hand, the control law (2.38) guarantees that, in the absence of external forces, the $i$-th slave subsystem tracks the output of the $i$-th filter. More precisely, the closed-loop $i$-th slave subsystem with state $\chi_{si} := \left(\tilde{q}_{si}^{T}, \tilde{\xi}_{1i}^{T}\right)^{T}$ and inputs $\tilde{q}_{mi}$, $\xi_{1i}$, and $f_{ei}$ is ISS; the corresponding ISS gains are denoted by $\gamma_{qi}^{s} \in \mathcal{G}, \gamma_{xi}^{s} \in \mathcal{G}, \gamma_{fi}^{s} \in \mathcal{G}$, respectively. For our analysis, it is important that the gains $\gamma_{f_{ei}}^{s}$ can in fact be assigned to be arbitrary functions from $\mathcal{K}_{lin}$, by an appropriate choice of matrices $K_{si}, \Lambda_{si}$ (see [20]).
2.3.4 Environmental model and slave-environment interconnections

All the slave manipulators interact with the same environment. The environment is described by a model of the form

\[
\dot{x}_e = f_e \left( x_e, u_1^e, \ldots, u_N^e, f_{ext} \right),
\]

\[
f_{e1} = g_{e1} \left( x_e, u_1^e, \ldots, u_N^e, f_{ext} \right),
\]

\[
\vdots
\]

\[
f_{eN} = g_{eN} \left( x_e, u_1^e, \ldots, u_N^e, f_{ext} \right).
\]

(2.39)

Here, \(x_e\) is the state of the environment, \(u_{ei}\) is the input from the \(i\)-th slave, \(i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}\), and \(f_{ext}\) is an external force acting on the environment. The inputs \(u_{ei}\) are spatial motion variables (positions and velocities) of the slave devices,

\[
u_{ei} := \left( x_{si}^T, \dot{x}_{si}^T \right)^T, \quad i \in \{1, \ldots, N\},
\]

i.e., \(x_{si} = T_{si} (q_{si})\), \(\dot{x}_{si} := J_{si} (q_{si}) \dot{q}_{si}\), where \(T_{si}(\cdot)\) are the forward kinematics and \(J_{si}(\cdot)\) is the Jacobian of the \(i\)-th slave robot. The environmental dynamics are assumed to be WIOPS with respect to inputs \(u_{ei}\), \(i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}\), and \(f_{ext}\). The corresponding WIOPS gain matrices are denoted by \(\Gamma_e \in G^{N\times N}\), \(\Gamma_{ef} \in G^{N\times 1}\). It is straightforward to show that the inputs \(u_{ei}\), \(i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}\) of the environment (2.39) satisfy the inequalities

\[
|u_{ei}| \leq \gamma_{iue} \left( \left( |q_{si}^T, \dot{q}_{si}^T| \right) \right) \leq \gamma_{iue} \left( |\chi_{si}| + |\xi_i| \right) \leq \gamma_{iue} \left( 2 \max \{ |\chi_{si}|, |\xi_i| \} \right)
\]

for some \(\gamma_{iue} \in G\), \(i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}\). One can combine the above gains \(\gamma_{iue}\) into a matrix gain function \(\Gamma_{ue} \in G^{N\times N}\) according to the formula \(\Gamma_{ue} := \text{diag} \left\{ \gamma_{1ue}(2 \cdot), \ldots, \gamma_{Nue}(2 \cdot) \right\}\). Each \(f_{ei}\), \(i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}\), represents the interaction force between the environment and the \(i\)-th slave; it is applied to the corresponding slave input. These signals are also transmitted over a communication channel to the corresponding master site, according to the formula (2.34).

2.3.5 Small gain analysis

To perform the small gain stability analysis of the closed-loop teleoperator system described above, we need to rewrite its equations in the form of (2.1), and represent the interconnections in the form (2.4). Consider first the teleoperator system without interconnections. This system
consists of $N$ closed-loop master subsystems (2.28,2.35), $N$ filters (2.36,2.37), $N$ closed-loop slave subsystems (2.29,2.38), and the environment (2.39). Simple analysis shows that this system has $5N$ control inputs $f_{i1}$, ..., $f_{iN}$, $\dot{q}_{m1}$, ..., $\dot{q}_{mN}$, $\xi_1$, ..., $\xi_N$, $f_{e1}$, ..., $f_{eN}$, $u^c_i$, ..., $u^c_N$, as well as $N + 1$ external (disturbance) inputs $f_{wt1}$, ..., $f_{wtN}$, $f_{ext}$. For our purposes, it is convenient to write the $5N$ control inputs in the following order: for each $i = 1, \ldots, N$ we have $u_i := f_{i1}$, $u_{N+i} := \dot{q}_{mi}$, $u_{2N+i} := \xi_i$, $u_{3N+i} := f_{ei}$, and $u_{4N+i} := u^c_i$. The system also has $4N$ outputs, their order can be chosen as follows: for each $i = 1, \ldots, N$, we have $y_i := \left( q^T_{mi}, \dot{q}^T_{mi} \right)^T$, $y_{N+i} := \xi_i$, $y_{2N+i} := \chi_{si}$, and $y_{3N+i} := f_{ei}$. Denote $\Gamma_m := \text{diag}\{\gamma_{m1}, \ldots, \gamma_{mN}\} \in \mathcal{G}^{N \times N}$, $\Gamma_q^f := \text{diag}\{\gamma^f_{q1}, \ldots, \gamma^f_{qN}\} \in \mathcal{G}^{N \times N}$, $\Gamma_s^f := \text{diag}\{\gamma^s_{f1}, \ldots, \gamma^s_{fN}\} \in \mathcal{G}^{N \times N}$, $\Gamma_f^s := \text{diag}\{\gamma^s_{f1}, \ldots, \gamma^s_{fN}\} \in \mathcal{G}^{N \times N}$. The corresponding gain matrix $\Gamma_u \in \mathcal{G}^{4N \times 5N}$ has the form

$$\Gamma_u = \begin{bmatrix} \Gamma_m & \mathbb{0} & \mathbb{0} & \mathbb{0} & \mathbb{0} \\ \mathbb{0} & \Gamma_q^f & \mathbb{0} & \mathbb{0} & \mathbb{0} \\ \mathbb{0} & \Gamma_s^f & \Gamma_f^s & \mathbb{0} & \mathbb{0} \\ \mathbb{0} & \mathbb{0} & \mathbb{0} & \Gamma_e & \mathbb{0} \end{bmatrix},$$

where $\mathbb{0}$ is zero function of the corresponding dimension.

Our next task is to determine the gain functions that correspond to interconnections between the masters, the slaves, and the environment, and write them in the form of the interconnection gain matrix $\mathcal{M}$. First, consider the forward communication channels (2.30) - (2.32). Taking into account the continuity of $T^{-1}_{sl}(\cdot)$ as well as the fact that all the manipulators involved have compact configuration spaces, one can derive the following:

$$|\dot{q}_{mi}(t)| \leq \gamma_{fi}^{tf}(\|q_{mi}(t - \tau_{fi}(t))\|) + \sigma_{\dot{q}_{fi}}^{tf}(\|q_{mi}(t - \tau_{fi}(t))\|),$$

where $\sigma_{\dot{q}_{fi}}^{tf} \geq 0$ depends on $T_{si}^{-1}$ and $\sigma_{\dot{q}_{fi}}^{tf}$, and $\gamma_{fi}^{tf}(\cdot) := \gamma_{fi}^{tf}(\cdot) + \sigma_{\dot{q}_{fi}}^{tf} \in \mathcal{G}$. Consequently, let us denote by $\Gamma^{tf}$ the matrix gain function that corresponds to forward communication channels, $\Gamma^{tf} := \text{diag}\{\gamma_{1}^{tf}, \ldots, \gamma_{N}^{tf}\} \in \mathcal{G}^{N \times N}$. Similarly, the matrix gain function corresponding to backward communication channels can be derived, according to the formula $\Gamma^{tb} := \text{diag}\{\gamma_{1}^{tb}, \ldots, \gamma_{N}^{tb}\} \in \mathcal{G}^{N \times N}$, where $\gamma_{i}^{tb}(\cdot) := \gamma_{i}^{tb}(\cdot) + \sigma_{\dot{q}_{bi}}^{tb} \in \mathcal{G}$. Using the above notation, the
interconnection gain matrix $\mathcal{M}$ can be derived as follows,

$$\mathcal{M} = \begin{bmatrix}
O & O & O & \Gamma^rb \\
\Gamma^rf & O & O & O \\
O & I & O & O \\
O & O & O & I \\
O & \Gamma^{ue} & \Gamma^{ue} & 0
\end{bmatrix},$$

where $I$ is the identity function of the corresponding dimension. Now, the system gain matrix $\Gamma := \Gamma_u \circ \mathcal{M}$ has the form

$$\Gamma = \begin{bmatrix}
\circ & \circ & \circ & \Gamma_m \circ \Gamma^rb \\
\Gamma^f_q \circ \Gamma^rf & \circ & \circ & \circ \\
\Gamma^f_s \circ \Gamma^rf & \Gamma^s_e & \circ & \Gamma^s_f \\
\circ & \Gamma_e \circ \Gamma^{ue} & \Gamma_e \circ \Gamma^{ue} & 0
\end{bmatrix}.$$ 

Applying the small-gain theorem (Theorem 1), one can conclude that the cooperative teleoperator system is stable (more specifically, input-to-output stable with arbitrary prescribed restrictions) if the small gain condition

$$\Gamma(s) \not\geq s \quad \forall \ s \in \mathbb{R}_+^N, \ s \leq \Delta, \ s \not\preceq \delta,$$

holds for sufficiently small $\delta \in \mathbb{R}_+^N, \delta > 0$ and sufficiently large $\Delta \in \mathbb{R}_+^N$. Taking into account the structure of the matrix $\Gamma$ and using Lemma 2.2.1, one sees that the last condition can be guaranteed if the following cycle conditions

$$\Gamma_m \circ \Gamma^rb \circ \Gamma_e \circ \Gamma^{ue} \circ \Gamma^f_q \circ \Gamma^f(s) < s,$$

$$\Gamma_m \circ \Gamma^rb \circ \Gamma_e \circ \Gamma^{ue} \circ \Gamma^f_q \circ \Gamma^f(s) < s,$$

$$\Gamma_m \circ \Gamma^rb \circ \Gamma_e \circ \Gamma^{ue} \circ \Gamma^f_q \circ \Gamma^f(s) < s,$$

$$\Gamma^f_s \circ \Gamma^f_e \circ \Gamma^{ue}(s) < s,$$

hold for all $s \in [\delta^*, \Delta^*]$, where $\delta^* \in \mathbb{R}_+^N, \delta^* > 0$ is sufficiently small and $\Delta^* \in \mathbb{R}_+^N$ is sufficiently large. However, condition (2.44) can always be satisfied by an appropriate choice of linear gain function $\Gamma^y_f$ (as mentioned above, the latter can in turn be assigned arbitrarily by an appropriate choice of slave’s feedback gains $K_{si}, \Lambda_{si}, i = 1, \ldots, N$). On the other hand, conditions (2.41) -
can be satisfied by an appropriate assignment of either master gains $\Gamma_m$ or force reflection gains $\Gamma^{rb}$ (or simultaneous adjustment of both). Thus, stability of the cooperative teleoperation system with network-induced communication constraints can be achieved by an appropriate choice of the system’s gains. It is worth noting, however, that significant decrease of $\Gamma_m$, $\Gamma^{rb}$ generally leads to transparency deterioration, since low $\Gamma_m$ implies high stiffness/damping of the master manipulators, while $\Gamma^{rb} < I$ results in attenuation of the force reflection term. This fact represents the inherent trade-off between stability and transparency in bilateral teleoperation. Resolving this contradiction would require further developments, such as application of the projection-based force reflection principle [21], and is a topic for future research.

Remark 2. In the design process described above, we addressed the case of the direct force reflection where the interaction forces between the environment and a slave are reflected over the communication channel to the motors of the corresponding master device, according to (2.34). It is worth to mention that the small gain approach itself does not impose restrictions on the particular form of the force reflecting term; specifically, any function of the slave/environment state/output can be chosen as a force reflection signal within the small-gain framework. On the contrary, the passivity-based approaches generally impose severe restrictions on the choice of the force reflection signal, because these approaches require the force reflecting signal to be a passive output of the slave/environment interconnection. In particular, the last requirement can frequently be in contradiction with the transparency considerations. Such a flexibility in terms of the choice of the force reflection signal may be one of the advantages of the small-gain framework addressed in our work in comparison with the passivity-based one.

2.4 Experimental Results

In this section, we present examples of the experimental results that were achieved in support of the theoretical developments presented above. The experimental setup is shown schematically in Figure 2.2. It consists of two-master-two-slave cooperative force reflection teleoperator system, where two PHANTOM Omni devices are used as master manipulators, while the slaves are represented by two simulated models of PHANTOM Premium 1.5A devices implemented
in a virtual environment. The PHANTOM Omni devices have 6 DOF position sensing and 3 DOF force feedback, and are manufactured by SensAble Technologies Inc. The OpenHaptics Toolkit is used for programming of the haptic devices. The virtual environment is rendered using OpenGL. The host computers are connected over network using TCP/IP network protocol. The simulation is run at a sampling frequency 1000Hz.

The virtual environment renders two mathematical models of the PHANTOM Premium 1.5A slave devices as well as the environment in the form of a rectangular object with which the slave devices interact. The implementation of the virtual object used in our experiments is shown in Figure 2.3; it consists of a mass \( m \) attached to the base using a spring with stiffness \( K \); the sidewalls of the object are connected to the mass using springs and dampers; the stiffness of the springs is denoted by \( k \) and the damping coefficients are denoted by \( d \). The goal pursued by the human operators in our experiments is to cooperatively stabilize the object at the origin by pressing against its sides. The execution of this task clearly involves the interaction and consequently the energy exchange between the slave devices through the object.

In the experiments presented in below, the virtual object is initially located at the origin and has the initial velocity of 0.04 m/s in the positive direction of the \( x \)-axis. The virtual object is characterized by the mass \( m = 1 \) kg, width \( l = 0.1 \) m, the (inner) stiffness of the object \( k = 1000 \) N/m, and the stiffness of the spring at the base is \( K = 10 \) N/m. In order to avoid
the oscillations of the mass between the sidewalls, the (inner) damping of the implementation has to be chosen sufficiently high to keep the overall system critically damped or over damped. In our experiments, we chose the mass to be critically damped inside the object, which corresponds to the value of damping coefficient \( d = 2000 \text{ N} \cdot \text{s/m} \). Please note that such a high value of the damping is just a consequence of the simplified lumped implementation of the virtual object used in our experiments. If one uses a more advanced implementation of the virtual object, such as based on the finite-elements methods, high damping is not required; however, these methods cannot be used in our case because of the strict real-time requirements that the experimental setup must satisfy.

According to the theoretical results presented at the end of Section 2.3, the stability of the cooperative force-reflecting teleoperator system with arbitrary prescribed restriction and offset is guaranteed if the gain \( \Gamma^s_f \in \mathcal{K}_{\text{lin}}^{N \times N} \) is sufficiently small and, at the same time, the combination of gains \( \Gamma^m_m \circ \Gamma^{rb} \in \mathcal{G}^{N \times N} \) is also “sufficiently small”. It was mentioned above that the gain \( \Gamma^s_f \in \mathcal{K}^{N \times N} \) can be assigned arbitrarily small if the slave’s feedback gains \( K_{si}, \Lambda_{si}, i = 1, \ldots, N \) are sufficiently large. The latter is confirmed by our experimental results, where we have found that the slave-environment interaction is more stable for larger \( K_{si}, \Lambda_{si}, i = 1, \ldots, N \). In particular, in the experimental results presented below, the slave’s feedback gains are chosen as follows: \( \Lambda_{si} = \text{diag} \{100, 100, 100\} \), \( K_{si} = \text{diag} \{1, 1, 1\} \), \( i = 1, \ldots, N \); this choice of gains guarantees satisfactory stability characteristics of the slave-environment contact. As for the condition that the combination of gains \( \Gamma^m_m \circ \Gamma^{rb} \in \mathcal{G}^{N \times N} \) must be “sufficiently small”, our experimental results indicate that this condition may be overly conservative from practical point of view. The explanation to this fact is straightforward: the conditions (2.41) -(2.43) that in-
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volve the combination of gains $\Gamma_m \circ \Gamma^{rb}$ are essentially the “worst-case” stability conditions that guarantee stability in the case where the human operators release the master devices. In most practical situations, including the one considered in our experiments, the slaves-environment contact takes place when the human operators hold the master devices. In this case, the human operators essentially play the role of stabilizing controllers for their corresponding master devices; as a result, the actual gain of the human-master interconnections appears to be significantly lower comparing to the gain of the master devices alone, which results in the overall stability even if the conditions (2.41) -(2.43) are not directly satisfied. In actual fact, we have found that the teleoperator system in our experiments have good stability properties for unit force reflection gain and for negligibly small damping and stiffness coefficients of the master’s control laws. Other parameters of the control algorithm in our experimental results discussed below are as follows: $g_i = 10$, $\alpha_{1i} = 4$, $\alpha_{0i} = 4$, where $i = 1, 2$.

![Figure 2.4: Case of negligible communication delays (RTT delay≈ 0): x-trajectories of the masters, slaves, and the object (left); Interaction x-forces (right)](image)

Examples of the experimental results for different types of communication constraints are shown in Figures 2.4-2.6. In all these figures, the left plots represent the x-components of the position trajectories of the two masters and two slaves as well as the x-component of the trajectory of the object. The right plots, on the other hand, represent the forces applied by the human operators to the master devices as well as the contact forces between the slaves and the object; the latter are also the forces that are reflected back to the motors of the corresponding
Figure 2.5: Case of sufficiently large constant communication delays (RTT delay ≈ 1 s): $x$-trajectories of the masters, slaves, and the object (left); Interaction $x$-forces (right)

Figure 2.6: Case of time-varying communication delays with random packet dropouts: $x$-trajectories of the masters, slaves, and the object (left); Interaction $x$-forces (right)
2.5 Conclusions

In this work, we present a design framework for networked force-reflecting cooperative teleoperator systems which is based on the small-gain methodology. Using a new version of the
WIOPS nonlinear small gain theorem, we’ve designed a cooperative force-reflecting teleoperator system which is guaranteed to be stable in the presence of multiple network-induced communication constraints by appropriate adjustment of the system’s parameters. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first work where the small gain approach is applied to analyze stability of a cooperative force reflecting teleoperator system; moreover, this is probably the first work which contains a rigorous stability analysis of a cooperative force reflecting teleoperator system in the presence of irregular communication delays and communication errors. It is worth noting that the generalization of more conventional passivity-based approaches to bilateral teleoperation to the case of cooperative teleoperator systems is probably a viable alternative to the small-gain approach developed in our paper. However, there are several aspects where the small-gain approach may eventually have an advantage over the the passivity-based ones. First, the passivity-based approaches are not directly applicable to the case where the slave manipulators are different in size. In this case, the scaled passivity can be violated in cooperative teleoperator systems due to physical interaction between slaves of different sizes through the common environment. Second, the passivity approaches have some well-known problems with achieving the trajectory tracking. Third, extension of passivity-based approaches to the case of irregular communication delays meets significant difficulties, as irregular communication delays may generate energy (although some partial extensions exist [17, 5, 24, 15]). Also, the small-gain approach allows significant flexibility in the choice of the force reflection signal, while in the passivity-based approaches, the force reflection signal must be a passive output of the slave-environment interconnection. The later requirement, in particular, may significantly limit the transparency of the teleoperator system. In all these aspects, the small-gain approach developed in our work seems to be advantageous in comparison to the passivity-based approaches that can potentially be applied to the cooperative force-reflecting teleoperator systems with communication constraints.
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3.1 Introduction

A cooperative force-reflecting teleoperator system consists of multiple master-slave pairs, where the slaves execute task on a common environment, while the interaction forces between the environment and the slaves are transferred back to the corresponding master devices where they used for haptic feedback. There exists a significant number of practical applications where collaboration between several geographically separated human operators through the use of a networked cooperative teleoperator system may lead to fundamental improvement in manipulation capabilities, functionality, and performance of the teleoperation. The design of cooperative networked force reflecting teleoperator systems, however, brings additional challenges that come from existence of communication constraints generated by multiple networked channels, as well as possibility of mechanical interaction between slaves through the common environment. These limit applicability of the passivity based approaches to the design of cooperative
force-reflecting teleoperator systems; in particular, scaled passivity approach is generally not applicable, as in this case the energy can be generated during direct physical contact between slaves. Several approaches to the design of cooperative force-reflecting teleoperation were recently discussed in the literature [27, 34, 26, 2, 10, 11]; however, these works either skip the stability analysis entirely or address special cases such as linear systems with zero or constant communication delays. The input-to-output stability (IOS) small-gain framework for design of networked cooperative force-reflecting teleoperators was recently introduced in [12, 23]. This framework allows for the analysis and design in general nonlinear setting and under extremely mild assumptions on communication process; however, it suffers from a drawback typical for any direct application of the small-gain arguments to the design of force-reflecting teleoperators. Specifically, the small-gain design leads to conservative results in that it generally requires the master subsystems to have sufficiently low admittance to guarantee the stability of the overall system. Low admittance (high impedance) of the master devices, however, is highly undesirable in the impedance controlled teleoperator systems; in particular, it contradicts the performance requirements.

In this work, we present developments to the small gain framework for networked cooperative force-reflecting teleoperator system. The main topic addressed in this work is how exactly the above mentioned conservatism of the small gain design can be overcome. More specifically, we start from formulating the small gain condition for stability of networked cooperative force-reflecting teleoperator system, and we demonstrate that the bottleneck of the small gain approach is essentially the requirement that the master subsystems must have sufficiently low input-output gains. The main question, therefore, is how this requirement can be satisfied without increasing the impedance of the master devices. We seek an answer to this question through combination of the two main ideas. The first one is based on reformulation of a traditional passivity assumption of the human dynamics in a form suitable for the small gain stability analysis. In our previous works on the small-gain framework for cooperative teleoperation [12, 23], a somewhat simplified approach was taken in that the human operators were considered external sources of uniformly bounded forces. Although such a simplified approach can be justified (see, for example [24, p. 752]), it doesn’t allow description of how the human dynamics can affect the behaviour of the master devices in the presence of external forces. In
this work, following the ideas of [20], we reformulate the traditional passivity assumption imposed on the human dynamics in terms of the input-to-state stability (ISS) Lyapunov function of the closed-loop master subsystem. This new formulation, in particular, allows for explicit description of the effect of the human dynamics on the closed-loop gain of the master subsystems with respect to force reflection signals. Second, we address the conservativeness issue of the small-gain design by incorporating the projection-based force reflection principle into the above described framework. The projection-based force reflection principle was introduced in [16] as a means to resolve the stability vs. high force reflection gain trade-off in bilateral teleoperators. In this work, we apply this principle to the design of cooperative force reflecting teleoperators in combination with the assumptions on the human dynamics mentioned above. In particular, we derive explicit formulas for the masters gains that take into account the properties of the human dynamics as well as specific type of the force reflection algorithm. Applying these formulas to the small gain framework described above, we derive conditions for stability of the cooperative force reflecting teleoperator systems in the presence of network induced communication constraints.

In particular, the analysis presented in this paper shows that, even if one rejects the consideration of decreasing the force reflection gain or of increasing the damping and stiffness of the master manipulators, there still exist at least two possibilities to fulfill the small-gain condition and therefore guarantee the overall stability. The first possibility lies in the assumption that the human operators are able to stabilize the master manipulators in the sense that can be explicitly defined by considering the corresponding ISS-Lyapunov functions (see Section 3.4). In this case, if the impedance of the human hand is sufficiently high, the small gain condition can be fulfilled and the stability of the overall system is guaranteed. This theoretical result reflects a very well known fact that a firm grasp of the human operator helps to stabilize the teleoperator system [5, 8]. From the practical point of view, however, the obvious drawback of this result is that it relies on the human operators to stabilize the dynamics of the cooperative teleoperator system. If some of the human operators loosen their grasps or, even further, release the masters, the system’s stability is no longer guaranteed. This potential instability can, however, be ruled out by using the projection-based force reflection principle. Specifically, we show that using projection-based FR, the cooperative teleoperator system can be made stable regardless of the
stiffness of the human hand. In particular, the stability remains when the human operators release the master devices. Experimental results are presented that, in particular, show that the improvement of stability is achieved largely without transparency deterioration. Preliminary simplified versions of some of the results of this work were presented without proofs in the conference paper [21].

The structure of this paper is as follows. Notation and basic definitions are described in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we formulate a general stability result for networked cooperative teleoperator systems that is based on multi-channel small gain approach. The result is generally similar to the one presented in [22], although the details are adjusted to better serve the subsequent developments. In Section 3.4, we describe assumptions imposed on the dynamics of the human operator and present a stability result that takes into account the human dynamics. Furthermore, in Section 3.5 we incorporate projection-based force reflection principle and show that in this case the stability can be guaranteed regardless of the human hand impedances. Experimental results are briefly described in Section 3.6, and concluding remarks are given in Section 3.7.

3.2 Notation and Definitions

In this section, we establish notation and give basic definitions that will be used throughout the paper. The small gain approach addressed in this work allows for the stability analysis of an interconnected system based on the individual subsystems’ gains. Many different definitions of gain functions are possible; however, the existence of irregular communication delays makes the use of the uniform gains (or “$L_\infty$ to $L_\infty$” type of gains [29]) more appropriate. In this work, we utilize the notions of input-to-state stability (ISS) and input-to-output stability (IOS), and all the gain functions are understood to be ISS and/or IOS gains. For further details related to these notions, and for extensive bibliography, the reader is referred to [29]. Denote $\mathbb{R}_+:=[0, +\infty)$. Following the terminology used in nonlinear control literature, we will say that a function $\alpha: \mathbb{R}_+ \to \mathbb{R}_+$ belongs to a class $\mathcal{K}$ ($\alpha \in \mathcal{K}$) if and only if $\alpha(0) = 0$ and is strictly increasing; also, $\alpha \in \mathcal{K}$ belongs to a class $\mathcal{K}_\infty$ ($\alpha \in \mathcal{K}_\infty$) if and only if it is unbounded ($\lim_{s \to +\infty} \alpha(s) = +\infty$). In our derivations below, the arguments of $\mathcal{K}$-class functions will occasionally take negative
values; in this case we assume without loss of generality that, for any \( \alpha \in \mathcal{K} \), \( \alpha(r) \equiv 0 \) for \( r \leq 0 \). The Euclidean norm of a finite-dimensional vector \( x \) is denoted by \( |x| \).

**Definition** [29] A system of the form

\[
\dot{x} = F(x, u),
\]

(3.1)

where \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is a state and \( u \in \mathbb{R}^m \) is an input, is said to be input-to-state stable (ISS) if there exists \( \beta \in \mathcal{K}_\infty \) and \( \gamma \in \mathcal{K} \) such that the following two properties are satisfied along the trajectories of the system:

i) *uniform boundedness:* the inequality

\[
|x(t)| \leq \max \left\{ \beta(|x(t_0)|), \gamma\left( \sup_{s \in [t_0,t]} |u(s)| \right) \right\}
\]

holds for all \( t_0, t \in \mathbb{R}, t \geq t_0 \),

ii) *asymptotic gain:*

\[
\limsup_{t \to +\infty} |x(t)| \leq \gamma\left( \limsup_{t \to +\infty} |u(t)| \right).
\]

The function \( \gamma \in \mathcal{K} \) in the above definition is called the ISS gain. For a system with an output

\[
\dot{x} = F(x, u),
\]

\[
y = H(x, u),
\]

(3.2)

where \( y \in \mathbb{R}^l \) is the output, the above defined ISS property implies the so-called input-to-output stability (IOS) which is represented by the following inequalities

\[
|x(t)| \leq \max \left\{ \beta^y(|x(t_0)|), \gamma^y\left( \sup_{s \in [t_0,t]} |u(s)| \right) \right\},
\]

\[
\limsup_{t \to +\infty} |y(t)| \leq \gamma^y\left( \limsup_{t \to +\infty} |u(t)| \right),
\]

where the first inequality holds for all \( t_0, t \in \mathbb{R}, t \geq t_0 \), and where \( \beta^y \in \mathcal{K}_\infty \) and \( \gamma^y \in \mathcal{K} \), the latter is called the IOS gain.

Below, we will frequently deal with MIMO (multi-input-multi-output) systems. For a MIMO system, the ISS (IOS) property can be characterized by a set of gains rather than individual gain functions; in such a case, the corresponding ISS (IOS) gains will be understood in the “maximum” sense. Specifically, consider a system

\[
\dot{x} = F\left(x, u_1, \ldots, u_p\right),
\]

(3.3)
where \( x \) is a state, and \( u_1, \ldots, u_p \) are inputs. The system (3.3) is input-to-state stable with ISS gains \( \gamma_1, \ldots, \gamma_p \in \mathcal{K} \) if and only if there exists \( \beta \in \mathcal{K}_\infty \) such that

\[
|x(t)| \leq \max \left\{ \beta \left( |x(t_0)| \right), \gamma_1 \left( \sup_{s \in [t_0, t]} |u_1(s)| \right), \ldots, \gamma_p \left( \sup_{s \in [t_0, t]} |u_p(s)| \right) \right\}
\]

holds for all \( t_0, t \in \mathbb{R}, t \geq t_0, \) and

\[
\limsup_{t \to +\infty} |x(t)| \leq \max \left\{ \gamma_1 \left( \limsup_{t \to +\infty} |u_1(s)| \right), \ldots, \gamma_p \left( \limsup_{t \to +\infty} |u_p(s)| \right) \right\}.
\]

Similarly, for a MIMO system with outputs of the form

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x} &= F(x, u_1, \ldots, u_p), \\
y_1 &= H_1(x, u_1, \ldots, u_p), \\
& \vdots \\
y_q &= H_q(x, u_1, \ldots, u_p),
\end{align*}
\]

(3.4)

where \( y_1, \ldots, y_q \) are the outputs, the ISS implies IOS property; the latter is equivalent to the existence of \( \beta^y_i \in \mathcal{K}_\infty, \gamma^y_{ij} \in \mathcal{K}, i \in \{1, \ldots, q\}, j \in \{1, \ldots, p\}, \) such that

\[
|y_i(t)| \leq \max \left\{ \beta^y_i \left( |x(t_0)| \right), \gamma^y_{i1} \left( \sup_{s \in [t_0, t]} |u_1(s)| \right), \ldots, \gamma^y_{ip} \left( \sup_{s \in [t_0, t]} |u_p(s)| \right) \right\}
\]

holds for all \( t_0, t \in \mathbb{R}, t \geq t_0, \) and

\[
\limsup_{t \to +\infty} |y_i(t)| \leq \max \left\{ \gamma^y_{i1} \left( \limsup_{t \to +\infty} |u_1(s)| \right), \ldots, \gamma^y_{ip} \left( \limsup_{t \to +\infty} |u_p(s)| \right) \right\}.
\]

In this case, \( \gamma^y_{ij} \in \mathcal{K} \) is the IOS gain from \( j \)-th input to \( i \)-output. The overall system’s IOS gain can be conveniently represented in the matrix form \( \Gamma^y := \left\{ \gamma^y_{ij} \right\}_{i=1}^{\infty} \); in this case, we will write \( \Gamma^y \in \mathcal{K}^{q \times p} \) if all \( \gamma^y_{ij} \in \mathcal{K} \). The class \( \mathcal{K}^{q \times p}_\infty \) is defined analogously. Formally, \( \Gamma \in \mathcal{K}^{q \times p}_\infty \) is a map \( \Gamma : \mathbb{R}^p_+ \to \mathbb{R}^q_+ \), where \( \mathbb{R}^p_+ \) be the positive orthant in \( \mathbb{R}^p, \) i.e., \( \mathbb{R}^p_+ := \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^p, x_i \geq 0 \text{ for all } i = 1, \ldots, p \} \); it is defined by the formula \( \Gamma(s) = [(\Gamma(s))_1, \ldots, (\Gamma(s))_p], \)

\[
(\Gamma(s))_i := \max_{j \in \{1, \ldots, m\}} \gamma_{ij}(s).
\]

(3.5)
Some further notation is as follows. Given two maps $\Gamma_1, \Gamma_2$ of appropriate dimensions, their composition is denoted by $\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2$ (i.e., $\Gamma_1 \circ \Gamma_2(s) := \Gamma_1(\Gamma_2(s))$). Furthermore, given $x, y \in \mathbb{R}_+^n$, we write $x \geq y$ iff $x_i \geq y_i$ for all $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$, and $x \not\geq y$ otherwise. Relations $>$ and $\not<$ are defined analogously. Also, the maximum of two or more vectors is calculated componentwise.

### 3.3 Small gain analysis of networked cooperative teleoperators

In this section, we present a general mathematical description of a cooperative networked teleoperator system and formulate stability conditions for such a system in terms of the small-gain approach. The cooperative teleoperator system under consideration consists of $N$ master-slave pairs, where the $i$-th master communicates with the $i$-th slave over a bidirectional networked communication channel, and where the slave robots interact with each other through a common environment. The structure of the cooperative teleoperator system is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The dynamics of the $i$-th closed-loop human-master subsystem, which includes a human operator that interacts with the master manipulator possibly controlled by some local control algorithm, are described in general form as follows

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_{hmi} &= F_{hmi}(x_{hmi}, \hat{f}_{si}^m), \\
y_{mi}^s &= H_{hmi}(x_{hmi}, \hat{f}_{si}^m), \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
i = 1, \ldots, N,
\]
where $x_{hmi}$ is the state of $i$-th human-master subsystem, $\hat{f}_m^i$ is the force reflection signal that contains information about slave-environment interaction, and $y_{mi}^s$ is an output signal that is sent over the $i$-th communication channel to the corresponding slave robot. The communication process in the $i$-th channel is described according to the formula

$$\hat{y}_{mi}^s(t) := y_{mi}^s(t - \tau_{fi}(t)) + \delta_{fi}(t), \quad i = 1, \ldots, N, \tag{3.7}$$

where $\hat{y}_{mi}^s$ is the signal that arrives at $i$-th slave, $\tau_{fi}(t)$ is communication delay in the $i$-th channel, and $\delta_{fi}(\cdot)$ is the communication error in the channel that is assumed to be uniformly essentially bounded. Delays $\tau_{fi}(t)$ are allowed to be time-varying, discontinuous and possibly unbounded; the exact assumption imposed on communication delays is formulated below (Assumption 4).

Each closed-loop slave manipulator is described as a nonlinear system of the form

$$\dot{x}_{si} = f_{si} (x_{si}, \hat{y}_{mi}^s, f_{ei}),$$

$$f_{si}^m = h_{si}^m (x_{si}, \hat{y}_{mi}^s, f_{ei}), \quad i = 1, \ldots, N, \tag{3.8}$$

$$y_{si}^e = h_{si}^e (x_{si}, \hat{y}_{mi}^s, f_{ei}),$$

where $x_{si}$ is the state of the $i$-th slave, $\hat{y}_{mi}^s$ is the signal that arrives from the $i$-th master (described by (3.7)), and $f_{ei}$ is the environmental force that acts on the $i$-th slave. Also, the output signal $y_{si}^e$ is applied to the environment, while the output $f_{si}^m$ is transmitted over the communication channel to the corresponding master manipulator where it plays a role of the force reflection signal. The environment is described as a nonlinear model of the following general form,

$$\dot{x}_e = f_e (x_e, y_{s1}^e, \ldots, y_{sN}^e),$$

$$f_{e1} = g_{e1} (x_e, y_{s1}^e, \ldots, y_{sN}^e),$$

$$\vdots$$

$$f_{eN} = g_{eN} (x_e, y_{s1}^e, \ldots, y_{sN}^e), \tag{3.9}$$

where $x_e$ is the state of the environment, $y_{si}^e$ are the inputs from the corresponding slave manipulators, and $f_{ei}$ are environmental forces that act on the slaves. Finally, the signal $f_{si}^m$ (that, in particular, may depend on the $i$-th slave state as well as interaction forces between the environment and the $i$-th slave) is sent over the communication channel to the $i$-th master site where it is used for force reflection. The communication process is described by the following equation

$$\hat{f}_m^i(t) := f_m^i(t - \tau_{bi}(t)) + \delta_{bi}(t), \quad i = 1, \ldots, N, \tag{3.10}$$
where $\hat{f}_{mi}$ is the signal that arrives to $i$-th master, $\tau_{bi}(t)$ is communication delay in the $i$-th channel in the backward direction (from the slave to the master), and $\delta_{bi}(\cdot)$ is the communication error in the $i$-th channel; each $\delta_{bi}(\cdot), i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$ is assumed to be uniformly essentially bounded.

**Assumption 1.** The closed-loop human-master subsystems (3.6) are input-to-state stable (ISS). •

Conditions under which the Assumption 1 holds will be addressed in detail below in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. The input-to-state stability property of the systems (3.6) implies in particular that, for $i$-th human-master subsystem $i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$, there exists a well defined input-to-output (IOS) gain $\gamma_{mi} \in \mathcal{K}$ that provides an estimate of the norm of the output $y_{mi}^s$ in terms of the norm of $f_{ei}$. For our purposes, it is convenient to group all these gains together and consider a matrix gain function $\Gamma_{mi} \in \mathcal{K}^{N \times N}$ which is defined according to the formula $\Gamma_{mi} := \text{diag}\{\gamma_{m1}, \ldots, \gamma_{mN}\}$. The stability assumption imposed on the slave subsystems is formulated as follows.

**Assumption 2.** The slave manipulators (3.8) are input-to-state stable. Moreover, the IOS gains from $f_{ei}$ to $y_{ei}^s, i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$, can be assigned arbitrarily. •

Examples of control algorithms that make the slave robots input-to-state stable can be found, for example, in [15, 14]; in particular, the mentioned IOS gains can be assigned arbitrarily by an appropriate choice of the slave’s feedback gains. Since each slave subsystem (3.8) has two inputs and two outputs, the ISS of (3.8) implies the existence of four well-defined IOS gains. We denote them as follows: let $\gamma_{s1}^{mm}, \gamma_{s1}^{me}, \gamma_{s1}^{em}, \gamma_{s1}^{ee} \in \mathcal{K}$ be the IOS gains of the $i$-th slave subsystem from $\hat{y}_{si}^s$ to $f_{mi}^m$, from $\hat{y}_{mi}^s$ to $y_{ei}^e$ from $f_{ei}$ to $f_{si}^m$, and from $f_{ei}$ to $y_{si}^e$, respectively. Again, for our purposes, it is convenient to represent these gains in the matrix form, according to the formulas $\Gamma_{mm} := \text{diag}\{\gamma_{s1}^{mm}, \ldots, \gamma_{sN}^{mm}\} \in \mathcal{K}^{N \times N}$, $\Gamma_{me} := \text{diag}\{\gamma_{s1}^{me}, \ldots, \gamma_{sN}^{me}\} \in \mathcal{K}^{N \times N}$, $\Gamma_{em} := \text{diag}\{\gamma_{s1}^{em}, \ldots, \gamma_{sN}^{em}\} \in \mathcal{K}^{N \times N}$, and $\Gamma_{ee} := \text{diag}\{\gamma_{s1}^{ee}, \ldots, \gamma_{sN}^{ee}\} \in \mathcal{K}^{N \times N}$.

**Assumption 3.** The environment (3.9) is input-to-state stable. •

The input-to-state stability property of the environment also implies the existence of $N^2$ well-defined nonlinear IOS gain functions that can be conveniently represented in the matrix
form, as follows:

\[
\Gamma_e = \begin{bmatrix}
\gamma_{e11} & \cdots & \gamma_{e1N} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\gamma_{eN1} & \cdots & \gamma_{eNN}
\end{bmatrix} \in \mathcal{K}^{N \times N},
\]  

(3.11)

where \( \gamma_{eij} \in \mathcal{K} \) represents an IOS gain from \( y_{ej} \) to \( f_{ei} \). These IOS gains depend on the mechanical properties of the environment (stiffness, damping, geometry, etc.) and generally cannot be adjusted.

It is also worth mentioning that one of the advantages of the small-gain approach is that it allows us to guarantee stability under extremely mild assumptions imposed on communication delays. In particular, all the communication delays \( \tau_{fi}(t), \tau_{bi}(t), i \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \), in the communication channels (3.7), (3.10) are allowed to be time-varying, discontinuous and even unbounded. Specifically, all the delays satisfy the following assumption.

**Assumption 4.** The communication delays \( \tau_{fi}, \tau_{bi} : \mathbb{R}_+ \to \mathbb{R}_+, i \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \), are Lebesgue measurable functions with the following properties:

i) there exists a piecewise continuous function \( \tau^\ast : \mathbb{R}_+ \to \mathbb{R}_+ \) satisfying \( \tau^\ast(t_2) - \tau^\ast(t_1) \leq t_2 - t_1 \), such that \( \max_{i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}} \{ \tau_{fi}(t), \tau_{bi}(t) \} \leq \tau^\ast(t) \) holds for all \( t \geq 0 \);

ii) \( t - \max_{i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}} \{ \tau_{fi}, \tau_{bi} \} \to +\infty \) as \( t \to +\infty \).

The assumption imposed on the communication process is similar to the one used in [14, 19]. The fulfilment of this assumption does not depend on the characteristics of the communication channel (such as bandwidth, packet loss percentage, etc.) and can always be satisfied in a communication network unless the communication is completely lost on a semi-infinite time interval. For details, see [14, 19].

The gain structure of the above described cooperative teleoperator system is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Using the small-gain theorem presented in [12, 22] and following the same lines of reasoning, one can establish a small gain stability result in terms of the above defined gain matrices \( \Gamma_m, \Gamma_{mm}^m, \Gamma_{me}^m, \Gamma_{em}, \Gamma_{ee}^e, \) and \( \Gamma_e \), as follows:

**Theorem 3.3.1** Consider a cooperative networked force reflecting teleoperator system (3.6) – (3.10). Suppose Assumptions 1 – 4 hold. Then the system is input-to-state stable with respect
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Figure 3.2: Gain structure of the cooperative teleoperator systems

to communication errors $\delta_{fi}$, $\delta_{bi}$, $i = 1, \ldots, N$, if the following small-gain condition holds:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & \Gamma_m & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \Gamma_{mm} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \Gamma_{me} \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \Gamma_e
\end{bmatrix}(s) \not\geq s, \quad \forall s \in \mathbb{R}_{+}^{4N} \setminus \{0\},
$$

(3.12)

where $0$ is the zero map of the appropriate dimension. •

Since the closed-loop cooperative teleoperator system contains multiple delayed communication channels, the input-to-state stability in Theorem 3.3.1 should be understood in the sense of its version for functional-differential equations discussed for example in [33, 14]. The small-gain condition (3.12) is equivalent to the fact that the following three inequalities are satisfied:

$$
\Gamma_m \circ \Gamma_{mm}(s) \not\geq s, \quad \forall s \in \mathbb{R}_{+}^{N} \setminus \{0\};
$$

(3.13)

$$
\Gamma_m \circ \Gamma_{me} \circ \Gamma_e(s) \not\geq s, \quad \forall s \in \mathbb{R}_{+}^{N} \setminus \{0\};
$$

(3.14)

$$
\Gamma_{me} \circ \Gamma_e(s) \not\geq s, \quad \forall s \in \mathbb{R}_{+}^{N} \setminus \{0\},
$$

(3.15)

Conditions (3.13)-(3.15) can be constructively checked using their equivalence to a set of minimal cycle conditions described as follows. It is well known (see for example [3]) that, for “maximum” definitions of matrix gains as in (3.5), the condition “$\Gamma(s) \not\geq s$ for all $s \in \mathbb{R}_{+}^{n}$” is equivalent to the fact that every minimal cycle of the matrix $\Gamma(s) := \{\gamma_{ij}\}_{i,j \in \{1, \ldots, n\}} \in \mathcal{K}_{n \times n}$ (i.e., every composition of the form $\gamma_{k_1,k_2} \circ \gamma_{k_2,k_3} \circ \ldots \circ \gamma_{k_p,k_1}$, where $p \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$, $k_1, \ldots, k_p \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$,
\( k_1 \neq k_2 \neq k_p \) satisfy the inequality

\[
\gamma_{k_1} \gamma_{k_2} \cdots \gamma_{k_p}(s) < s \quad \text{for all } s > 0.
\]

It is straightforward to see that every nonzero minimal cycle for (3.13), (3.14) contains at least one diagonal element of \( \Gamma_m \), and every nonzero minimal cycle for (3.15) contains at least one diagonal element of \( \Gamma^{ee} \). Thus, one can conclude that the cooperative force reflecting teleoperator system (3.6) – (3.10) is stable if all master gains \( \gamma_{mi} \in \mathcal{K} \) are “sufficiently low” and all gains \( \gamma^{ee}_{si} \in \mathcal{K} \) are also “sufficiently low”. According to Assumption 2, however, the gains \( \gamma^{ee}_{si} \in \mathcal{K} \) can be assigned arbitrarily low by an appropriate choice of the slave feedback gains. In particular, this implies that under Assumption 2 the condition (3.15) can always be met. The rest of this paper addresses the question of how the master gains \( \gamma_{mi} \in \mathcal{K} \) can be assigned sufficiently low without negative effect on the transparency of the system.

### 3.4 Dynamics of the human operators and stability of the cooperative teleoperator system

In this section, we take a closer look at the structure of the human-master interconnections (3.6) and, in particular, formulate stability conditions for networked cooperative teleoperator system based on the properties of the human dynamics as well as the local master control algorithms. Let the \( i \)-th closed-loop master manipulator (i.e., the master manipulator together with the corresponding local master control algorithm) be described as an affine nonlinear system of the form

\[
\dot{x}_{mi} = f_{mi}(x_{mi}) + g_{mi}(x_{mi}) u_{mi},
\]

\[
y^e_{mi} = h_{mi}(x_{mi}), \quad i = 1, \ldots, N,
\]

where

\[
u_{mi} = [f_{hi} - f_{ri}], \quad i = 1, \ldots, N,
\]

and where \( f_{hi} \) is the force/torque applied by the \( i \)-th human operator and \( f_{ri} \) is \( i \)-th force reflection term. We assume that each master manipulator is equipped with a local control algorithm that makes it input-to-state stable (see Definition 3.2) with respect to external forces. It was
demonstrated in [30] that for an affine system of the form

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x} &= f(x) + g(x)u \\
y &= h(x),
\end{align*}
\]

(3.18)

where \(x \in \mathbb{R}^n, u \in \mathbb{R}^m, y \in \mathbb{R}^l, f(\cdot), g(\cdot), h(\cdot)\) are locally Lipschitz functions of the corresponding dimensions, \(f(0) = 0, h(0) = 0\), the ISS property is equivalent to the existence of a so called ISS Lyapunov function (strictly speaking, this result is also valid for nonaffine systems of the more general form (3.1), but we don’t need this). More specifically, the input-to-state stability property of the system (3.18) is equivalent to the existence of a smooth (continuously differentiable) function \(V: \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}^+_0\) satisfying

\[
\sigma_1(|x|) \leq V(x) \leq \sigma_2(|x|)
\]

(3.19)

for some \(\sigma_1, \sigma_2 \in \mathcal{K}_{ss}\), such that \(\frac{\partial V}{\partial x}[f(x) + g(x)u] \leq -\sigma_0(V(x))\) holds whenever \(|x| \geq \chi(|u|)\), where \(\sigma_0(\cdot), \chi(\cdot)\) are some \(\mathcal{K}\)-class functions. In particular, the ISS gain \(\gamma\) of (3.18) can be calculated in terms of the functions \(\sigma_1, \sigma_2\) and \(\chi(\cdot)\) according to the formula

\[
\gamma := \sigma_1^{-1} \circ \sigma_2 \circ \chi \in \mathcal{K}.
\]

(3.20)

Moreover, the IOS gain of the above system can be calculated according to the formula

\[
\gamma^y := \sigma_h \circ \gamma \in \mathcal{K},
\]

where \(\sigma_h \in \mathcal{K}\) is defined as \(\sigma_h(s) := \sup_{|x| \leq s} |h(x)|\). Using the above described equivalence, the input-to-state stability assumption on the closed-loop master subsystems can be formulated as follows.

**Assumption 5.** The closed-loop master manipulators (3.16) are input-to-state stable with respect to their respective force (torque) inputs (3.17). Specifically, there exist a smooth ISS Lyapunov functions \(V_i(x_{mi}) \in \mathbb{R}^+_0\) and functions \(\sigma_{1i} \in \mathcal{K}_{ss}, \sigma_{2i} \in \mathcal{K}_{ss}, \sigma_{0i} \in \mathcal{K}, \chi_i \in \mathcal{K}_{ss}, i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}\), such that

\[
\sigma_{1i}(|x_{mi}|) \leq V_i(x_{mi}) \leq \sigma_{2i}(|x_{mi}|)
\]

(3.21)

and

\[
\frac{\partial V_i}{\partial x_{mi}}[f_{mi}(x_{mi}) + g_{mi}(x_{mi})u_{mi}] \leq -\sigma_{0i}(V_i(x_{mi}))
\]

(3.22)
whenever \(|x_{mi}| \geq \chi_i (|u_{mi}|)|.

Assumption 5 implies in particular that

\[ \gamma_{mi}^0 := \sigma_{1i}^{-1} \circ \sigma_{2i} \circ \chi_i \in K_\infty \]

is the ISS gain of the \(i\)-th master subsystem (3.16).

**Remark 1.** There are several points worth mentioning regarding the above Assumption 5. First, for master manipulators described by Euler-Lagrange equations, the ISS property with respect to the force input can be achieved using simple local controllers, such as PD; the corresponding results can be found in [1, 14]. Second, although each master is assumed to be input-to-state stable, no restrictions are imposed on the corresponding ISS gains; in particular, these gains can be arbitrarily high. Since the gain from force input to position-velocity state provides an upper bound for admissible master compliance, high admissible ISS gain results in high admissible compliance of the master manipulator or, equivalently, low admissible impedance. In practice, this implies that Assumption 5 does not impose restrictions on the damping and the stiffness of master manipulators; in particular, both can be made arbitrarily low. Low damping and stiffness of the master manipulators are very important for teleoperator’s performance, as high damping-stiffness lead to transparency deterioration and require the human operator to apply significant forces when moving the master. Also, Assumption 5 can be generalized to the case of the input-to-state stability with respect to compact sets [31], as it was done for example in [20]. The latter version of the ISS assumption may be more suitable for teleoperator systems as it allows for statically balanced master manipulators. We do not follow this path in this work for the sake of simplicity of presentation, although the corresponding extension is probably possible.

**Remark 2.** In the formulation of Assumption 5, the inequality (3.22) can be equivalently replaced with the following

\[ \frac{\partial V_i}{\partial x_{mi}} f_{mi} (x_{mi}) + \left| \frac{\partial V_i}{\partial x_{mi}} g_{mi} (x_{mi}) \right| \cdot |u_{mi}| \leq -\sigma_{0i} (V_i (x_{mi})) . \]

(3.24)

Indeed, (3.24) clearly implies (3.22). To show the converse, denote \(\xi_i := \frac{\partial V_i}{\partial x_{mi}} g_{mi} (x_{mi})\). If \(\xi_i = 0\), the inequalities (3.22) and (3.24) are equivalent. Suppose \(\xi \neq 0\). According to Assumption 5, (3.22) holds for an arbitrary \(u_{mi}\) such that \(|x_{mi}| \geq \chi_i (|u_{mi}|)|. Then, it also holds for \(u_{mi}^* = |u_{mi}| \frac{\xi_i^T}{|\xi_i|}\), which implies (3.24).
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The ISS Lyapunov functions $V_i(x_{mi})$ provide a tool that, in particular, allows us to classify the external forces in terms of their effect on the system’s stability; specifically, an external force can be considered destabilizing (stabilizing) if its contribution to the time-derivative of $V_i$ is positive (negative). The time derivative of $V_i$ along the trajectories of the $i$-th master subsystem (3.16), (3.17) is expressed by the formula

$$\dot{V}_i = \frac{\partial V_i}{\partial x_{mi}} f_{mi}(x_{mi}) + \frac{\partial V_i}{\partial x_{mi}} g_{mi}(x_{mi}) [f_{hi} - f_{ri}].$$

In particular, the contribution of the $i$-th human operator force/torque $f_{hi}$ to the time-derivative of the ISS Lyapunov function $V_i$ is $\frac{\partial V_i}{\partial x_{mi}} g_{mi}(x_{mi}) f_{hi}$; the positivity of this contribution corresponds to destabilizing actions of the human operator. Our basic assumption imposed on the human dynamics is that the human operator does not perform such destabilizing actions. Specifically, the assumption is as follows.

**Assumption 6.** The force/torque of $i$-th human operator satisfies

$$\frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_{mi}} g_{mi}(x_{mi}) f_{hi} \leq 0. \quad (3.25)$$

Assumption 6 implies that the contribution of the human force to the time-derivative of the corresponding ISS Lyapunov function $V_{mi}$ is nonpositive. This precisely means that the human operator does not destabilize the system in the sense determined by the ISS Lyapunov function $V_{mi}$. If $V_{mi}$ is considered as a storage function and, therefore, represents the amount of energy stored in the system, Assumption 6 says that the actions of $i$-th human operator do not add energy to the system and therefore are passive. In the following, we will also need a stronger assumption which corresponds to strict passivity of the human operator, as follows.

**Assumption 7.** There exists $0 < \epsilon_0 \leq 1$ such that the force/torque of $i$-th human operator satisfies

$$\frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_{mi}} g_{mi}(x_{mi}) f_{hi} \leq -\epsilon_0 \cdot \left| \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_{mi}} g_{mi}(x_{mi}) \right| \cdot |f_{hi}|. \quad (3.26)$$

**Remark 3.** Regarding Assumption 7, it is worth mentioning that $u = -\frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_{mi}} g_{mi}(x_{mi})$ represents the so-called “speed-gradient” [4] or “passivity-based” [25] stabilization algorithms; it also represents the “universal stabilizer” for affine nonlinear systems [28]. Assumption 7 essentially says that actions of the human operator (if nonzero) form an acute angle with the “speed-gradient” or “universally stabilizing” control (if nonzero), and this angle is less or equal
than \( \cos^{-1}(\epsilon_0) \). This means that the actions of the human operator, if nonzero, stabilize the master subsystem. Also, if one considers \( V_{mi} \) to be a storage function representing the amount of energy stored in the system, then Assumption 7 implies that the actions of the human operator are strictly passive. Assumptions 6 and 7 are illustrated in Figure 3.3.

For the developments below, we also need to introduce a measure of the magnitude of the human hand impedance. We do this by way of the following assumption.

**Assumption 8.** The magnitude of the force of \( i \)-th human operator satisfies

\[
|f_{hi}| \geq \mu_{i0}(|x_{mi}|),
\]

for some \( \mu_{i0} \in \mathcal{K} \cup \{0\} \).

**Remark 4.** As the state \( x_{mi} \) typically consists of positions and velocities of the \( i \)-th master, we see that the function \( \mu_{i0}(\cdot) \) describes the minimum admissible impedance of the \( i \)-th human hand. In particular, assumption 8 makes it possible that \( \mu_{i0}(\cdot) \equiv 0 \). This allows us to consider a case of zero human hand impedance, i.e., the situation where the human effectively releases the master.

At this point, we address stability properties of the networked cooperative teleoperator
system with direct force reflection described by the formula

\[ f_{ri} = f_{si}^m, \quad i = 1, \ldots, N, \quad (3.28) \]

under the above described assumptions on human dynamics. We start from the following proposition which described how does the ISS gain of the master-human interconnection depend on the properties of the human operator dynamics.

**Proposition 3.4.1** Consider the i-th master device (3.16), (3.17). Suppose Assumption 5 holds for this master device with ISS gain \( \gamma_{mi}^0 \in K_{\infty} \). Then the following statements are valid.

i) If the i-th human operator dynamics satisfy Assumption 6, the closed-loop master device is ISS with ISS gain \( \bar{\gamma}_{mi} := \gamma_{mi}^0 \in K_{\infty} \).

ii) If the i-th human operator dynamics satisfy Assumptions 7, 8, the closed-loop master device is ISS with ISS gain

\[
\bar{\gamma}_{mi} := \sigma_{1i}^{-1} \circ \sigma_{2i} \circ \left( \left[ \gamma_{mi}^0 \right]^{-1} \circ \sigma_{1i}^{-1} + \sigma_{2i} + \epsilon \circ \mu \right)^{-1} \in K_{\infty}. \quad (3.29)
\]

**Proof.** Assumption 5 in combination with Remark 2 imply that, for each \( i \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \), there exists an ISS Lyapunov function \( V_i(x_{mi}) \in \mathbb{R}_+ \) such that \( \sigma_{1mi} (|x_{mi}|) \leq V_{mi} (x_{mi}) \leq \sigma_{2mi} (|x_{mi}|) \), and

\[
\frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_{mi}} f_{mi} (x_{mi}) + \left| \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_{mi}} g_{mi} (x_{mi}) \right| |u| \leq -\sigma_0 (V_{mi}) \quad (3.30)
\]

whenever \( |x_{mi}| \geq \chi_{mi}(|u|) \), where \( \chi_{mi} := \sigma_{2i}^{-1} \circ \sigma_{1i} \circ \gamma_{mi}^0 \in K \). To prove i), assume that the dynamics of the human operator satisfy Assumption 6. Calculating the time derivative of \( V_{mi} \) along the trajectories of (3.16), and taking into account Assumption 6, we have

\[
\dot{V}_{mi} = \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_{mi}} f_{mi} (x_{mi}) + \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_{mi}} g_{mi} (x_{mi}) \left[ f_{mi} - f_{ri} \right]
\]

\[
\leq \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_{mi}} f_{mi} (x_{mi}) - \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_{mi}} g_{mi} (x_{mi}) f_{ri}
\]

\[
\leq \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_{mi}} f_{mi} (x_{mi}) + \left| \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_{mi}} g_{mi} (x_{mi}) \right| \cdot |f_{ri}|. \quad (3.31)
\]

Thus, \( |x_{mi}| \geq \chi_{mi}(|f_{ri}|) \) implies \( \dot{V}_{mi} \leq -\sigma_0 (V_{mi}) \), where \( \chi_{mi} := \sigma_{2i}^{-1} \circ \sigma_{1i} \circ \gamma_{mi}^0 \in K \), and the system is ISS with gain \( \bar{\gamma}_{mi} := \gamma_{mi}^0 \in K_{\infty} \). On the other hand, If the i-th human operator...
dynamics satisfy Assumptions 7, 8 then, combining (3.26) and (3.27), we have

\[
\frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_{mi}} g_{mi}(x_{mi}) f_{hi} \leq -\epsilon_0 \cdot \left| \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_{mi}} g_{mi}(x_{mi}) \right| \cdot |f_{hi}|
\]

(3.32)

\[
\leq -\epsilon_0 \cdot \left| \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_{mi}} g_{mi}(x_{mi}) \right| \mu_{i0} (|x_{mi}|),
\]

Calculating the time derivative of \(V_{mi}\) along the trajectories of (3.16) while taking (3.32) into account, we see that

\[
\dot{V}_{mi} = \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_{mi}} f_{mi}(x_{mi}) + \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_{mi}} g_{mi}(x_{mi}) [f_{hi} - f_{ri}]
\]

\[
\leq \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_{mi}} f_{mi}(x_{mi})
\]

(3.33)

\[
+ \left| \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_{mi}} g_{mi}(x_{mi}) \right| \cdot (-\epsilon_0 \cdot \mu_{i0} (|x_{mi}|) + |f_{ri}|).
\]

Using (3.30), we see that the condition

\[
\chi_{mi}^{-1} (|x_{mi}|) \geq -\epsilon_0 \cdot \mu_{i0} (|x_{mi}|) + |f_{ri}|
\]

(3.34)

guarantees that \(\dot{V}_{mi} \leq -\sigma_0 (V_{mi})\). The inequality (3.34) is equivalent to

\[
|x_{mi}| \geq \tilde{\gamma}_{mi} (|f_{ri}|),
\]

where \(\tilde{\gamma}_{mi} \in \mathcal{K}_\infty\) is defined by (3.29). Thus, the system is ISS with ISS gain \(\tilde{\gamma}_{mi}\).

**Remark 5.** Proposition 3.4.1 describes how the interaction between a master device and a human operator affects the master ISS gain. Part i) states that if the operator does not perform destabilizing actions (i.e., the dynamics of the human operator satisfy Assumption 6), then such an interaction preserves the original ISS gain. On the other hand, if the human operator is able to perform stabilizing actions (i.e., the dynamics of the human operator satisfy Assumption 7), then the master ISS gain also depends on the impedance of the human operator hand. More specifically, part ii) of Proposition 3.4.1 implies that the ISS gain of the master-human interconnection can be made arbitrarily small if the impedance of the human hand is sufficiently high. Indeed, given an \(i\)-th master ISS gain \(\gamma_{mi}^0 \in \mathcal{K}_\infty\) and a desired \(i\)-th master ISS gain \(\gamma_{mi}^* \in \mathcal{K}_\infty\), denote

\[
\mu_i^*(s) := \frac{1}{\epsilon_0} \left[ [\gamma_{mi}^*]^{-1} - [\gamma_{mi}^0]^{-1} \right] \circ \sigma_{i1} \circ \sigma_{2i}(s).
\]

(3.35)
From (3.29) it is easy to derive that if
\[ \mu_{i0}(s) \geq \mu_i^*(s) \]  
for all \( s \geq 0 \), then the \( i \)-th master-human interconnection is ISS with ISS gain \( \gamma_{mi}^* \in K_\infty \) satisfying \( \gamma_{mi}(s) \leq \gamma_{mi}^*(s) \) for all \( s > 0 \). 

**Remark 6.** In the “linear” case (i.e., where all the involved \( K_\infty \)-functions are linear), formula (3.29) becomes
\[ \gamma_{mi}^* = \frac{\gamma_{mi}^0}{1 + \frac{\sigma_i}{\sigma_0} \cdot \epsilon_0 \cdot \mu_{i0} \cdot \gamma_{mi}^0}. \]
We see that \( \gamma_{mi}^* > 0 \) can be assigned arbitrarily small if \( \mu_{i0} > 0 \) is sufficiently large.

The following theorem describes stability properties of the networked teleoperator system under the above described assumptions on the human dynamics. In this theorem (as well as in Theorem 3.5.2 in the following section), the input-to-state stability of the networked cooperative teleoperator system is understood in the sense of [13, Definition 1], where the input disturbances are the communication errors \( \delta_{fi}, \delta_{bi}, i = 1, \ldots, N \).

**Theorem 3.4.2** Consider a cooperative networked force reflecting teleoperator system (3.7)–(3.10), (3.16), (3.17). Suppose Assumptions 2, 3, 4, 5 are satisfied. Then there exist \( \gamma_{mi}^* \in K_\infty, i \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \), such that the teleoperator system is input-to-state stable if, for each \( i \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \), at least one of the following statements are valid:

i) The dynamics of \( i \)-th human operator satisfy Assumption 6, and \( \gamma_{mi}^0(s) \leq \gamma_{mi}^*(s) \) for all \( s \geq 0 \), where \( \gamma_{mi}^0(\cdot) \) is defined by (3.23).

ii) The dynamics of \( i \)-th human operator satisfy Assumptions 7, 8, and \( \mu_{i0}(s) \geq \mu_i^*(s) \) for all \( s \geq 0 \), where \( \mu_i^*(\cdot) \) is defined by (3.35).

**Proof.** The results of Theorem 3.4.2 follow directly from Proposition 3.4.1, Remark 5, and the small-gain arguments presented in Section 3.3.

**Remark 7.** Theorem 3.4.2 essentially states that the stability of a cooperative force reflecting teleoperator system can be guaranteed in the presence of irregular communication delays if, for each master subsystem, at least one of the conditions i), ii) is satisfied. Condition i) requires that the human operator does not destabilize the master device, and that the ISS gain of the master device is sufficiently low. The latter is essentially equivalent to the requirement of
sufficiently high impedance of the master. This condition may be conservative in some cases as high impedance of a master device in the impedance controlled teleoperator systems may lead to poor transparency. On the other hand, condition ii) requires the human operator to apply stabilizing actions to the corresponding master device, and also requires that the impedance of the human operator’s hand is sufficiently high. This part of Theorem 3.4.2 can be linked to a fact which is practically well-known for single-master-single slave teleoperator systems: a firm grasp of the master is likely to stabilize the system while a loose grasp or the release of the master tends to make the system unstable [6, 9]. Obviously, the main shortcoming of condition ii) is that it relies on the dynamical properties of the human operator to guarantee stability of the system. If some of the human operators loosen their grasps or release the corresponding master(s), the system’s stability is no longer guaranteed. As we are going to demonstrate in the following section, these shortcomings can be avoided using the projection-based force reflection principle. •

3.5 Stability of cooperative teleoperator system with projection-based force reflection

The main idea behind the projection-based force reflection principle is to decompose the force reflection signal into the “interaction” and “momentum-generating” components and attenuate the latter while applying the former in full. For details, motivation, and additional explanations, see [17, 18]. A force-reflection scheme is described by the following formula

\[ f_{ri} = \alpha_i \left( \frac{1}{|f_{si}|} \hat{f}_{si}^m \right) \hat{f}_{si}^m + \frac{[I - \alpha_i] \left( \hat{\phi}_i \right)}{\hat{\phi}_i} \hat{\phi}_i, \quad i = 1, \ldots, N, \]  

(3.37)

where \( f_{ri} \) is the force reflection signal applied to the motors of the \( i \)-th master, \( \hat{f}_{si}^m \) is the force signal that is received directly from the remote slave-environment subsystem, \( \hat{\phi}_i \) is the estimate of the interaction component described below, and \( \alpha_i \in \mathcal{K}_{\infty} \) is the corresponding weighting function such that \([I - \alpha_i] \in \mathcal{K}_{\infty}\), where \( I : \mathbb{R}_+ \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_+ \) is the identity function, \( I(r) = r \) for all \( r \geq 0 \). The term \( \hat{\phi}_i \) is calculated according to the formula

\[ \hat{\phi}_i := \text{Sat}_{[0,1]} \left\{ \frac{\left( \frac{\hat{f}_{si}^m}{f_{hi}} \right)^T f_{hi}}{\max \left\{ |f_{hi}|^2, \epsilon_i \right\}} f_{hi} \right\}, \]  

(3.38)
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where \( f_{hi} \) is the human force applied to the master manipulator, \( \epsilon_1 > 0 \) is a sufficiently small constant, and \( \text{Sat}\{x\} := \max\{a, \min\{x, b\}\} \). Algorithm (3.38) estimates the interaction component of the environmental force as the component that is directed against the human force with magnitude bounded by the magnitude of the human force; specifically, it calculates \( \hat{\phi}_i \) as the projection of \( \hat{f}_m^i \) onto the subspace spanned by the human force estimate \( f_{hi} \).

The following proposition can be considered as an extension of Proposition 3.4.1 to the case of projection-based force reflection.

**Proposition 3.5.1** Consider the \( i \)-th master device (3.16), (3.17) equipped with the projection-based force reflection algorithm (3.37), (3.38). Suppose Assumption 5 holds for this master device with ISS gain \( \gamma^0_{mi} \in \mathcal{K}_\infty \). Then the following statements are valid.

i) If the \( i \)-th human operator dynamics satisfy Assumption 6, the closed-loop master device is ISS with ISS gain

\[
\bar{\gamma}_{mi} := \gamma^0_{mi} \circ \alpha_i. \tag{3.39}
\]

ii) If the \( i \)-th human operator dynamics satisfy Assumptions 7, 8, the closed-loop master device is ISS with ISS gain

\[
\bar{\gamma}_{mi} := \sigma_{-1i} \circ \sigma_{2i} \circ \left[ \gamma^0_{mi} \right]^{-1} \circ \sigma_{-1i} \circ \sigma_{2i} + \epsilon_0 \cdot \alpha_i \circ \mu_0 \circ \alpha_i. \tag{3.40}
\]

**Proof.** First, (3.38) implies that, if \( \hat{\phi}_i \neq 0 \), then \( \hat{\phi}_i \) is collinear to \( f_{hi} \), i.e.,

\[
\frac{\hat{\phi}_i}{|\hat{\phi}_i|} = \frac{f_{hi}}{|f_{hi}|}.
\]

Therefore,

\[
f_{hi} - \frac{[I - \alpha_i](\hat{\phi}_i)}{|\hat{\phi}_i|} \hat{\phi}_i = f_{hi} - \frac{[I - \alpha_i](\hat{\phi}_i)}{|f_{hi}|} f_{hi} = f_{hi} \left(1 - \frac{[I - \alpha_i](\hat{\phi}_i)}{|f_{hi}|}\right).
\tag{3.41}
\]

Note also, that (3.38) implies \( |\hat{\phi}_i| \leq |f_{hi}| \), which implies

\[
\frac{|f_{hi}| - [I - \alpha_i](\hat{\phi}_i)}{|f_{hi}|} \geq \frac{|f_{hi}| - [I - \alpha_i](f_{hi})}{|f_{hi}|} = \frac{\alpha_i(f_{hi})}{|f_{hi}|} \geq 0. \tag{3.42}
\]
Now, suppose the dynamics of \( i \)-th human operator satisfy Assumption 6. Calculating the time derivative of \( V_{mi} \) along the trajectories of (3.16), (3.37), (3.38), and using (3.41), (3.42), we have
\[
\dot{V}_{mi} = \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_m} f_{mi}(x_{mi}) + \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial y_m} g_{mi}(x_{mi}) \left[ h_i - \frac{\alpha_i(\tilde{f}_{mi})}{|f_{mi}|} \tilde{f}_{si} - \frac{|\tilde{r}_{mi}|}{|\phi_i|} \tilde{\phi}_i \right]
\]
\[
\leq \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_m} f_{mi}(x_{mi}) + \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial y_m} g_{mi}(x_{mi}) \left[ h_i \left( \frac{|\tilde{r}_{mi}|}{|f_{mi}|} - |\phi_i| \right) \right] - \frac{\alpha_i(\tilde{f}_{mi})}{|f_{mi}|} \tilde{f}_{si}
\]
\[
\leq \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_m} f_{mi}(x_{mi}) + \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial y_m} g_{mi}(x_{mi}) \left[ h_i \left( \frac{|\tilde{r}_{mi}|}{|f_{mi}|} - |\phi_i| \right) \right] - \frac{\alpha_i(\tilde{f}_{mi})}{|f_{mi}|} \tilde{f}_{si}
\]
(3.43)

Remark 2 then implies that \( V_{mi} \) \( \leq -\sigma_0 \left( V_{mi} \right) \) if \( |x_{mi}| \geq \sigma_{2i}^{-1} \circ \sigma_{1i} \circ \gamma_{mi}^0 \circ \alpha_i \left( |\tilde{f}_{mi}| \right) \), which implies that the system is ISS with ISS gain defined by (3.39). On the other hand, suppose the \( i \)-th human operator dynamics satisfy Assumptions 7, 8. In this case, the inequalities for time derivative of \( V_{mi} \) along the trajectories of (3.16), (3.37), (3.38), have a form
\[
\dot{V}_{mi} = \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_m} f_{mi}(x_{mi}) + \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial y_m} g_{mi}(x_{mi}) \left[ h_i - \frac{\alpha_i(\tilde{f}_{mi})}{|f_{mi}|} \tilde{f}_{si} - \frac{|\tilde{r}_{mi}|}{|\phi_i|} \tilde{\phi}_i \right]
\]
\[
\leq \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_m} f_{mi}(x_{mi}) + \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial y_m} g_{mi}(x_{mi}) \left[ h_i \left( \frac{|\tilde{r}_{mi}|}{|f_{mi}|} - |\phi_i| \right) \right] - \frac{\alpha_i(\tilde{f}_{mi})}{|f_{mi}|} \tilde{f}_{si}
\]
\[
\leq \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial x_m} f_{mi}(x_{mi}) + \frac{\partial V_{mi}}{\partial y_m} g_{mi}(x_{mi}) \left[ h_i \left( \frac{|\tilde{r}_{mi}|}{|f_{mi}|} - |\phi_i| \right) \right] - \frac{\alpha_i(\tilde{f}_{mi})}{|f_{mi}|} \tilde{f}_{si}
\]
(3.44)

Using (3.30), we see that \( V_{mi} \) \( \leq -\sigma_0 \left( V_{mi} \right) \) is guaranteed if the following condition holds
\[
\chi^{-1}_{mi} \left( |x_{mi}| \right) \geq -\epsilon_0 \cdot \alpha_i \circ \mu_0 \left( |x_{mi}| \right) + \alpha_i \left( |\tilde{f}_{mi}| \right)
\]
(3.45)

where \( \chi_{mi} := \sigma_{2i}^{-1} \circ \sigma_{1i} \circ \gamma_{mi}^0 \in \mathcal{K} \). The inequality (3.45) is equivalent to
\[
|x_{mi}| \geq \left[ \left( \gamma_{mi}^0 \right)^{-1} \circ \sigma_{2i}^{-1} \circ \sigma_{1i} \circ \epsilon_0 \cdot \alpha_i \circ \mu_0 \right] \circ \alpha_i \left( |\tilde{f}_{mi}| \right)
\]

This implies that the system is ISS with ISS gain defined by (3.40). The proof is complete. •

**Remark 8.** Proposition 3.5.1 presents formulas for calculation of the ISS gain of a master subsystem in the presence of interaction with a human hand for the case where the force reflection algorithm is built upon the projection-based principle. It is straightforward to see that,
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In both cases (3.39) and (3.40), an arbitrarily low ISS gain $\gamma_{mi}^* \in \mathcal{K}_\infty$ can be guaranteed by an appropriate choice of the weighting function $\alpha_i \in \mathcal{K}_\infty$. In addition, an arbitrarily low $\gamma_{mi}^* \in \mathcal{K}_\infty$ can be achieved in (3.40) if the human hand impedance function $\mu_{i0} \in \mathcal{K}_\infty$ is sufficiently large. Specifically, denote

$$\mu_{i}^\ddag(s) := \alpha_{i}^{-1} \circ \frac{1}{\epsilon_0} \left[ \alpha_i \circ \left[ \gamma_{mi}^* \right]^{-1} \circ \left[ \gamma_{mi}^0 \right]^{-1} \right] \circ \sigma_{i1}^{-1} \circ \sigma_{2i}(s).$$

(3.46)

From (3.40), it is easy to derive that $\mu_{i0}(s) \geq \mu_{i}^\ddag(s)$ implies $\tilde{\gamma}_{mi}(s) \leq \gamma_{mi}^*$. Also, in the linear case, formulas (3.39) and (3.40) become

$$\tilde{\gamma}_{mi} := \gamma_{mi}^0 \cdot \alpha_i \quad \text{and} \quad \tilde{\gamma}_{mi} := \frac{\alpha_i \cdot \gamma_{mi}^0}{1 + \alpha_i \cdot \frac{\epsilon_0}{\sigma_{2i}} \cdot \mu_{i0} \cdot \gamma_{mi}^0},$$

respectively. 

The theorem below presents stability results for the networked cooperative teleoperator system with projection-based force reflection. Similarly to the case of Theorem 3.4.2 from the previous section, the input-to-state stability here is understood in the sense of [13, Definition 1], where again the input disturbances are the communication errors $\delta_{fi}, \delta_{hi}, i = 1, \ldots, N$.

**Theorem 3.5.2** Consider a cooperative networked force reflecting teleoperator system (3.7)–(3.10), (3.16), (3.17) equipped with a projection-based force reflection algorithm (3.37), (3.38). Suppose Assumptions 2, 3, 4, 5 hold. Then there exist $\alpha_i^* \in \mathcal{K}_\infty$, $i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$ such that the cooperative teleoperator system is input-to-state stable if for each $i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$, at least one of the following conditions holds:

i) the dynamics of the $i$-th human operator satisfy Assumption 6, and the corresponding weighting coefficient $\alpha_i(\cdot)$ in (3.37) satisfies $\alpha_i(s) \leq \alpha_i^*(s)$ for all $s \geq 0$;

ii) the dynamics of the $i$-th human operator satisfy Assumptions 7, 8, and the function $\mu_{i0}(\cdot)$ is (3.27) satisfies

$$\mu_{i0}(s) \geq \alpha_i^{-1} \circ \frac{1}{\epsilon_0} \left[ \alpha_i \circ \left[ \alpha_i^* \right]^{-1} \circ \left[ \gamma_{mi}^0 \right]^{-1} \circ \sigma_{i1}^{-1} \circ \sigma_{2i}(s) \right].$$

for all $s \geq 0$. 

**Proof.** The results of Theorem 3.5.2 can be obtained by combination of Proposition 3.5.1 and the small-gain arguments in Section 3.3. 

Remark 9. Theorem 3.5.2 presents conditions for stability of networked cooperative teleoperator systems with projection-based force reflection. The fundamental difference with the case of direct force reflection (described by Theorem 3.4.2) is that in the case of projection-based force reflection the stability does not require low master ISS gains and/or does not necessarily rely on the properties of the human operators’ dynamic responses. Instead, part i) of Theorem 3.5.2 demonstrates that stability can be achieved by an appropriate assignment of the weighting coefficients in the projection-based force reflection algorithms. This result holds irrespective of the human operators’ behaviour as long as the human operators do not perform destabilizing actions (i.e., as long as the dynamics of the human operators satisfy Assumption 6). On the other hand, part ii) demonstrates that if the weighting coefficients are not assigned properly, the stability of the overall system can still be guaranteed if the corresponding human operators apply additional stabilizing actions.

3.6 Experimental results

In this section, we briefly discuss the results of the experimental investigation that was performed to validate the theory presented above. The experimental setup is shown schematically in Figure 3.4. It consists of a two-master-two-slave cooperative force reflection teleoperator system, where two PHANTOM Omni devices are used as the master manipulators, while the slaves are represented by two simulated models of the PHANTOM Premium 1.5A devices implemented in a virtual environment. The PHANTOM Omni devices have 6 DOF position sensing and 3 DOF force feedback, and are manufactured by SensAble Technologies Inc. The simulation is run at a sampling frequency 1000Hz. The OpenHaptics Toolkit is used for programming of the haptic devices. The virtual objects are rendered using OpenGL. The host computers are connected over the network using the TCP/IP network protocol. On top of the time-varying component generated by communication over TCP/IP, the communication delay also has a constant component which is created using internal buffers.

The implementation of the projection-based force reflection principle requires information about human forces applied to the master devices. For our experiments, a high-gain force observer was designed that provides an estimate of the human forces applied to the master
devices. The observer design follows the guidelines outlined in [32], and is based on a model of the PHANTOM Omni device that was developed and validated as a part of this research project; all the details, however, are skipped due to space constraints, and will be published elsewhere.

We have completed several experiments that target different aspects of the teleoperator system performance. In the first experiment, a rectangular object with mass $m = 1$ kg, width $l = 0.1$ m, and stiffness $k = 1000$ N/m was implemented in the virtual environment. The object is connected to the ground at the origin using a spring with stiffness $K = 10$ N/m. The object has an initial velocity of $0.04$ m/s in the positive direction of $x$-axis. The goal pursued by the human operators is to cooperatively stabilize the object at the origin by pressing against its sides. This experiment was performed in the presence of negligible communication delays as well as significantly large irregular communication delays, and for different values of weighting coefficients $\alpha_i$, $i = 1, 2$ in (3.37). Typical examples of experimental results for large irregular communication delays are presented in Figures 3.6-3.8. In these experiments, the delay in each direction is a sum of a constant component of $0.5$ s and an additional random component with maximum magnitude of $0.05$ s; an example of the resulting one-way delay is presented in Figure 3.5. The total round trip communication delay in this experiment, therefore, varies randomly between $1$s and $1.1$ s. Overall, this experiment demonstrates that stable telemanipulation can be achieved in the case of direct force reflection as well as in the case of projection-based force reflection for a wide range of coefficients $\alpha_i$ in (3.37). However, it appears that in the case of projection-based FR, the teleoperation process is generally more
stable and the interaction forces are generally lower. These facts are in agreement with our theoretical considerations presented above. Indeed, stable cooperative teleoperation is guaranteed in the case of projection-based force reflection with sufficiently low weighting functions $\alpha_i$; however, stable teleoperation can also be achieved in the case of direct force reflection ($\alpha_i = 1$) at will by appropriate actions of the human operators which, in particular, may include increasing of the human hand impedance. In the latter case, therefore, the stabilization process can reasonably be expected to appear less regular, and increased human hand impedance would typically result in higher interaction forces. To demonstrate the stability improvement
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Figure 3.5: Example of communication delay

brought in by using the projection-based FR principle, we need to address a situation where the human operator is prevented from stabilizing the teleoperator system. The ultimate case of such a situation is when the human operators release the master devices. In the second experiment, we address a situation where one of the master devices is released by the human operator. We simulate a pulse of interaction forces between slaves and subsequently measure the corresponding induced master motion of the released master, for different values of $\alpha_i$. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 3.9. It is clear that the same interaction between slaves creates different amounts of movement of the released master; specifically, the amount of induced master motion [7] is the highest for direct force reflection ($\alpha_i = 1$) and decreases to zero as $\alpha_i$ decreases to zero. This effect can be easily understood by considering the formula in (3.37). Since in this experiment, there is no interaction between the human operator and the master (i.e., the human force is zero), the projection-based component is zero, and
the interaction forces between slaves is therefore transferred to the motors of the master with gains $\alpha_i$. This is also clearly seen in Figure 3.9, left, where the reflected forces are shown, and these forces decrease to zero as $\alpha_i$ decreases to zero. Overall, this experiment demonstrates the mechanism of stability improvement brought in by using the projection-based force reflection principle, which is described theoretically in Theorem 3.5.2.

In the third experiment, a pulse of interaction forces between slaves is simulated as in the second experiment, however, in this case the human operator holds the master device firmly. The purpose of this experiment is to compare slave interaction forces with the forces reflected to the master devices when the latter is held by the operator, and thus evaluate the transparency deterioration introduced by using the projection based force reflection. Samples of this experiment are shown in Figure 3.10, which demonstrate that in steady state these forces are identical. This implies that in steady state there is no transparency loss. There is, however, some transparency loss during the transient process, which is partially attributed to the use of a human force estimator instead of direct human force measurement. This issue will be addressed in future research.
Figure 3.6: Experiment I, irregular communication delays, direct force reflection ($\alpha = 1$).
Contact X-Force experienced by Slave 1 and X-Force reflected to Master 1 (top); contact X-Force experienced by Slave 2 and X-Force reflected to Master 2 (middle); X-Trajectories of masters, slaves and object (bottom)
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Figure 3.7: Experiment I, irregular communication delays, projection-based force reflection ($\alpha = 0.7$). Contact X-Force experienced by Slave 1 and X-Force reflected to Master 1 (top); contact X-Force experienced by Slave 2 and X-Force reflected to Master 2 (middle); X-Trajectories of masters, slaves and object (bottom)
Figure 3.8: Experiment I, irregular communication delays, projection-based force reflection ($\alpha = 0.3$). Contact X-Force experienced by Slave 1 and X-Force reflected to Master 1 (top); contact X-Force experienced by Slave 2 and X-Force reflected to Master 2 (middle); X-Trajectories of masters, slaves and object (bottom)
3.7 Conclusions

In this work, we presented developments for the small gain approach to the design of cooperative force reflecting teleoperators in the presence of network-induced communication constraints. We demonstrated that the small gain conditions for stability of the cooperative teleoperator system can be reduced to the requirement that the master devices have sufficiently low...
input-to-output gains in the admittance configuration. Furthermore, using appropriately specified versions of the passivity assumption imposed on the human dynamics, we derived explicit formulas that demonstrate how the IOS gains of the master devices depend on the properties of human dynamics and the type of force reflection algorithm. In particular, we showed that the use of projection-based force reflection algorithms allows us to guarantee stability of the force reflecting teleoperator system in the presence of irregular communication delays regardless of the dynamical properties (in particular, damping and stiffness) of the operator’s hands. Experimental results were presented to confirm the theoretical developments.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Evaluation of PBFR Algorithm on MIS Setup

The material presented in this chapter is submitted to IEEE Transactions on Control System Technology.

4.1 Introduction

Robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery (RAMIS) is a particular type of minimally invasive surgery (MIS) which aims to provide surgeons with better vision, maneuverability and control in comparison with the conventional laparoscopy, through the use of specialized robotic devices. Typically, RAMIS systems have the structure of a teleoperation system, where the master device is controlled by the surgeon while the slave robot executes specific surgical tasks. Implementation of haptic feedback in RAMIS has recently received great interest in the medical robotics community [26, 12, 27]. When combined with visual feedback, haptic feedback provides surgeons with an enhanced feeling of tool/tissue interaction, which may lead to faster, more accurate, and overall more effective execution of some common surgical tasks. Although it was previously demonstrated that implementation of haptic feedback may lead to higher performance in some surgical procedures, currently available commercial telerobotic MIS systems do not provide force feedback. One of the main reasons is the stability issue that is inherent in force reflecting teleoperator systems. Such instability can be a result of different factors such
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as the phase shift due to time delay in the communication channel between the master(s) and the slave(s), or because of the existence of uncompensated dynamics of the master and/or the slave robots (which occurs, for example, due to modeling uncertainty). To avoid instability while at the same time provide the surgeon with information about contact forces, sensory substitution force feedback such as graphical force displays can be used [28, 10, 24]. Substantial research has been published where the performance of a teleoperated MIS system with direct force feedback is compared with other scenarios such as a system with no force feedback or with graphical force feedback [28, 6, 25, 1, 19, 24]; however, only a few papers have evaluated the effect of a specific control scheme on the performance of the surgical tasks [5, 18, 9].

In this work, we investigate and compare the effect of two different types of force reflection algorithms on the stability and performance of a dual-arm haptic teleoperator system for MIS applications. More precisely, the major objective of this paper is to compare the performance of an MIS cooperative teleoperator system with projection-based force reflection (PBFR) with that of the same system with more conventional direct force reflection (DFR), in several typical MIS tasks. The projection-based force reflection principle was introduced for force-reflecting teleoperators in [13] and further developed in [16, 22]. The main idea behind this principle is to decompose the contact force into the interaction and the motion-generating components, and attenuate the latter while applying the former in full. This essentially allows for attenuation of the induced master motion [7] and consequently stability improvement. This is achieved without altering the interaction forces between the human operator’s hand and the haptic device. In this work, for the first time, the effect of the PBFR on the performance of surgical teleoperation is evaluated both theoretically and experimentally. The surgical dual-arm MIS teleoperator system used in this work consists of two Haptic Wand Devices manufactured by Quanser Consulting Inc. and two Mitsubishi PA10-7C slave robots with daVinci tools mounted at the end-effectors of the robots. After describing the mathematical model and the controller design, we present stability analysis of the overall teleoperation system which is based on the small-gain arguments. We formulate stability conditions and discuss the effect of the PBFR on the gain of the master subsystem and, consequently, on the overall stability. Experimentally, we investigate and compare the performance of the PBFR and the DFR algorithms implemented on the above mentioned dual-arm MIS teleoperation setup in three simple surgical tasks, which
are knot tightening, pegboard transfer, and object manipulation. Nine subjects participated in these experiments; all the experiments have been performed in the presence of negligible as well as non-negligible communication delays. In each case, the performance of different algorithms was compared, in particular, by evaluating the average forces applied by the slaves and the average induced accelerations of the master devices. The experimental results obtained indicate that, in virtually all cases, the PBFR algorithms demonstrated statistically significant improvement in performance compared to the DFR algorithms.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, the dual-arm MIS teleoperator setup used in this paper is described. The mathematical model of the MIS teleoperator system and the control design are presented in Section 4.3. The projection-based force reflection algorithms are described in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, small gain conditions for stability of the dual-arm MIS teleoperator system used in the experiments are formulated and discussed. The experimental results are discussed in detail in Section 4.6, while the conclusions are given in Section 4.7. Appendix A contains a rigorous stability analysis of the dual-arm MIS teleoperator system with projection-based force reflection.

4.2 Experimental Setup

The two-master-two-slave teleoperator system for MIS used in our experiments is shown in Figure 4.1. The setup was developed and integrated by several past researchers at CSTAR in a project on haptics-enabled teleoperation for minimally invasive surgery [23]. The Master subsystem includes two Haptic Wand Devices manufactured by Quanser Consulting Inc. enhanced to 7-DOF at CSTAR. The slave subsystem consists of two Mitsubishi PA10-7C robots and two daVinci laparoscopic tools which are mounted as end-effectors of the robots. The visualization on the slave side is provided by an endoscopic camera and is displayed to the operator on a 17-inch monitor. Two Windows-based PCs are used as host computers, one for the master devices and one for the slave robots. The computers communicate with each other over a local area network using the UDP protocol. The control algorithms are implemented using the Quanser QuaRC real-time software integrated with Simulink.
4.2. Experimental Setup

4.2.1 Haptic Wand devices

The original Quanser Haptic Wand device consisted of two 5-bar linkage mechanisms which are connected to each other with a handle through two Cardan joints. Each 5-bar linkage mechanism is actuated by use of three motors which give 3 degrees of freedom (DOFs) to each mechanism. However, addition of the Cardan joints to connect two 5-bar linkage mechanisms to each other decreases one DOF about the handle. Therefore, the original haptic device is capable of encoding and force reflection in 5 DOFs; three translational DOFs, roll, and pitch. The Haptic Wand devices which are used in our experiments were customized in CSTAR to add yaw and grasping DOFs to the original device [2, 23]. In the new design, the handle of the device is divided into two parts (upper and lower), and each part is independently actuated through additional motors. The modified Haptic Wands therefore have 7 DOFs of motion which include 3 translational DOFs, 2 rotational DOFs (roll and pitch), and 2 DOFs dedicated for grasping (yaw of the upper part of the handle and yaw of the lower part of the handle). As
shown in Figure 4.2, the robot can be represented in joint space by \( q_m = \{q_{m1}, q_{m2}, \ldots, q_{m8}\} \), and in Cartesian space by \( x_m = \{x, y, z, \theta, \phi, \psi_l, \psi_u\} \).

### 4.2.2 PA10-7C Robots

The Mitsubishi PA10-7C manipulator is a 7 DOFs redundant manipulator. Figure 4.2 (b) (borrowed from [11]) shows all the DOFs, joint structure, and axis designation of the robot. The control architecture of the Mitsubishi PA10-7C robot is composed of four layers: operation control section, motion control, servo controller, and the robotic arm mechanism. The top layer is the operation control section, in which the operator can program the robot to perform a desired task. This is done by a real-time application developed in C++ or MATLAB on a personal computer. The next layer is motion control in which based on the information from level 4, a smooth joint velocity command for the servo-drives level is calculated. The communication between the personal computer and the motion control level is done using the ARCNET protocol. The servo drive level is a box which contains seven drives of the PA10 servomotors. The servo drives of the PA10 robot work both in torque and velocity modes. In both velocity and torque modes, the drives have an internal PI controller [4]. The first level of the PA10 system is the robot manipulator itself.

### 4.2.3 daVinci Tools

In our experiments, the PA10-7C manipulators are also equipped with da Vinci instruments, which have been modified at CSTAR to measure the interaction forces at the tips of the instruments [24, 23]. The original daVinci tool has 4 DOFs includes roll, pitch, yaw of gripper one and yaw of gripper two. In the customized tool the roll DOF is removed from the instrument to avoid the tangling of the added strain gauges inside of the robot. Therefore, the modified da Vinci tool is capable of motion and torque measurement in 3 DOFs (pitch, yaw of gripper 1, and yaw of gripper 2). To measure translational forces and the torque in roll direction applied by the end-effectors to the environment, an ATI Gamma 6-DOFs force/torque sensor is placed between the PA10-7C arm and the daVinci instrument. The calibration has been done to remove errors on the measurement such as the initial offsets and gravity effect of the daVinci tool
4.3 Mathematical Models and Controller Design

The overall structure of the system is shown in Figure 4.3. The block diagram of the control system for each master-slave pair is shown in Figure 4.4. This control structure is the modified version of the one presented in [23]; the difference between the two is essentially that the current structure includes the projection-based force reflection algorithm. As described in the previous section, the master and the slave manipulators in each master-slave pair have dissimilar kinematics and different number of DOFs (each master has 7 Cartesian DOFs while each slave has 6 Cartesian DOFs of the Mitsubishi PA10-7C manipulator and 3 additional DOFs provided by the daVinci instrument). The mapping between the master and the slave coordinates are organized as follows. For each $i$-th ($i = 1, 2$) master device, the three translational degrees of freedom $x_{mi}, y_{mi}, z_{mi}$ as well as the roll coordinate $\theta_{mi}$ serve as the reference trajectories for the corresponding DOFs of the Mitsubishi PA10-7C slave manipulator. The remaining Cartesian coordinates of the $i$-th master, $i.e.$, the pitch $\phi_{mi}$ and the two yaw angles $\psi_{mli}$ and $\psi_{mui}$, serve as...
the reference trajectories for the corresponding DOFs of the daVinci instrument. The reference trajectories for the pitch and the yaw of the Mitsubishi PA10-7C slave manipulators are constantly set equal to zero.

Figure 4.3: The structure of the teleoperation system

Figure 4.4: Block diagram of each master/slave system
4.3.1 Master Subsystems

The mathematical model of the modified Haptic Wands was developed in [2, 23]. The dynamics of the modified Haptic Wand can be described by two separate equations, which describe the dynamic of the original manipulator itself and the dynamics of the additional two DOFs, respectively; these dynamical equations are decoupled from each other. The dynamics of the original device are described by the Euler-Lagrange equation

\[ H_m(q_{mo})\ddot{q}_{mo} + C_m(q_{mo}, \dot{q}_{mo})\dot{q}_{mo} + G_m(q_{mo}) = \tau_{mo}, \] (4.1)

where \( q_{mo} := [q_{m1}, q_{m2}, \ldots, q_{m6}]^T \in \mathbb{R}^6 \) represents the joint angles of the original master device, \( H_m(q_{mo}) \) and \( C_m(q_{mo}, \dot{q}_{mo}) \) are the matrices of inertia and Coriolis/centrifugal forces, respectively; \( G_m(q_{mo}) \) is the vector of gravitational forces, and \( \tau_{mo} \) is the vector of control torques. The dynamics of the two additional DOFs are described according to the formulas

\[ J_m\dot{q}_{mi} + \frac{K_m}{R_m} \dot{q}_{mi} = \tau_{mi} \quad i = 7, 8, \] (4.2)

where \( q_{mi}, i = 7, 8 \) are the angular positions, \( J_m \) is the moment of inertia of the motor, while \( K_m \) and \( R_m \) are the torque constant and armature resistance of the additional motors, respectively.

The full dynamics of the modified Haptic Wand device can be represented by the following equation

\[ H_m(q_m)\ddot{q}_m + C_m(q_m, \dot{q}_m)\dot{q}_m + G_m(q_m) + \tau_f = \tau_m + J^T(m)(F_h - F_r) \] (4.3)

where

\[ H_m(q_m) := \begin{bmatrix} H_m(q_{mo}) & 0 \\ 0 & J_m I_{2 \times 2} \end{bmatrix}, \quad C_m(q_m, \dot{q}_m) := \begin{bmatrix} C_m(q_{mo}, \dot{q}_{mo}) & 0 \\ 0 & \frac{K_m^2}{R_m} I_{2 \times 2} \end{bmatrix}, \quad G_m(q_m) := \begin{bmatrix} G_m(q_{mo}) \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}, \] (4.4)

and where \( \tau_f \) is the vector of the estimated friction forces at the device, \( F_h \) is the force applied to the master by the human operator, \( F_r \) is the force reflected back to the master device, and \( J(q_m) \in \mathbb{R}^{7 \times 8} \) is the analytic Jacobian of the 7-DOF haptic device which relates the Cartesian velocity \( \dot{X}_m := [\dot{x}, \dot{y}, \dot{z}, \dot{\theta}, \dot{\phi}, \dot{\psi}_l, \dot{\psi}_u]^T \) to the joint angle velocity \( \dot{q}_m := [\dot{q}_{m1}, \dot{q}_{m2}, \ldots, \dot{q}_{m8}]^T \). In this work, the case of 3-DOF force reflection is addressed; specifically, the force reflection term in
(4.3) has the following structure

\[
F_r := \begin{bmatrix} F'_r \\ \mathbb{0} \end{bmatrix}, \quad F'_r := [f_{rx}, f_{ry}, f_{rz}]^T,
\]

(4.5)

where \( f_{rx}, f_{ry}, f_{rz} \) are the translational forces reflected along the \( X, Y, \) and \( Z \) directions of the master’s coordinate system, respectively, and \( \mathbb{0} := [0, 0, 0]^T \). The design of the force reflection term \( F'_r \) is addressed in detail in Section 4.4 below. The dynamics of the Haptic Wand (4.3) can also be represented in Cartesian space as follows:

\[
H_{mx}\ddot{X}_m + C_{mx}\dot{X}_m + G_{mx} + F_f = u_m + F_h - F_r,
\]

(4.6)

where \( X_m := [x, y, z, \theta, \phi, \psi, \psi_u]^T \) is the Cartesian position of the end-effector of the master robot, \( \dot{X}_m, \) and \( \ddot{X}_m \) are the first and second time derivative of \( X_m, \) respectively, \( H_{mx}(\cdot) := J^{-T}(\cdot)H_m(\cdot)J^{-1}(\cdot), \) \( C_{mx}(\cdot) := J^{-T}(\cdot)C_m(\cdot)J^{-1}(\cdot) - H_{mx}(\cdot)J(\cdot)J^{-1}(\cdot), \) \( G_{mx}(\cdot) := J^{-T}(\cdot)G_m(\cdot), \) \( u_m := J^{-T}(\cdot)\tau_m, \) and \( F_f(\cdot) := J^{-T}(\cdot)\tau_f; \) here and below, all the arguments are omitted to save space.

The exact expressions for all the nonlinear functions in (4.3), (4.6) are exceedingly lengthy and therefore omitted here because of space constraints; they can be found in [23].

In this work, following [23], the impedance control approach is utilized to render the dynamics of the master manipulator. The target (desired) dynamics of the closed-loop master subsystem are described by the following equation

\[
M_d^m\ddot{X}_m + B_d^m\dot{X}_m + K_d^mX_m = F_h - F_r,
\]

(4.7)

where \( M_d^m, B_d^m, K_d^m \in \mathbb{R}^{7 \times 7} \) are positive definite matrices of the desired inertia, desired damping and desired stiffness of the master manipulator, respectively. The corresponding impedance control algorithm has a form

\[
\tau_m = J^T \left( H_{mx}M_d^{-1}(\dot{F}_h - F_r - B_d^m\dot{X}_m - K_d^mX_m) + C_{mx}\dot{X} + G_{mx} + F_f - \dot{F}_h + F_r \right),
\]

(4.8)

where \( \dot{F}_h \) and \( \dot{X}_m \) are estimates of the human force applied to the master device and the master velocity, respectively. The impedance control algorithm (4.8) allows for rendering the master dynamics (4.6) into the form (4.7) provided that \( \dot{F}_h \equiv F_h \) and \( \dot{X}_m \equiv X_m. \) An estimate of the Cartesian velocity \( \dot{X}_m \) is obtained according to the formula

\[
\dot{X}_m := J(q_m)\dot{\xi}_2,
\]

(4.9)
where \( \xi_2 \) is an estimate of the joint velocity \( \dot{q}_m \) generated by the following "dirty derivative" filter [13]

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\xi}_1 &= \xi_2 + g\alpha_1(q_m - \xi_1), \\
\dot{\xi}_2 &= g^2\alpha_0(q_m - \xi_1).
\end{align*}
\] (4.10)

In the above equation (4.10), \( g > 0 \) is the filter gain, and \( \alpha_0, \alpha_1 > 0 \) are chosen such that the roots of \( p(s) = s^2 + \alpha_1 s + \alpha_0 \) have negative real parts. On the other hand, an estimate \( \hat{F}_h \) of the human forces applied to the master device is obtained in our experiments using a high gain input observer of the form [14]

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\omega} &= -\gamma \omega + \gamma^2 H_m \xi_2 + \gamma \left( \dot{H}_m \xi_2 - C_m \xi_2 - G_m - \tau_f - J^T F_r + \tau_m \right), \\
\hat{F}_h &= J^{-T} \left( \gamma H_m \xi_2 - \omega \right),
\end{align*}
\] (4.11)

where \( \omega \in \mathbb{R}^8 \) is the observer state and \( \gamma > 0 \) is the observer gain. In addition, an estimate of the Cartesian acceleration \( \hat{\dot{X}}_m \) is obtained according to the formula

\[
\hat{\dot{X}}_m := J(q_m)\dot{\xi}_2 + J(q_m)\ddot{\xi}_2.
\] (4.12)

Finally, for each master-slave pair, the information about the position of the haptic wand \( X_m \) as well as estimates of its velocity \( \hat{\dot{X}}_m \) and acceleration \( \hat{\ddot{X}}_m \) are transmitted to the slave site, where they are used as reference signals for the slave manipulator’s trajectory.

### 4.3.2 Slave Subsystems

As explained above in Section 4.2.2, the Mitsubishi PA10-7C robot has a built-in internal joint velocity controller. To implement an impedance control scheme, therefore, an outer control loop can be designed, as follows. Suppose the target impedance for the slave manipulator is described according to the following equation

\[
M_d \dddot{X}_s + B_d \ddot{X}_s + K_d (X_s - X_d) = -F_e,
\] (4.13)

where \( X_s, \dot{X}_s, \ddot{X}_s \in \mathbb{R}^6 \) are Cartesian position, velocity, and acceleration of the Mitsubishi PA10-7C slave robot, respectively, \( X_d, \dot{X}_d, \ddot{X}_d \) represent the desired position, desired velocity, and desired acceleration of the slave robot, \( M_d, B_d, K_d \) are positive definite matrices of the desired inertia, desired damping, and desired stiffness of the slave, and \( F_e \) is the contact force.
due to interaction with environment. A possible way to render the target impedance (4.13) is to generate a slave’s reference trajectory $X^s_i(t)$ as an output of the following filter

$$
\dot{X}^s_i = \dot{X}^s_d + M_d^{-1}\left(-F_e - B_d\left(\dot{X}^s_d - \dot{X}^s_i\right) - K_d\left(X^s_d - X^s_i\right)\right). \tag{4.14}
$$

Based on $X^s_i(t)$ generated by (4.14), the reference joint trajectory for the slave’s internal controller is calculated using the inverse kinematic of the PA10-7C [23]. The desired trajectory $X^s_d$, $\dot{X}^s_d$, $\ddot{X}^s_d$ for each slave robot is defined as follows. Denote

$${X}^s_{mi}(t) = X^s_m\left(t - \theta^s_{fi}(t)\right), \tag{4.15}$$

$${\dot{X}}^s_{mi}(t) = \dot{X}^s_m\left(t - \theta^v_{fi}(t)\right), \tag{4.16}$$

$${\ddot{X}}^s_{mi}(t) = \ddot{X}^s_m\left(t - \theta^a_{fi}(t)\right), \tag{4.17}$$

where $\theta^s_{fi}(t), \theta^v_{fi}(t), \theta^a_{fi}(t)$ are the communication delay functions between the master and the slave in the position, velocity, and acceleration channels, respectively. Thus, $X^s_m(t)$, $\dot{X}^s_m(t)$, $\ddot{X}^s_m(t)$ are signals that represents the delayed position, velocity, and acceleration of the $i$-th master available at time $t$ on the corresponding slave’s side. Then the desired position for the slave robot is defined as follows,

$$X^s_{id}(t) := \begin{bmatrix} X^s_{mi}(t) \setminus_{1,4} \end{bmatrix}, \tag{4.18}$$

where $[X^s_{mi}(t)]_{1,4} \in \mathbb{R}^4$ is the vector that consists of the first four components of $X^s_{mi}(t)$. Similarly,

$$\dot{X}^s_{id}(t) := \begin{bmatrix} \dot{X}^s_{mi}(t) \setminus_{1,4} \end{bmatrix}, \quad \ddot{X}^s_{id}(t) := \begin{bmatrix} \ddot{X}^s_{mi}(t) \setminus_{1,4} \end{bmatrix}. \tag{4.19}$$

The desired trajectory for the $i$-th da Vinci instrument is defined according to the formulas

$$\begin{bmatrix} \phi^{s1}_{id}(t) \\ \psi^{s1}_{id}(t) \\ \psi^{s2}_{id}(t) \end{bmatrix} := [X^s_{mi}(t)]_{5,7}, \quad \begin{bmatrix} \dot{\phi}^{s1}_{id}(t) \\ \dot{\psi}^{s1}_{id}(t) \\ \dot{\psi}^{s2}_{id}(t) \end{bmatrix} := [\dot{X}^s_{mi}(t)]_{5,7}, \quad \begin{bmatrix} \ddot{\phi}^{s1}_{id}(t) \\ \ddot{\psi}^{s1}_{id}(t) \\ \ddot{\psi}^{s2}_{id}(t) \end{bmatrix} := [\ddot{X}^s_{mi}(t)]_{5,7}, \tag{4.20}$$

where $\phi^{s1}_{id}(t), \psi^{s1}_{id}(t), \psi^{s2}_{id}(t)$ are the desired pitch, the desired yaw of gripper one, and the desired yaw of gripper two of the $i$-th da Vinci instrument, respectively. The desired trajectory of the da Vinci instrument is then executed using a conventional PID controller.
4.4 Force Reflection Algorithms

The goal of implementing force reflection in the MIS teleoperator system is to provide the surgeon with the haptic feel of interaction between the surgical tool and the tissue on the slave side. Force feedback, however, can potentially make the closed-loop system unstable, particularly in the presence of communication delays between the master and the slave sites. The force reflection scheme used in our work is organized as follows. For each slave manipulator, the interaction forces/torques between the tool and the environment are measured using ATI Gamma 6-DOFs force/torque sensors. The vector of translational interaction forces \( F_t := [f_x, f_y, f_z]^T \) represented in the end-effector coordinates are consequently transmitted back to the corresponding master site; this communication process is described by the formula

\[
\hat{F}_t(t) := F_t(t - \theta_b(t)),
\]

where \( \hat{F}_t \) is the contact force signal received on the corresponding master site, and \( \theta_b(t) \) is the corresponding communication delay function. The signal \( \hat{F}_t \) is then used for haptic feedback.

One problem which is of special interest for this particular work is to evaluate the stability and performance of the MIS teleoperator system where the force reflection is implemented following the projection-based principle. The projection-based force reflection algorithms for bilateral teleoperation were introduced in [13] and further developed in [14, 16]. The idea behind the projection-based force reflection is to separate the interaction and the momentum-generating components in the reflected force and attenuate the latter. Specifically, by interaction component we understand the component of the reflected force that is compensated by the interaction with the human operator’s hand. One possible method to calculate the interaction component is by using the following formula [16]

\[
\phi_e := \text{Sat}_{[0,1]} \left\{ \frac{(\hat{F}_e)^T \hat{F}_h}{\max(|\hat{F}_h|^2, \epsilon)} \right\} \hat{F}_h,
\]

where \( \epsilon > 0 \) is a small constant which removes the singularity at \( |\hat{F}_h| = 0 \). Thus, the interaction component is the component of the reflected that is directed against the human force (notice that the reflected force comes with negative sign in (4.7)) and has a magnitude bounded by the magnitude of the human force. The projection-based principle suggests to reflect the interaction component without alteration (with gain 1) and to attenuate the residual motion-inducing
component $\hat{F}_e^r - \phi_e$ with gain $\alpha \in (0, 1]$, which gives a force reflection algorithm of the form

$$F_e^r := \phi_e + \alpha \cdot (\hat{F}_e^r - \phi_e) = \alpha \cdot \hat{F}_e^r + (1 - \alpha) \cdot \phi_e \quad (4.23)$$

The idea behind the projection-based algorithm is to allow the human operator to feel the interaction with the remote environment to the full extent, while at the same time improving stability by attenuating the motion-inducing component.

### 4.5 Stability Analysis

In this section, stability of the MIS teleoperator system with projection-based force reflection described above is analysed. In particular, we are interested in establishing the relationship between the stability properties of the MIS teleoperator system and the value of the weighting parameter $\alpha \in (0, 1]$ in (4.23). To simplify the analysis, we assume that the dynamics of both the dirty derivative filter (4.10) and the force observer (4.11) are sufficiently fast such that the corresponding estimation/observation errors can be neglected; in other words, it is assumed that $\hat{F}_h \approx F_h$, $\hat{X}_m \approx X_m$, and $\hat{X}_m \approx X_m$. This assumption can be justified by referring to the fact that the movements in a surgical teleoperator system are normally performed with relatively low velocity and acceleration, and the system itself is sufficiently damped for safety reasons which results in relatively low bandwidth. Also, the dynamics of the da Vinci instruments are ignored in the stability analysis below. Under these assumptions, the closed-loop MIS cooperative teleoperator system can be described by the following set of equations,

$$M_{di} \ddot{X}_{mi} + B_{di} \dot{X}_{mi} + K_{di} X_{mi} = F_{hi} - \left[ \begin{array}{c} F_{ri} \\ 0_4 \end{array} \right], \quad i = 1, 2, \quad (4.24)$$

$$M_{di} (\ddot{X}_{si} - \ddot{X}_{si}) + B_{di} (\dot{X}_{si} - \dot{X}_{si}) + K_{di} (X_{si} - X_{si}) = -F_{ei}, \quad i = 1, 2, \quad (4.25)$$

which describe the closed-loop masters (4.24) and the closed-loop slaves (4.25), respectively.

The communication channels between the masters and the slaves manipulators are described
by the following equations

\[
X^d_{si}(t) = \begin{bmatrix} X_{mi}(t - \theta_{fi}(t)) \\ 0, 0 \end{bmatrix}_1^{1, 4}, \quad i = 1, 2,
\]

(4.26)

\[
\dot{X}^d_{si}(t) = \begin{bmatrix} \dot{X}_{mi}(t - \theta_{fi}(t)) \\ 0, 0 \end{bmatrix}_1^{1, 4}, \quad i = 1, 2,
\]

(4.27)

\[
\ddot{X}^d_{si}(t) = \begin{bmatrix} \ddot{X}_{mi}(t - \theta_{fi}(t)) \\ 0, 0 \end{bmatrix}_1^{1, 4}, \quad i = 1, 2,
\]

(4.28)

\[
\hat{F}_{ei}(t) = F_{ei}^r(t - \theta_{bi}(t)), \quad i = 1, 2,
\]

(4.29)

while \(F_{ri}^r\) are obtained using the projection-based force reflection algorithms of the form

\[
F_{ri}^r := \phi_{ei} + \alpha \cdot (\hat{F}_{ei}^r - \phi_{ei}) = \alpha_i \cdot \hat{F}_{ei}^r + (1 - \alpha_i) \cdot \phi_{ei}, \quad i = 1, 2,
\]

(4.30)

where

\[
\phi_{ei} := \text{Sat}_{[0,1]} \left( \frac{\left( \hat{F}_{ei}^r \right)^T \hat{F}_{ei}^r}{\max(\left| \hat{F}_{ei}^r \right|, \epsilon_i)} \right) \hat{F}_{ei}^r, \quad i = 1, 2.
\]

The stability analysis of the teleoperator system (4.24)-(4.31) is performed in our paper under a set of assumptions imposed on the environmental dynamics, on the human operators’ dynamics, and on the communication process. First, the assumption imposed on the environmental dynamics is as follows.

**Assumption 1.** The environmental dynamics have a form

\[
M_e \ddot{X}_e + B_e \dot{X}_e + K_e X_e = F_{e1} + F_{e2},
\]

(4.32)

where \(M_e = M^T_e > 0, B_e = B^T_e \geq 0, K_e = K^T_e \geq 0\) are \(6 \times 6\) matrices of the environmental inertia, damping, and stiffness, respectively, \(X_e \in \mathbb{R}^6\) is the spatial coordinate that describes the position of the environment, while \(F_{e1}, F_{e2}\) are the contact forces due to interaction with Slave 1 and Slave 2, respectively. ♦

Furthermore, following [21], the behaviour of the \(i\)-th human operator, \(i = 1, 2\), is described according to the formula

\[
F_{hi} = F_{hi}^* - B_{hi} \dot{X}_{mi} - K_{hi} X_{mi},
\]

(4.33)

where \(B_{hi}, K_{hi}\) are positive semidefinite \(7 \times 7\) matrices of \(i\)-th operator’s hand damping and stiffness, respectively, and \(F_{hi}^*\) is an arbitrary uniformly essentially bounded force. The term \(F_{hi}^*\) in (4.33) represents the active forces voluntary applied by the human operator, while the other two terms represent passive reaction of the human hand to movement of the master device. Our
basic assumption regarding the dynamics of $i$-th human operator is that the passive reaction does not destabilize the closed loop master subsystem. This assumption can be formulated in more rigorous terms, as follows. Consider the target dynamics of the master subsystem (4.24). Since this system is stable, there exists an unique solution $P_i = P_i^T \in \mathbb{R}^{14 \times 14}$ of the Lyapunov equation

$$A_{mi}^T P + PA_{mi} = -I,$$

where

$$A_{mi} := \begin{bmatrix} 0 & I \\ -(M_{di}^m)^{-1} K_{di}^m & -(M_{di}^m)^{-1} B_{di}^m \end{bmatrix} \in \mathbb{R}^{14 \times 14}.$$ (4.35)

Now, denote

$$B_{hi}^\rho := \begin{bmatrix} \rho \cdot I_{3 \times 3} & O_{3 \times 4} \\ O_{4 \times 3} & I_{4 \times 4} \end{bmatrix} B_{hi}, \quad K_{hi}^\rho := \begin{bmatrix} \rho \cdot I_{3 \times 3} & O_{3 \times 4} \\ O_{4 \times 3} & I_{4 \times 4} \end{bmatrix} K_{hi}, \quad \rho \in [0, 1],$$ (4.36)

and

$$A_{hi}^\rho := \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 \\ -(M_{di}^m)^{-1} K_{hi}^\rho & -(M_{di}^m)^{-1} B_{hi}^\rho \end{bmatrix}, \quad \rho \in [0, 1].$$ (4.37)

In particular,

$$A_{hi} := A_{hi}^1 := \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 \\ -(M_{di}^m)^{-1} K_{hi} & -(M_{di}^m)^{-1} B_{hi} \end{bmatrix}.$$ 

**Assumption 2.** The inequalities

$$A_{hi}^T P + PA_{hi} \leq 0, \quad (A_{hi}^0)^T P + PA_{hi}^0 \leq 0$$ (4.38)

are valid, where $P_i = P_i^T > 0$ is the solution of (4.34). •

**Remark 1.** Since $A_{hi}^\rho$ is convex (more precisely, linear) in $\rho \in [0, 1]$, one sees that Assumption 2 actually implies that $(A_{hi}^\rho)^T P + PA_{hi}^\rho \leq 0$ for all $\rho \in [0, 1]$.

Now, let us formulate the assumptions on the communication delays $\theta_{ji}(t)$, $\theta_{vf}(t)$, $\theta_{af}(t)$, $\theta_{bi}(t)$ in (4.26) - (4.29). Similarly to the previous works on the small-gain approach to teleoperation [15, 17], the assumption imposed on the communication delays in this work allows for time-varying, discontinuous, and even unbounded communication delays. The assumption is formulated as follows.
Assumption 3. The communication delays $\theta_{f_1}^x(t), \theta_{f_1}^y(t), \theta_{f_1}^\alpha(t), \theta_{b_i}(t), i = 1, 2$, are Lebesgue measurable functions of time that satisfy
\[
\max_{i \in \{1, 2\}} \left\{ \theta_{f_i}^x(t), \theta_{f_i}^y(t), \theta_{f_i}^\alpha(t), \theta_{b_i}(t) \right\} \leq \theta^*(t), \quad \forall t \geq 0,
\] (4.39)
where $\theta^*: \mathbb{R}_+ \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_+$ is an arbitrary piecewise continuous function of time with the following properties:

1) $\theta^*(t_2) - \theta^*(t_1) \leq t_2 - t_1$ holds for all $0 \leq t_1 \leq t_2$, and

2) $t - \theta^*(t) \rightarrow +\infty$ as $t \rightarrow +\infty$. 

The above Assumption 3 imposed on the communication process essentially implies that the communication delays are bounded by a function of time that does not grow faster than the time itself. This assumption is extremely mild and can always be satisfied in real-life communication networks unless the communication is completely lost on a semi-infinite time interval. For details, see [15, 17].

Under the above described Assumptions 1-3, the small gain stability condition for the closed-loop MIS teleoperator system with projection based force reflection (4.24)-(4.31) can be represented in terms of the following three inequalities,
\[
\alpha_1 \cdot G_1 < 1, \quad \text{(4.40)}
\]
\[
\alpha_2 \cdot G_2 < 1, \quad \text{(4.41)}
\]
\[
\alpha_1 \cdot \alpha_2 \cdot G_3 < 1, \quad \text{(4.42)}
\]
where $\alpha_i \in (0, 1], i = 1, 2$ are the weighting coefficient in the projection-based force reflection algorithm (4.30), and $G_1, G_2, G_3 > 0$ are gains that may depend on the parameters of the MIS teleoperator system but are independent on $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$. The corresponding small-gain analysis that results in stability conditions of the form (4.40) - (4.42) is presented in Appendix A. The conditions (4.40) - (4.42) essentially imply that the stability of the MIS teleoperator system with projection based force reflection can be achieved with arbitrary large stability margin by picking $\alpha_i \in (0, 1] i = 1, 2$ sufficiently small. In particular, this result implies that the MIS force reflecting teleoperator system with projection-based force reflection ($\alpha_i < 1$) is expected to be more robustly stable in comparison with the same system with direct force reflection ($\alpha_i = 1$). The performance of the system with projection-based force reflection during typical surgical tasks is experimentally evaluated in the following section.
4.6 Experimental Results

In this section, results of experimental investigations of the MIS teleoperator system described above are presented. Specifically, our major goal was to evaluate the stability and performance of the teleoperator system with projection-based force reflection (PBFR) in comparison with the stability/performance of the same system with more conventional direct force reflection (DFR, which corresponds to $\alpha = 1$ in the algorithm (4.23)), during different surgical tasks. The surgical tasks which were evaluated included Knot Tightening, Pegboard Transfer, and Object Manipulation. Pegboard Transfer is a standard task which is adopted from laparoscopic surgeon’s skills evaluation [8]. Knot Tightening is another typical task which is widely used for the purpose of performance evaluation of robotic surgical applications [24]. Finally, Object Manipulation is a general purpose task which appears in many applications of cooperative teleoperation including different surgical scenarios. These three tasks are described below in some detail.

**Experiment A: Knot Tightening**

The first task to be experimentally evaluated in this work is Knot Tightening, which is one of the stages of the suturing. In our experiments, three knots have been created on an artificial tissue (see Figure 4.5); the tissue is made of silicone rubber and the threads are made from Ethicon 3 – 0 silk. The goal of the operator is to tight the knot by grasping the two ends of the thread and consequently applying pulling forces.

**Experiment B: Pegboard Transfer**

The experimental test-bed for the pegboard transfer task is illustrated in Figure 4.6. The pegboard transfer task consists of three stages. During the first stage, the operator grasps a peg and lifts it above the board using one the slave manipulators. During the second stage, the peg is transferred from one slave manipulator to the other without touching the board. Finally, during the third stage, the peg is placed on the side of the board opposite to its original location. The second stage of this experiment, in particular, includes interaction between the slaves which is the essential feature of the cooperative manipulation.
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Experiment C: Object Manipulation

The third task consists of handling a soft object cooperatively using two slave manipulators (see Figure 4.7). The object is a 10 cm $\times$ 5 cm $\times$ 5 cm foam cube covered by a thin layer of a silicone rubber. During the course of the experiment, the operator lifts an object without using a grasper by applying pushing forces on the opposite sides of the object. The operator subsequently moves the object from left to right (8 cm distance) and back twice before putting it back on the surface. The stiffness of the object handled during this experiment is $K_{obj} \approx 0.3 N \cdot mm^{-1}$.

In the experiments described above, the performance of DFR and PBFR algorithms was compared in the absence of significant communication delays (i.e., with Round Trip Time (RTT) delay $\approx 0$ s), as well as in the presence of time-varying communication delays with RTT.
≈ 0.5 s (500 milliseconds). Nine adult subjects (1 female, 8 males, all right handed) with little
to no experience of working with haptic devices participated in these experiments. Each subject
performed 12 trials, (i.e., 3 tasks × 2 FR algorithms × 2 delays) and, therefore, 108 trials were
performed in total, (i.e., 9 subjects × 12 trials). After completing each task using both PBFR
and DFR algorithms, each subject was asked if (s)he felt any differences between the two, and
if (s)he preferred one of them. The performance of the PBFR and the DFR algorithms was also
compared objectively by evaluating the average forces applied by the slaves and the average
induced accelerations of the master devices. In order to determine the statistical significance
of the difference between the measured values (average forces and average accelerations) for
the PBFR and for the DFR algorithms, the two-sample t-test was used. The p-value calculated
by this test gives the probability that the null hypothesis is true. If the calculated p-value is less
than predetermined significance level (typically \( p = 0.05 \)), the null hypothesis is to be rejected.
In our experiments, the hypothesis is that the PBFR algorithm has e
ffect on measured values
(such as the interaction forces and the induced accelerations) of the system. Therefore, if the
p-value becomes less than \( p = 0.05 \) then the null hypothesis will be rejected and will indicate
that the PBFR algorithm has a significant effect on the measured values.

Throughout the experimental results presented below, the following control parameters are
chosen. The matrices \( M_d^m, B_d^m, K_d^m \) of the master’s target dynamics (4.7) are chosen as follows:
\( M_d^m := \text{diag}(1.2 \cdot I_{3x3}, 10 \cdot I_{4x4}) \), \( B_d^m := \text{diag}(0.6 \cdot I_{3x3}, 5 \cdot I_{4x4}) \), and \( K_d^m := 0.001 \cdot I_{7x7} \). (In-
creasing the controller stiffness would make the system more stable, however in this case the
human operator would feel extra force during the free motion which results in transparency deterioration. In our experiments, the stiffness coefficient is set low in order to show the effect of PBFR algorithms on stabilization of the system without loosing the transparency.) The parameters of the filter (4.10) are $g = 12$, $\alpha_1 = 4$, and $\alpha_0 = 4$, while the gain of the force observer (4.11) is $\gamma = 10$. The parameters of the slave’s target dynamics (4.13) are chosen as follows: $M_d = 8.6 \cdot I_{6 \times 6}$, $B_d = 172 \cdot I_{6 \times 6}$, and $K_d = 860 \cdot I_{6 \times 6}$; this choice of parameters makes the target slave’s dynamics critically damped (i.e., damping ratio $\zeta = 1$) with natural frequency $\omega_0 = 10$ Hz. In the beginning of each experiments, the initial conditions for each slave’s reference trajectory are set to $X_s^r(0) := X_s(0)$, and $\dot{X}_s^r(0) := 0$.

4.6.1 Results of the Knot Tightening Experiment

During the Knot Tightening experiment, the pulling forces applied by the slaves to the thread as well as the induced accelerations of the master devices were recorded, and mean values and standard deviations (SDs) of their magnitudes were calculated; the results were compared for both DFR and PBFR algorithms for different communication delays. These means and SDs were calculated only during the part of the task when the subject completely grasps the ends of the thread and applied pulling forces to close the knot; in other words, forces and accelerations during free motion were not taken into account. The results of these experiment are summarized in Tables 4.1-4.3 and Figures 4.8, 4.9. Specifically, Table 4.1 presents the averages and corresponding SDs of the pulling forces applied by the slaves to the thread, while Table 4.2 summarizes the average and the corresponding SDs of the induced accelerations of the master devices. By induced accelerations, we mean the accelerations of the master devices generated by the reflected forces from the corresponding slaves; higher induced accelerations is an indication of performance deterioration and lower stability properties. The same information is represented graphically in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. The statistical significance (p-values) of the differences between PBFR and DFR algorithms are summarized in Table 4.3. These results indicate that, although there is no statistically significant difference in the mean forces, however, it is clear that the mean accelerations are substantially lower in the case of PBFR in comparison with the DFR, for both zero and $\approx 0.5$ s communication delays. Examples of the force and the
Table 4.1: Knot Tightening experiment: mean values and SDs of magnitudes of the pulling forces applied by the slaves to the thread

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RTT Delay ≈ 0 s</th>
<th>RTT Delay ≈ 0.5 s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (N)</td>
<td>SD (N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DFR (α = 1)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave-2</td>
<td>0.3493</td>
<td>0.1579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave-1</td>
<td>0.3645</td>
<td>0.1344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PBFR (α = 0.3)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave-2</td>
<td>0.3174</td>
<td>0.1515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave-1</td>
<td>0.3349</td>
<td>0.1570</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Knot Tightening experiment: mean values and SDs of magnitudes of the induced masters’ accelerations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RTT Delay ≈ 0 s</th>
<th>RTT Delay ≈ 0.5 s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (m/s²)</td>
<td>SD (m/s²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DFR</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master-2</td>
<td>0.0197</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master-1</td>
<td>0.0146</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PBFR</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master-2</td>
<td>0.0156</td>
<td>0.0072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master-1</td>
<td>0.0120</td>
<td>0.0055</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Knot Tightening experiment: statistical significance (p-values) of the differences (mean forces and mean accelerations) between PBFR and DFR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Accelerations</th>
<th>Forces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PBFR vs DFR</td>
<td>PBFR vs DFR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTT Delay ≈ 0 s</td>
<td>9.94e-04</td>
<td>0.0994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTT Delay ≈ 0.5 s</td>
<td>4.26e-06</td>
<td>0.0558</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.6. **Experimental Results**

**Figure 4.8:** Knot Tightening experiment: mean values and SDs of magnitudes of the pulling forces applied by the slaves to the thread for RTT Delays $\approx 0$ s and $\approx 0.5$ s; DFR (red bars) vs. PBFR (blue bars). Left plot: Slave 1; right plot: Slave 2.

**Figure 4.9:** Knot Tightening experiment: mean values and SDs of magnitudes of the Masters’ accelerations for RTT Delays $\approx 0$ s and $\approx 0.5$ s; DFR (red bars) vs. PBFR (blue bars). Left plot: Master 1; right plot: Master 2.
acceleration profiles during the Knot Tightening experiment are shown in Figures 4.10, 4.11. In particular, Figure 4.10 presents samples of the force profiles in the case of time-varying communication delay with RTT \( \approx 0.5 \) s for both DFR (\( \alpha = 1 \)) and PBFR (\( \alpha = 0.3 \)) algorithms; specifically, plots of pulling forces applied by each slave to the thread together with the human forces and the forces reflected on the motors of the master devices are shown. It can be clearly seen from this plots that all the forces have higher peak values and fluctuate more intensively in the case of DFR in comparison with the PBFR case. The Figure 4.11, on the other hand, presents an example of acceleration profiles for both DFR and PBFR cases. These acceleration profiles were recorded during the pulling phase of the knot tightening where the goal of the operator was to apply a constant pulling forces at the two ends of the thread to ensure that the knot is tightened completely. The acceleration of the master devices during this phase is induced by the force reflection term; higher induced accelerations are undesirable during this phase. It can be clearly seen that, in the case of DFR, the induced accelerations of the master devices are greater in comparison with the PBFR case.
Figure 4.10: Samples of Knot Tightening experiment, RTT delay ≈ 0.5 s. Left column: DFR ($\alpha = 1$). Right column: PBFR ($\alpha = 0.3$). Top plots: contact forces, human forces, and reflected forces of the Master 1. Bottom plots: contact forces, human forces, and reflected forces of the Master 2.
Figure 4.11: Samples of Knot Tightening experiment, RTT delay ≈ 0.5 s. Magnified view of the induced acceleration of the Master 1 during the knot tightening phase. Left plot: DFR (α = 1), Right plot: PBFR (α = 0.3).

4.6.2 Results of the Pegboard Transfer Experiment

The results of the Pegboard Transfer experiment are summarized in Tables 4.4-4.8 and Figures 4.12, 4.13. In particular, in Tables 4.4, 4.5, the mean values and the standard deviations of the magnitudes of the slaves’ forces in x- and z-directions, respectively, are presented. In Tables 4.6, 4.7, the mean values and the standard deviations of the masters’ accelerations in x- and z-directions are given. The same information is represented graphically in Figures 4.12 and 4.13. It can be seen that the average of the contact forces for PBFR algorithm is clearly lower in comparison with the DFR algorithm, for both 0 s and 0.5 RTT delays. It can also be seen that the averages of masters’ accelerations are lower in the case of PBFR in comparison with DFR, for all values of communication delays. The results of t-test analysis presented in Table 4.8 confirm that the PBFR algorithm has significant effect on decreasing both induced master accelerations and the interaction forces for both zero and 0.5s RTT delays.

Some examples of the experimental results obtained during the pegboard transfer experiment are shown in Figures 4.14-4.16. In particular, in Figure 4.14, experimentally obtained profiles of the contact forces, the human operator forces, and the reflected forces are shown for both DFR and PBFR algorithms. It can be seen from these plots that not only the DFR algorithm has higher peak values of the forces in comparison with the PBFR algorithm but
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Table 4.4: Peg Transfer experiment: mean values and SDs of the slaves’ forces in x-direction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RTT Delay 0 s</th>
<th>RTT Delay 0.5 s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (N)</td>
<td>SD (N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DFR</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave-2</td>
<td>0.0792</td>
<td>0.0110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave-1</td>
<td>0.1022</td>
<td>0.0232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PBFR</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave-2</td>
<td>0.0691</td>
<td>0.0571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave-1</td>
<td>0.0878</td>
<td>0.0287</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: Peg Transfer experiment: mean values and SDs of the slaves’ forces in z-direction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RTT Delay ≈ 0 s</th>
<th>RTT Delay ≈ 0.5 s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (N)</td>
<td>SD (N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DFR</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave-2</td>
<td>0.0763</td>
<td>0.0316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave-1</td>
<td>0.0785</td>
<td>0.0244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PBFR</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave-2</td>
<td>0.0606</td>
<td>0.0226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave-1</td>
<td>0.0663</td>
<td>0.0239</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: Peg Transfer experiment: mean values and SDs of the Masters’ accelerations in x-direction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RTT Delay ≈ 0 s</th>
<th>RTT Delay ≈ 0.5 s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (m/s^2)</td>
<td>SD (m/s^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DFR</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master-2</td>
<td>0.0250</td>
<td>0.0099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master-1</td>
<td>0.0201</td>
<td>0.0062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PBFR</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master-2</td>
<td>0.0172</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master-1</td>
<td>0.0149</td>
<td>0.0056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.7: Peg Transfer experiment: mean values and SDs of the Masters’ accelerations in z-direction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RTT Delay ≈ 0 s</th>
<th></th>
<th>RTT Delay ≈ 0.5 s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean ($m/s^2$)</td>
<td>SD ($m/s^2$)</td>
<td>Mean ($m/s^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DFR</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master-2</td>
<td>0.0207</td>
<td>0.0081</td>
<td>0.0213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master-1</td>
<td>0.0101</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td>0.0099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PBFR</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master-2</td>
<td>0.0108</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
<td>0.0135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master-1</td>
<td>0.0091</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
<td>0.0075</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.12: Peg Transfer experiment: mean values and corresponding SDs of the slaves’ forces in x- and z-directions, DFR (red bars) vs. PBFR (blue bars). Top plots: x-forces; bottom plots: z-forces. Left plots: Slave 1; right plots: Slave 2.
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Figure 4.13: Peg Transfer experiment: mean values and corresponding SDs of the Masters’ accelerations in x- and z-directions, DFR (red bars) vs. PBFR (blue bars). Top plots: x-accelerations; bottom plots: z-accelerations. Left plots: Master 1; right plots: Master 2.

Table 4.8: Peg Transfer experiment: statistical significance (p-values) of the average forces and the average accelerations between PBFR and DFR algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acceleration</th>
<th>Force</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RTT Delay ≈ 0 s</td>
<td>7.6e-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTT Delay ≈ 0.5 s</td>
<td>1.8e-03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
also, in the case of DFR, the user has to make a higher number of attempts in order to complete the task. Figure 4.15 shows examples of acceleration profiles during the initial phase of the pegboard transfer experiment. It can be seen that PBFR algorithm demonstrates substantially lower accelerations in comparison with the DFR. Finally, in Figure 4.16, examples of x-z trajectories of the first master-slave pair during the pegboard transfer experiment are shown, for both DFR and PBFR algorithms. It can be seen that the trajectories of the master device during the periods of time when the force reflection is nonzero (indicated by the green lines in Figure 4.16) are visibly smoother and have less jerky motion in the case of PBFR in comparison with the DFR case.

Figure 4.14: Samples of Peg Transfer experiment, RTT delay $\approx 0.5$ s. Left column: DFR ($\alpha = 1$). Right column: PBFR algorithm ($\alpha = 0.3$). Top plots: contact forces, human forces, and reflected forces of the Master 1 in x direction. Bottom plots: contact forces, human forces, and reflected forces of the Master 2 in x direction.
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Figure 4.15: Samples of Peg Transfer experiment, RTT delay ≈ 0.5 s. Magnified view of the induced accelerations of the Master 1 in x direction during the initial phase of the experiment. Left plot: DFR ($\alpha = 1$). Right plot: PBFR algorithm ($\alpha = 0.3$).

Figure 4.16: Samples of Peg Transfer experiment, RTT delay ≈ 0.5s. Left column: Slave 1 and induced Master 1 position with DFR ($\alpha = 1$). Right column: Slave 1 and induced Master 1 position with PBFR ($\alpha = 0.3$)

4.6.3 Results of the Object Manipulation Experiment

The results of the object manipulation experiment are summarized in Tables 4.9 and 4.10, and Figures 4.17 and 4.19. In particular, Figure 4.20 graphically demonstrates the success rates of
the object manipulation experiment for DFR and PBFR algorithms in the absence as well as in the presence of communication delays (RTT delays $\approx 0$ s and $\approx 0.5$ s, respectively). This figure demonstrates that the success rate in the case of the DFR algorithm is substantially lower in comparison with the PBFR algorithm, particularly in the presence of communication delays. In particular, in the case of the DFR algorithm, only 4 out of 9 subjects were able to complete the task in the presence of communication delay. In contrast, when using the PBFR algorithm, 8 out of 9 subjects were able to successfully complete the task. Since more than half of the

![Success rate of the object manipulation experiment](image)

Figure 4.17: Object Manipulation experiment, Success rate of the object manipulation for RTT$\approx 0$s and $\approx 0.5$s.

...subjects were not able to complete the task using the DFR algorithm in the presence of communication delay, the comparison between the DFR and the PBFR is made below only for the case of RTT delay $\approx 0$ s. Tables 4.9 and 4.10 summarize the average and the standard deviations of the slave’s forces and the induced master’s accelerations, respectively. The same information is represented graphically in Figure 4.18. It can be clearly seen from these tables and the figure that the averages of the slaves’ interaction forces and induced masters’ accelerations are clearly lower in the case of PBFR in comparison with DFR. The results of t-test analyses are summarized in Table 4.11; these results confirm that the PBFR algorithm has significant effect in decreasing both the interaction forces and induced masters’ accelerations.

Examples of the force plots during the object manipulation experiment are shown in Figures 4.19 and 4.20, which correspond to the case of RTT delay $\approx 0$ s and RTT delay $\approx 0.5$
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Table 4.9: Object Manipulation experiment, mean values and corresponding standard deviations of the forces applied by slaves in x and z direction, with zero delay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$F_x$</th>
<th>$F_z$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (N)</td>
<td>SD (N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave-2</td>
<td>1.0535</td>
<td>0.2596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave-1</td>
<td>1.0097</td>
<td>0.2490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBFR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave-2</td>
<td>0.8482</td>
<td>0.2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave-1</td>
<td>0.8312</td>
<td>0.2436</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.10: Object Manipulation experiment, mean values and corresponding standard deviations of Master’s acceleration in x and z direction, with zero delay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$a_x$</th>
<th>$a_z$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean ($m/s^2$)</td>
<td>SD ($m/s^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master-2</td>
<td>0.0264</td>
<td>0.0185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master-1</td>
<td>0.0200</td>
<td>0.0101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBFR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master-2</td>
<td>0.0214</td>
<td>0.0124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master-1</td>
<td>0.0153</td>
<td>0.0053</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.11: Object Manipulation experiment, statistical significance (p-values) of forces and accelerations between PBFR and DFR algorithms in zero delay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Acceleration</th>
<th>Force</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PBFR vs DFR</td>
<td>PBFR vs DFR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay $\approx 0$</td>
<td>1.79e-02</td>
<td>2.00e-02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.18: Object Manipulation experiment: mean values and corresponding standard deviations of the forces and Master’s acceleration for RTT delays $\approx 0$s. Left diagram: master/slave 1; Right diagram: master/slave 2. DFR (red bars) vs. PBFR (blue bars).
s, respectively. As can be seen in Figure 4.19, the PBFR algorithm results in more consistent forces with lower maximal magnitude in comparison with DFR in the case of zero delay. Figure 4.20, on the other hand, shows examples of the corresponding plots in the case of RTT delay $\approx 0.5$ s. These plots illustrate a typical situation where DFR algorithm results in instability which prevents the user from completion of the task; in the case of PBFR algorithm, on the other hand, the forces are lower and the task is completed successfully. Finally, examples of histograms of the reflected forces for both DFR and PBFR are given in Figure 4.21. A force histogram is a graphical representation of how frequently different force levels occur. It can be seen that, in the case of DFR algorithm, there is substantially higher concentration of forces around zero magnitude in comparison with the PBFR algorithm. Such a frequent occurrence of zero forces demonstrates the inability of the user to hold and move the object steadily; indeed, frequent oscillation between zero forces and relatively high forces is an indication of instability. In the case of PBFR, fewer occurrences of zero forces indicate the better ability of the user to hold the object steadily between the two end-effectors.

4.6.4 Discussion

In the experiments discussed above, the performance of the dual-arm MIS teleoperator system with PBFR was compared with that of the same system with DFR, for the following three simple surgical tasks: knot tightening, pegboard transfer, and object manipulation. The experimental results obtained demonstrate that the PBFR algorithm has a statistically significant effect on decreasing the induced master motion (specifically, induced acceleration) in comparison with the DFR algorithm for all three tasks. The lower induced acceleration obtained by using PBFR algorithm not only indicates improvement of the system’s stability, but also makes the force reflection less disruptive for the human operator, which results in higher overall performance. In particular, most of the participants expressed the opinion that the system with the PBFR algorithm is easier to use and the force reflection is less disruptive (especially in the presence of delays) in comparison with the DFR algorithm. The experimental results also demonstrate that the PBFR algorithm has significant effect on decreasing the average forces applied by the slave robots during the peg transfer task, as well as during the object manipula-
Figure 4.19: Samples of Object Manipulation experiment, RTT delay ≈ 0 s. Left column: DFR ($\alpha = 1$). Right column: PBFR algorithm ($\alpha = 0.3$). Top plots: contact forces, human forces, and reflected forces of the Master 1 in x direction. Bottom plots: contact forces, human forces, and reflected forces of the Master 2 in x direction.
Figure 4.20: Samples of Object Manipulation experiment, RTT delay $\approx 0.5$ s. Left column: DFR ($\alpha = 1$). Right column: PBFR algorithm ($\alpha = 0.3$). Top plots: contact forces, human forces, and reflected forces of the Master 1 in x direction. Bottom plots: contact forces, human forces, and reflected forces of the Master 2 in x direction.
Figure 4.21: Samples of Object Manipulation experiment. Left plot: force histogram of master 1 in x direction, RTT delay $\approx 0$ s. Right plot: force histogram of master 1 in x direction, RTT delay $\approx 0.5$ s

...tion task with zero delay. Also, the system with the PBFR algorithm allows for substantially higher success rate of completing the object manipulation task in the presence of 0.5 s RTT delay, in comparison with the DFR case. For the knot tightening task, it was also demonstrated that the average forces applied by the slaves were somewhat lower in the case of PBFR in comparison with DFR; however, the decrease was found to be not statistically significant. It should be taken into account that, in the case of knot tightening task, lower interaction forces is generally not an indication of higher performance. Indeed, in contrast with the other two tasks where applying excessive forces is undesirable, successful completion of the knot tightening task requires substantial forces to be applied to the thread to ensure that the knot is tightened completely.

4.7 Conclusions

In this paper, stability and performance of a dual-arm haptic teleoperator system with projection based force reflection (PBFR) for minimally invasive surgical applications have been studied. Specifically, we have compared, both theoretically and experimentally, the stability and performance characteristics of the system with PBFR algorithm and the same system with the direct force reflection (DFR). In particular, we have experimentally evaluated the performance
of the system in three simple surgical tasks, which are knot tightening, pegboard transfer, and object manipulation. It was demonstrated that, in the absolute majority of the cases, the PBFR algorithms lead to statistically significant improvement of performance in comparison with conventional direct force feedback.
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Appendix A. Stability analysis of the dual-arm MIS teleoperator system with projection-based force reflection

In this Appendix, we present a rigorous stability analysis of the dual-arm MIS teleoperator system with projection-based force reflection. The analysis is based on the notions of the input-to-state stability (ISS) [20], (weak) input-to-output stability (WIOS), and the multi-dimensional WIOS small gain theorem for systems with communication constraints which can be found in [17]. Let us start from considering an $i$-th master subsystem (4.24), $i \in \{1, 2\}$, where the reflected force $F^r_i$ is an output of the projection based-force reflection algorithm (4.30), (4.31). Denote

$$F_{hi} := \begin{bmatrix} F^f_{hi} \\ F^r_{hi} \end{bmatrix}, \quad i \in \{1, 2\},$$

(4.43)
where $F_{hi}^t \in \mathbb{R}^3$ are translational forces while $F_{hi}^r \in \mathbb{R}^4$ are the torques applied to the haptic wand by $i$-th human operator. We have

$$F_{hi} - \begin{bmatrix} F_{ri}^t \\ 0_4 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} O_3 \\ F_{hi}^r \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} F_{hi} - F_{ri}^t \\ O_4 \end{bmatrix}. \quad (4.44)$$

Taking into account that

$$F_{hi}^t - F_{ri}^t = F_{hi}^t - \alpha_i \cdot \hat{F}_{ei}^t + (1 - \alpha_i) \cdot \text{Sat}_{[0,1]} \left( \frac{(F_{hi}^t)^T \hat{F}_{hi}}{\max|F_{hi}^t, e_i|} \right) \hat{F}_{hi}^t = \varrho_i \cdot F_{hi}^t - \alpha_i \cdot \hat{F}_{ei}^t, \quad (4.45)$$

where

$$\varrho_i := 1 - (1 - \alpha_i) \cdot \text{Sat}_{[0,1]} \left( \frac{(F_{hi}^t)^T \hat{F}_{hi}}{\max|F_{hi}^t, e_i|} \right) \in [\alpha_i, 1], \quad (4.46)$$

the equations of the $i$-th master subsystem with projection based-force reflection (4.24), (4.30), (4.31) $i \in \{1, 2\}$, can be rewritten in the form

$$M_{di}^m \ddot{X}_{mi} + B_{di}^m \dot{X}_{mi} + K_{di}^m X_{mi} = \begin{bmatrix} \varrho_i \cdot F_{hi} \\ F_{hi}^t \\ \underbrace{\begin{bmatrix} O_3 \\ \text{I}_{4 \times 4} \end{bmatrix} F_{hi}^*}_{\mathbb{O}} - \alpha_i \cdot \begin{bmatrix} \hat{F}_{ei} \\ O_4 \end{bmatrix}, \quad (4.47)$$

where $\varrho_i \in [\alpha_i, 1]$ is defined by (4.46). Taking into account the human dynamics (4.33) and using notation (4.36), the equation (4.47) can be rewritten as follows

$$M_{di}^m \ddot{X}_{mi} + \begin{bmatrix} B_{di}^m + B_{hi}^m \end{bmatrix} \dot{X}_{mi} + \begin{bmatrix} K_{di}^m + K_{hi}^m \end{bmatrix} X_{mi} = \begin{bmatrix} \varrho_i \cdot \text{I}_{3 \times 3} \\ \text{O}_{4 \times 4} \end{bmatrix} F_{hi}^* - \alpha_i \cdot \begin{bmatrix} \hat{F}_{ei} \\ O_4 \end{bmatrix}. \quad (4.48)$$

Now, denote

$$X_{mi} := \begin{bmatrix} X_{mi} \\ \dot{X}_{mi} \end{bmatrix}, \quad B_{mi} := \begin{bmatrix} \text{O}_{7 \times 7} \\ (M_{di}^m)^{-1} \end{bmatrix}.$$ 

Using notation (4.37), the equation of the $i$-th master subsystem with projection based-force reflection (4.48) can be rewritten in the form

$$\dot{X}_{mi} = \begin{bmatrix} A_{mi} + A_{hi}^m \end{bmatrix} X_{mi} + B_{mi} \begin{bmatrix} \varrho_i \cdot \text{I}_{3 \times 3} \\ \text{O}_{4 \times 4} \end{bmatrix} F_{hi}^* - \alpha_i \cdot \begin{bmatrix} \hat{F}_{ei} \\ O_4 \end{bmatrix}. \quad (4.49)$$

The following proposition plays an important role in the stability analysis.

**Proposition 4.7.1** The $i$-th master subsystem ($i \in \{1, 2\}$) with projection based-force reflection (4.49) is input-to-state stable. Moreover, the ISS gain of (4.49) with respect to input $\hat{F}_{ei}^t$ can be made arbitrarily small by choosing $\alpha_i \in (0, 1]$ sufficiently small.
Proof. Consider an ISS Lyapunov function candidate of the form

$$V_{mi} := x_{mi}^T P_i x_{mi},$$

(4.50)

where $P_i = P_i^T > 0$ is the solution of (4.34). Taking into account Assumption 2, the following estimate of the time derivative of $V_{mi}$ along the trajectories of the system (4.49) can be obtained

$$\dot{V}_{mi} = 2 \cdot x_{mi}^T P_i \left( A_{mi} + A_{mi}^T \right) x_{mi} + B_{mi} \left( \begin{bmatrix} Q_i \cdot I_{3 \times 3} & 0_{3 \times 4} \\ 0_{4 \times 3} & I_{4 \times 4} \end{bmatrix} F^*_h - \alpha_i \cdot \begin{bmatrix} \hat{F}^*_e \end{bmatrix} \right)$$

\begin{align*}
&\leq - |x_{mi}|^2 + 2 |x_{mi}| |P_i B_{mi}| |F^*_h| + 2 \alpha_i |x_{mi}| |P_i B_{mi}| |\hat{F}^*_e| \\
&= - |x_{mi}| \left( |x_{mi}| - 2 |P_i B_{mi}| |F^*_h| - 2 \alpha_i |P_i B_{mi}| |\hat{F}^*_e| \right).
\end{align*}

From the above inequalities, one can see that if $|x_{mi}| > 2 |P_i B_{mi}| |F^*_h| + 2 \alpha_i |P_i B_{mi}| |\hat{F}^*_e|$ then $\dot{V}_{mi} < 0$. The latter, in particular, implies [20] that the ISS gain with respect to input $\hat{F}^*_e$ is less than or equal to $2 \cdot \alpha_i \sqrt{\lambda_{\text{max}}(P_i)/\lambda_{\text{min}}(P_i)} |P_i B_{mi}|$. The statement of Proposition 4.7.1 follows. •

Corollary 4.7.2. Consider the system (4.49) with an output

$$y_{mi} := \left[ x_{mi}^T, \dot{x}_{mi}^T, \ddot{x}_{mi}^T \right]^T.$$  

(4.51)

The system (4.49), (4.51) is weakly input-to-output stable [17]; moreover, the IOS gain of (4.49), (4.51) with respect to input $\hat{F}^*_e$ can be made arbitrarily small by choosing $\alpha_i \in (0, 1]$ sufficiently small.

Proof: follows directly by combination of Proposition 4.7.1 and the fact that

$$|\dot{x}_{mi}| \leq |M_{di}|^{-1} \left( |A_{mi} \cdot x_{mi}| + |F^*_h| + \alpha_i \cdot |\hat{F}^*_e| \right),$$

(4.52)

where $A_{mi} := |B^m_{di}| + |B^s_{hi}| + |K^m_{di}| + |K^s_{hi}|$. •

Now, let us address the stability properties of the “Slave 1 + Environment + Slave 2” interconnection described by equations (4.25), (4.32). When the slave manipulators are in contact with the environment, we have $X_1(t) \equiv X_{s1}(t) \equiv X_{s2}(t), \dot{X}_1(t) \equiv \dot{X}_{s1}(t) \equiv \dot{X}_{s2}(t)$, and $\ddot{X}_1(t) \equiv \ddot{X}_{s1}(t) \equiv \ddot{X}_{s2}(t)$. Combining (4.25), (4.32), and taking the above constraints into account, one obtains that the “Slave 1 + Environment + Slave 2” interconnection is described according to the formula

$$\dot{M}\ddot{X}_e + \dot{B}\dot{X}_e + \ddot{K}X_e = \sum_{i=1}^{2} \begin{bmatrix} K^s_{di} & B^s_{di} & M^s_{di} \end{bmatrix} u_{ei},$$

(4.53)
where \( \hat{M} := M_{d1}^s + M_{d2}^s + M_e, \hat{B} := B_{d1}^s + B_{d2}^s + B_e, \hat{K} := K_{d1}^s + K_{d2}^s + K_e \), and where

\[
\mathbf{u}_{ei} := \begin{bmatrix} (X_{d1}^d)^T, (\dot{X}_{d1}^d)^T, (\ddot{X}_{d1}^d)^T \end{bmatrix}^T, \quad i = 1, 2,
\]

are the inputs of the “Slave 1 + Environment + Slave 2” interconnection. Also, taking into account the above constraints, the interaction forces \( F_{ei} \) become

\[
F_{ei} = M_{di}^s (\ddot{X}_{si}^d - \ddot{X}_e) + B_{di}^s (\dot{X}_{si}^d - \dot{X}_e) + K_{di}^s (X_{si}^d - X_e), \quad i = 1, 2.
\]

Let \( F_{ei} \), \( i = 1, 2 \), defined by (4.55) be the outputs of the “Slave 1 + Environment + Slave 2” interconnection (4.53). The following statement is valid.

**Proposition 4.7.3** The “Slave 1 + Environment + Slave 2” interconnection (4.53) is input-to-state stable. The same interconnection (4.53) with outputs (4.55) is weakly input-to-output stable.

**Proof:** It follows directly from the assumptions imposed on the subsystems that \( \hat{M}, \hat{B}, \hat{K} \) are all positive definite, which implies that the system (4.53) with zero inputs \( X_{si}^d(t) \equiv \dot{X}_{si}^d(t) \equiv \ddot{X}_{si}^d(t) = 0, i = 1, 2, \) is asymptotically stable [3]. Input-to-state stability and the input-to-output stability follow immediately since the system is linear [20].

Now consider the overall teleoperator system which consists of the “Master+Human” dynamics (4.49), (4.51) and the “Slave 1 + Environment + Slave 2” subsystem (4.53), (4.55) interconnected through the communication channels (4.26)-(4.29), where the communication delays satisfy Assumption 3. The stability properties of this system can be analyzed using the WIOS small gain theorem for systems with communication constraints presented in [17]. Specifically, Proposition 4.7.1 together with the Corollary 4.7.2 imply that, for each \( i \in \{1, 2\} \), the \( i \)-th “master+human” subsystem with inputs \( F_{hi}^*, \hat{F}_{ei} \) and output \( y_{mi} \) defined by (4.51) is weakly input-to-output stable, and the corresponding IOS gain with respect to the input \( \hat{F}_{ei} \) is proportional to \( \alpha_i \in (0, 1) \). For each \( i \in \{1, 2\} \), let \( \alpha_i \cdot \gamma_{inh}^i \geq 0 \) denote the corresponding IOS gain from the input \( \hat{F}_{ei} \) to the output \( y_{mi} \). Furthermore, according to Proposition 4.7.3, the “Slave 1 + Environment + Slave 2” interconnection with inputs \( \mathbf{u}_{ei}, i = 1, 2 \) defined by (4.54) and outputs \( F_{ej}, j = 1, 2 \) defined by (4.55) is weakly input-to-output stable. For each \( i, j = 1, 2 \), let \( \gamma_{ij}^{se} \geq 0 \) denote the IOS gain from input \( \mathbf{u}_{ei} \) to output \( F_{ej} \). Applying the WIOS small gain
Theorem [17, Theorem 1], one can conclude that the trajectories of the closed-loop system are bounded and convergent if the following small-gain condition holds,

\[
\rho \left( \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & \gamma_{11}^{se} & \gamma_{21}^{se} \\
0 & 0 & \gamma_{12}^{se} & \gamma_{22}^{se} \\
\alpha_1 \cdot \gamma_1^{mh} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \alpha_2 \cdot \gamma_2^{mh} & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix} \right) < 1,
\]

where \( \rho(A) \) denotes the spectral radius of matrix \( A \). The condition (4.56) can be equivalently written in terms of inequalities for minimal cycles of the above matrix, as follows,

\[
\alpha_1 \cdot \gamma_1^{mh} \cdot \gamma_{11}^{se} < 1, \quad (4.57)
\]
\[
\alpha_2 \cdot \gamma_2^{mh} \cdot \gamma_{22}^{se} < 1, \quad (4.58)
\]
\[
\alpha_1 \cdot \gamma_1^{mh} \cdot \gamma_{12}^{se} \cdot \alpha_2 \cdot \gamma_2^{mh} \cdot \gamma_{21}^{se} < 1. \quad (4.59)
\]

The latter conditions, in particular, demonstrate that the stability of the dual-arm MIS teleoperator system with projection based force reflection can be achieved with arbitrary large stability margin by picking \( \alpha_i \in (0, 1] \ i = 1, 2 \) sufficiently small.
Chapter 5

Projection-Based Force Reflection Algorithms with Frequency Separation

The material presented in this chapter has been accepted in *IEEE/ASME Transactions on Mechatronics*. A part of this work has also been published in the *Proceedings of IEEE International Conference of Robotics and Automation (ICRA), pp. 1484 – 1489, Karlsruhe, Germany 2013*.

5.1 Introduction

Force reflecting teleoperation has been an extremely active research area over the last two decades. One of the major issues in the design of the force-reflecting teleoperators is the improvement of transparency while keeping the overall system stable under widest possible conditions imposed on the behaviour of the human operator as well as on the environmental dynamics. The stability, which is a notion that describes safe and predictable behaviour, is the requirement of paramount importance for any telerobotic system. Transparency, on the other hand, is a performance characteristics that describes the amount of distortion introduced by the teleoperator system in comparison with the direct execution of the task. In particular, an ideally transparent teleoperator system enables exact correspondence between the movements and forces on the master and slave sides of the system without introducing system’s own dynam-
The stability problems in force reflecting teleoperator systems arise due to the closed-loop structure of such a system. The strong force feedback creates destabilizing effect which manifests itself in the phenomenon known as the induced master motion (IMM, [11]). The IMM introduces perturbation in the closed-loop system, which calls for application of the design methods that make the closed-loop system robustly stable. In the case of networked teleoperators, additional stability problems arise because of communication constraints (in particular, delays) within the loop. Although there exists an enormous literature that deals with the design of stable feedback systems, direct application of most of the existing control design methods would result in unacceptably poor transparency. This constitutes the major challenge of the design of the force reflecting teleoperators.

A number of design methods for force reflecting teleoperators in the presence of communication delays has been developed, including scattering & wave-variable based methods [1, 13], time-domain passivity methods [23, 7], methods based on absolute stability [8], integral quadratic constraints (IQC [15]), linear matrix inequalities (LMIs [27, 10]), frequency-domain methods [6, 5], among many others. The input-to-output stability (IOS) small-gain approach to force reflecting teleoperators in the presence of communication delays was developed in [17, 22], among other works. Major advantages of the IOS small-gain approach are that it is applicable regardless of the specific choice of the force reflection signal and is robust with respect to communication constraints, such as irregular communication delays and packets drops. Direct application of the small-gain approach, however, imposes constraints on the force reflection gain. These constraints (which essentially reflect the requirement of the closed loop gain to be less than one) in many practical cases may severely limit the applicability of the teleoperator system. For example, in the impedance controlled teleoperator system that has position-force structure with no position or force scaling, the small gain condition essentially requires that the human-master interconnection must be more stiff than the slave-environment interconnection. To eliminate the conservatism of the small-gain approach, projection-based force reflection (PBFR) algorithms were introduced [18]. Our previous theoretical as well as experimental results indicate that the use of PBFR algorithms allows for drastic improvement in stability properties of the force reflecting teleoperator systems which, in particular, is achieved without increasing the impedance of the master manipulator and/or scaling down the
force reflection term. In particular, the approach guarantees that the steady-state error between the contact force on the slave side and the force reflected to the motors of the master is zero.

Despite of all the advantages described above, the PBFR algorithms developed so far have one substantial shortcoming. Specifically, the high-frequency component of the contact forces generated during initial phase of the contact with environment was typically filtered out from the force reflection term. This high-frequency component, however, is known to be very important for the haptic perception of stiff environments, in particular, they hardness and texture [4]; a high performance teleoperator system should therefore reflect the high-frequency component of the environmental forces with little to no distortion. In this work, we solve the above described problem by developing a new type of PBFR algorithms. The idea of these developments is to separate different frequency bands in the force reflection signal and use different algorithms to reflect these to the motors of the haptic device. In the simplest case, the force reflection signal is decomposed into its low- and high-frequency components; the high-frequency component is then applied to the master device directly, while the low-frequency force is reflected using the projection-based principle. It is interesting to notice that a somewhat similar idea of reflecting high frequency component of the contact force directly, although within a fundamentally different framework of wave variables, was used in [26]. We present a detailed stability analysis of a force reflecting teleoperator system with new type of PBFR algorithms in the presence of irregular communication delays. Using the small gain methods, we show that the stability of the force reflecting teleoperator system can always be achieved by implementing projection-based force reflection with the frequency separation scheme described above, by adjusting certain design parameters of the algorithm. Our experimental results demonstrate fundamental improvement of fidelity of the transient force response in comparison with the PBFR algorithm studied previously in [18, 21], which is achieved without any negative effect on stability of the system.

The paper is organized as follows. The teleoperator system under consideration is described in Section 5.2, including assumptions imposed on the stability properties of the controlled master and slave subsystems as well as assumptions on the human dynamics. In Section 5.3, the projection-based force reflection algorithms with frequency separation are described. The main theoretical result is presented in Section 5.4. In Section 5.5, the experimental results are
described in some detail. Conclusions are given in Section 5.6. Appendix 5.6 contains a proof of the main theoretical result as well as some necessary background materials.

5.2 Teleoperator system and human dynamics

We consider a force reflecting teleoperator system that consists of one master and one slave manipulator communicating over a networked channel. A linear model of the controlled master manipulator is addressed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
M_m \ddot{x}_m &= -D_m \dot{x}_m - K_m x_m + f_h - f_r, \\
y_m &= C_{m1} x_m + C_{m2} \dot{x}_m,
\end{align*}
\]

(5.1)

where \( x_m, \dot{x}_m, \ddot{x}_m \in \mathbb{R}^n \) are the master position, velocity, and acceleration, respectively, \( M_m, D_m, K_m \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \) are symmetric nonnegative definite matrices of the master’s equivalent inertia, damping, and stiffness, respectively, and \( C_{m1}, C_{m2} \in \mathbb{R}^{p \times n} \) are some matrices. Also, \( f_h \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is the human force and \( f_r \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is the force reflected to the motors of the master. The closed-loop linear model (5.1) can be obtained as a result of linearization of the corresponding nonlinear Euler-Lagrange equations and/or by means of active control algorithms, such as impedance control. Below, we use the notation

\[
A_m := \begin{bmatrix} 0 & I \\ -M_m^{-1} K_m & -M_m^{-1} D_m \end{bmatrix} \in \mathbb{R}^{2n \times 2n}.
\]

(5.2)

where \( 0, I \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \) are zero and unit matrices, respectively. The following stability condition is imposed on the controlled master device (5.1).

**Assumption 1.** The matrix \( A_m \) is Hurwitz, i.e., \( \Re \lambda_i < 0 \), where \( \lambda_i, i = 1, \ldots, 2n \) are the eigenvalues of \( A_m \).

**Remark 1.** Assumption 1 is satisfied, in particular, if the matrices \( M_m, D_m, K_m \) are all positive definite. A detailed treatment of the stability problem of n-DOF linear second-order systems can be found in [2].

**Remark 2.** Assumption 1 is equivalent to the fact that \( A_m \) satisfies the following Lyapunov equation

\[
A_m^T P + PA_m = -I,
\]

(5.3)
where \( P = P^T \in \mathbb{R}^{2n \times 2n} \) is a positive definite matrix defined as
\[
P := \int_0^{+\infty} e^{A_t^T} e^{A_t} dt.
\] (5.4)

This simple fact will be used frequently throughout the paper. •

The purpose of the slave manipulator is to execute task while interacting with the environment. In this work, we assume that the slave-environment interconnection is described by a linear time-invariant system of the following form
\[
\dot{x}_{se} = A_{se} x_{se} + B_{se} u_{se} + F_{se} w_{se},
\]
\[
y_{se} = C_{se} x_{se} + D_{se} u_{se} + G_{se} w_{se},
\]
where \( x_{se} \in \mathbb{R}^{n_{se}} \) is the state of the slave environment interconnection, which is typically a combination of the slave’s and the environment’s states, \( u_{se} \in \mathbb{R}^{m_{se}} \) is the reference input that arrives from the master site, \( w_{se} \in \mathbb{R}^{q_{se}} \) are the external disturbances acting on the slave environment interconnection, \( y_{se} \in \mathbb{R}^{n} \) is the output of the slave-environment interconnection, and \( A_{se}, B_{se}, C_{se}, D_{se}, F_{se}, G_{se} \) are matrices of the corresponding dimensions. The assumption of linearity of the slave-environment interconnection is not essential for our work and is made entirely for the purpose of simplifying the presentation. However, the essential assumption is that the system (5.5) is stable, which means that the slave local control system is designed in such a way that the coupled stability problem for the slave-environment interconnection is solved. For details and some basic results on coupled stability, see for example [3].

**Assumption 2.** The matrix \( A_{se} \) in (5.5) is Hurwitz. •

The communication between the master and the slave is described according to the formulae
\[
u_{se}(t) := y_m (t - \tau_f(t)) + \delta_f(t),
\]
\[
f_{env}(t) := y_{se} (t - \tau_b(t)) + \delta_b(t),
\]
where \( \tau_f, \tau_b : \mathbb{R}_+ \to \mathbb{R}_+ \) are forward and backward communication delay functions which, in general, can be time-varying, discontinuous and unbounded, \( \delta_f(t), \delta_b(t) \) are communication errors in the forward and backward communication channels, and \( f_{env} \) is the force feedback signal from the slave site. The communication process is assumed to satisfy the following assumption.
Assumption 3. The communication delays \( \tau_f, \tau_b : \mathbb{R}_+ \to \mathbb{R}_+ \) are Lebesgue measurable functions satisfying

\[
\max \{ \tau_b(t), \tau_f(t) \} \leq \tau_*(t) \quad \text{for all } t \in \mathbb{R}_+, \tag{5.8}
\]

where \( \tau_* : \mathbb{R}_+ \to \mathbb{R}_+ \) is such that \( \tau_*(t_2) - \tau_*(t_1) \leq t_2 - t_1 \) and \( t - \tau_*(t) \to +\infty \) as \( t \to +\infty \). The communication errors \( \delta_f(t), \delta_b(t) \) are arbitrary Lebesgue measurable uniformly essentially bounded signals.

Assumption 3 imposes extremely mild constraints on the communication process and can always be satisfied in any real-life communication networks unless the communication is totally lost on a semi-infinite time interval. See also [19].

The dynamics of the human operator are described by the following simplified linear model [25]:

\[
f_h = -D_h \dot{x}_m - K_h x_m + f_h^*, \tag{5.9}
\]

where \( D_h, K_h \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \) are symmetric nonnegative definite matrices that represent damping and stiffness of the human operator hand, and \( f_h^* (\cdot) \) is an uniformly essentially bounded force.

The first two terms in the right-hand side of (5.9) represent a passive reaction of the human operator hand to the movement of the master device, while \( f_h^* \) represents an active component of the human hand force which is voluntary generated by the human operator, typically for the purpose of moving the master device along a desired trajectory. While there are no assumptions imposed on the active component \( f_h^* \) (except the mentioned uniform essential boundedness), the assumption regarding the reactive component of the human dynamics (5.9) is that it does not destabilize the master device (5.1). A rigorous formulation of this assumption is as follows.

Assumption 4. The inequality

\[
A_h^T \mathbb{P} + \mathbb{P} A_h \leq 0 \tag{5.10}
\]

is valid, where \( \mathbb{P} = \mathbb{P}^T \) is defined by (5.4), and

\[
A_h := \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 \\ -M_m^{-1} K_h & -M_m^{-1} D_h \end{bmatrix} \in \mathbb{R}^{2n \times 2n}. \tag{5.11}
\]

Remark 3. Assumption 4 can be given the following interpretation. As Remark 2 above indicates, \( V_m := \begin{bmatrix} x_m^T & \dot{x}_m^T \end{bmatrix} \mathbb{P} \begin{bmatrix} x_m^T & \dot{x}_m^T \end{bmatrix}^T \) is a Lyapunov function for the controlled master sub-system (5.1). Inequality (5.10) then implies that the contribution of the reactive component
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of the human operator forces to the time derivative of $V$ is nonpositive, which implies that the natural reaction of the human hand to the movement of the master device is such that it does not destabilize the master subsystem. This assumption is in accordance with the conclusions made by Hogan in [9] that “...this experimental result strongly suggests that neural feedback in the human arm is carefully tuned to preserve stability under the widest possible set of conditions.”

•

Remark 4. The assumptions imposed on the human dynamics, in particular, allow for the case where $D_h = K_h = \emptyset$, and $f^*_{\text{h}}(t) \equiv 0$, which essentially corresponds to the situation where the human operator releases the master device. Therefore, under the above assumptions, the case where the human operator holds the master and the case where (s)he releases the master can be considered simultaneously.

5.3 Projection-based force reflection algorithms with frequency separation

The force feedback may be useful as it enables the interaction between the operator’s hand and the remote environment; it can also be harmful as it may generate the momentum which potentially results in instability. Which of these two effects dominates in fact depends on the behaviour of the human operator. More specifically, the component of the reflected force that is explicitly compensated by the counter-force of the human hand creates a feeling of interaction for the human operator; the residual component of the reflected force may, in particular, generate momentum potentially leading to instability. The projection-based force reflection principle [18, 21] suggests to identify these two complementary components, apply the former in full and attenuate the latter to a level which is not dangerous for the stability of the overall system. Since the former component is the one that creates the haptic feeling of the interaction while the latter is the one that may generate instability, the projection-based force reflection principle essentially aims to improve stability without compromising the feeling of interaction with the environment. One possible rule of a thumb to define the “interaction” component $\phi_{\text{env}}$
is described by the formula

\[
\phi_{env} := \text{Sat}_{[0,1]} \left\{ \frac{f_{env}^T \bar{f}_h}{|\bar{f}_h|^2 + \epsilon} \right\} \bar{f}_h,
\]  

(5.11)

where \(f_{env}\) is the force feedback from the slave site, \(\bar{f}_h\) is the estimate of the human force applied to the haptic device, \(\epsilon > 0\) is a small constant introduced to avoid singularity at \(\bar{f}_h = 0\), and \(|\cdot|\) denotes the 2-norm. Essentially, the algorithm (5.11) calculates the interaction component as the projection of the force feedback onto the direction against human force with magnitude bounded by the magnitude of the human force. The projection-based force reflection principle then suggests to generate the force reflection signal as a weighted combination of the direct force feedback \(f_{env}\) and the projection based component \(\phi_{env}\), according to the formula

\[
f_r = \alpha \cdot f_{env} + (1 - \alpha) \cdot \phi_{env},
\]  

(5.12)

where \(f_r\) is the force reflected to the motors of the master device, and \(\alpha \in [0, 1)\) is the weighting coefficient. The above formula may become easier to interpret if one introduces a notation \(\chi := f_{env} - \phi_{env}\). Thus, \(\chi\) represents the momentum-generating component which is residual to \(\phi_{env}\). In this notation, the formula (5.12) becomes

\[
f_r = \phi_{env} + \alpha \cdot \chi,
\]  

(5.13)

which implies that the force reflection algorithm (5.12) directly reflects the projection-based component \(\phi_{env}\) while attenuating the residual momentum-generating component \(\chi\).

It was previously demonstrated [18, 21] that the use of PBFR algorithms allows for drastic improvement in stability properties of the force reflecting teleoperator systems and haptic interfaces for interaction with virtual environment (VE). Moreover, experiments with force-reflecting teleoperator systems [21] and haptic interfaces for interaction with VE [20] demonstrate that the PBFR algorithms guarantee perfect force convergence in the steady state. However, these experiments also reveal that, although the reflected forces converge to the contact forces, this convergence becomes somewhat slower for low values of \(\alpha\). The reason for this is that, in the case of PBFR algorithms, the force reflection depends on the interaction between the human hand and the haptic device. For small \(\alpha\), only a small fraction of the reflected force is applied to the haptic device in the very beginning of the contact. If the counter force applied by the human operator is detected, the force reflected increases by the amount which is not
greater than the human counterforce. In the situation where the estimate of the human force is obtained using an observer with its own relatively slow dynamics, it typically takes certain amount of time to build up the reflected force. As a result, the high-frequency component of the reflected force is filtered out in the beginning of the contact, which results in loss of important haptic information and contributes to transparency deterioration.

In this work, we propose a solution to the above described problem. The solution is based on the idea to separate different frequency bands in the force reflection signal and use different algorithms to reflect these to the motors of the haptic device. In the simplest case considered in this paper, the force reflection signal is decomposed into its low- and high-frequency components; the high-frequency component is then applied to the master device directly, while the low-frequency force is reflected using the projection-based algorithm. Mathematically, we propose a modification of the force reflection algorithm (5.11), (5.12), which is based on a decomposition of the force feedback signal into the sum of high- and low-frequency components, as follows,

$$f_{env} = f_{env}^l + f_{env}^h,$$  \hfill (5.14)

where $f_{env}^l$ and $f_{env}^h$ are low- and high-frequency components of the force feedback signal, respectively, that are obtained using complimentary low- and high-pass filters described in Laplace domain as follows,

$$f_{env}^l(s) := \frac{\omega_c}{s + \omega_c} \cdot f_{env}(s),$$  \hfill (5.15)

$$f_{env}^h(s) := \frac{s}{s + \omega_c} \cdot f_{env}(s),$$  \hfill (5.16)

where $\omega_c > 0$ is the cut-off frequency of the filters. We propose to consider the following force reflecting scheme,

$$f_r := f_{env}^h + \alpha \cdot f_{env}^l + (1 - \alpha) \cdot \phi_{env}^l,$$  \hfill (5.17)

where $\phi_{env}^l$ is the projection-based component of the low-frequency signal $f_{env}^l$ which is calculated according to the formula

$$\phi_{env}^l := \text{Sat}_{[0,1]} \left( \frac{f_{h}^T \cdot f_{env}^l}{\|f_h\|^2 + \epsilon} \right) \bar{f}_h,$$  \hfill (5.18)

and $\alpha \in [0, 1]$ is a weighting coefficient that represents the relative weight of the direct component in the force reflection algorithm; the relative weight of the projection-based force reflec-
tion component is therefore equal to $1 - \alpha \in [0, 1]$. In (5.18), $\bar{f}_h$ is the measurement/estimate of the human force $f_h$ which is performed with an error $\Delta f_h$, i.e.,

$$\Delta f_h := \bar{f}_h - f_h,$$

and $\epsilon > 0$ is a small constant. The overall structure of the teleoperation system with PBFR algorithms and frequency separation is shown in Figure 5.1.

![Figure 5.1: General structure of the teleoperator system with projection-based force reflection and frequency separation. Acronyms: PBFR - projection-based force reflection algorithm; M/E - measurement/estimation of the human force.](image)

### 5.4 Theoretical Results

In this section, we establish the main theoretical result of this work. The result states that stability of the teleoperator system described above can be achieved by choosing the cut-off frequency $\omega_c \geq 0$ of the filters (5.15), (5.16) sufficiently large and the weighting coefficient $\alpha \in (0, 1]$ in the algorithm (5.17) sufficiently small. To formulate this result in a rigorous manner, let us introduce the following notation. For a transfer matrix $H(s) \in \mathbb{C}^{p \times m}$, its 1-norm is defined according to the formula

$$||H(s)||_1 := \int_{t=0}^{+\infty} |h(\tau)| d\tau,$$
where \( h(t) := L^{-1} [H(s)] \) the impulse response matrix corresponding to \( H(s) \). Denote

\[
\gamma_{dse}^{\infty} := \left\| C_{se} \left[ sI - A_{se} \right]^{-1} B_{se} + D_{se} \right\|_1, \quad (5.20)
\]

\[
\gamma_{wse}^{\infty} := \left\| C_{se} \left[ sI - A_{se} \right]^{-1} F_{se} + G_{se} \right\|_1, \quad (5.21)
\]

\[
\gamma_{hy} := \left\| C_{m} \left[ sI - A_{mh} \right]^{-1} B_{m} \right\| \left\| \frac{s}{s + \omega_c} \right\|_1, \quad (5.22)
\]

\[
\gamma_{hf} := \left\| C_{h} \left[ sI - A_{mh} \right]^{-1} B_{m} \right\| \left\| \frac{s}{s + \omega_c} \right\|_1, \quad (5.23)
\]

where

\[
A_{mh} := \begin{bmatrix} \circ & \mathbb{I} \\ -M_{m}^{-1} (K_{m} + K_{h}) & -M_{m}^{-1} (D_{m} + D_{h}) \end{bmatrix},
\]

\[
B_{m} := \begin{bmatrix} \circ \\ M_{m}^{-1} \end{bmatrix}, \quad C_{m} := \begin{bmatrix} C_{m1} & \circ \\ \circ & C_{m2} \end{bmatrix}, \quad C_{h} := \begin{bmatrix} K_{h} & \circ \\ \circ & D_{h} \end{bmatrix}.
\]

Also, denote

\[
\gamma_{fm}^{\infty} := 2 \bar{\sigma}(C_{m}) \cdot \bar{\sigma}(P B_{m}) \cdot \sqrt{\lambda_{\text{max}}(P) / \lambda_{\text{min}}(P)}, \quad (5.24)
\]

\[
\gamma_{f_{c}}^{\infty} := \gamma_{hy} + \gamma_{hf} \cdot \gamma_{fm}^{\infty} + \gamma_{fm}^{\infty} \cdot \alpha, \quad (5.25)
\]

where \( \lambda_{\text{max}}(P), \lambda_{\text{min}}(P) \) are maximum and minimum eigenvalues, respectively, of a symmetric matrix \( P \) defined by (5.4), and \( \bar{\sigma} (\cdot) \) denotes the largest singular value. The main theoretical result of this paper can now be formulated as follows.

**Theorem 5.4.1** Consider the teleoperator system (5.1), (5.5), (5.6), (5.7), (5.9), (5.15), (5.16), (5.17), (5.18), (5.19). Suppose Assumptions 1, 2, 3, and 4 hold. If

\[
\gamma_{f_{c}}^{\infty} \cdot \gamma_{dse}^{\infty} < 1,
\]

then the trajectories of the closed-loop teleoperator system are bounded and convergent; specifically, the following estimates are valid

\[
\sup_{t \geq 0} |y_{m}(t)| \leq |C_{m}| \cdot \sqrt{|x_{m}(0)|^2 + |\dot{x}_{m}(0)|^2}
\]

\[
+ \gamma_{f_{c}}^{\infty} \cdot |C_{se}| \cdot |x_{se}(0)| + \gamma_{f_{c}}^{\infty} \cdot \gamma_{wse}^{\infty} \cdot \sup_{t \geq 0} |w_{se}(t)|
\]

\[
+ \gamma_{fh}^{\infty} \cdot \sup_{t \geq 0} |f_{h}^{*}(t)| + \gamma_{fh}^{\infty} \cdot (1 - \alpha) \cdot \sup_{t \geq 0} |\Delta f_{h}(t)|
\]

\[
+ \gamma_{f_{c}}^{\infty} \cdot \sup_{t \geq 0} |\delta_{b}(t)| + \gamma_{f_{c}}^{\infty} \cdot \gamma_{wse}^{\infty} \cdot \sup_{t \geq 0} |\delta_{f}(t)|,
\]

(5.27)
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Remark 6. Formula (5.25) implies that the IMM gain can be represented as a sum \( \gamma_{f_e}^{\nu_m} > 0 \) defined by (5.25) can be assigned arbitrarily small and, therefore, the small gain condition (5.26) can always be met by choosing \( \omega_c \geq 0 \) sufficiently large and \( \alpha \in (0, 1) \) sufficiently small.

Proof of Theorem 5.4.1 is given in Appendix 5.6.

Remark 5. The gain \( \gamma_{f_e}^{\nu_m} > 0 \) defined by (5.25) quantifies the relationship between the force reflected from the slave side and the resulting amount of the induced master motion (IMM [11]); thus, \( \gamma_{f_e}^{\nu_m} \) can reasonably be called the IMM gain of the teleoperator system. The small-gain condition (5.26) implies that the teleoperator system is stable if its IMM gain is sufficiently low. This result is in complete accordance with the considerations presented in [11], where it was demonstrated that the IMM, if sufficiently strong, triggers the mechanism of instability in the force reflecting teleoperators.

Remark 6. Formula (5.25) implies that the IMM gain can be represented as a sum \( \gamma_{f_e}^{\nu_m} = \gamma_h^\nu + \gamma_f^\nu \), where \( \gamma_h^\nu := \gamma_{hy} + \gamma_{hf} \cdot \gamma_{f_h}^{\nu_m} \) and \( \gamma_f^\nu := \gamma_{f_e}^{\nu_m} \cdot \alpha \) correspond to the high- and the low-frequency components of the reflected force, respectively. Gains \( \gamma_h^\nu, \gamma_f^\nu \) can be made arbitrarily
low by choosing $\omega_c > 0$ sufficiently large and $\alpha > 0$ sufficiently small, respectively. To derive the minimum value of $\omega_c > 0$ and the maximum value of $\alpha > 0$ such that the stability condition (5.26) is satisfied, one can use the following procedure. First, $\gamma^y_{aw}$ and $\gamma^y_{fh}$ are to be calculated using formulas (5.20) and (5.24), respectively. Next, the maximum admissible values of $\gamma_{hy}, \gamma_{hf},$ and $\alpha$ can be found from (5.25) and (5.26). An appropriately small $\alpha > 0$ can then be directly assigned by the designer. On the other hand, it is demonstrated in the proof of Theorem 5.4.1 that $\gamma_{hy} > 0$ and $\gamma_{hf} > 0$ can be made arbitrarily small by choosing $\omega_c > 0$ sufficiently large. For given maximal admissible values of $\gamma_{hy} > 0$ and $\gamma_{hf} > 0$, the lower bound for $\omega_c > 0$ can be found from (5.22), (5.23) using partial fraction expansion.

Remark 7. An important feature of our approach is that decreasing the IMM gain does not affect the gain $\gamma^y_{fh}$ defined by (5.24), which represents the gain between the human force and the resulting motion of the master manipulator. Indeed, $\gamma^y_{fh}$ is determined entirely by the mechanical parameters of the master manipulator and the local master control algorithm and does not depend on $\omega_c$ and $\alpha$. From practical point of view, this implies that the stability of the system can be achieved (with an arbitrarily large margin if necessary), while the master manipulator remains compliant with respect to the forces applied by the human operator. This is an important and, to the best of our knowledge, unique feature of the projection-based force reflection algorithms.

5.5 Experimental Results

In this section, we present some results of experimental evaluation of the effect on the stability and force convergence of a force-reflecting teleoperator system brought in by the PBFR algorithms with frequency separation.

Experimental setup. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.2; it consists of a single-master single-slave force reflecting telerobotic system, where the master is controlled by the human operator and the slave interacts with a virtual wall. The Phantom Omni™ haptic devices manufactured by SensAble Technologies Inc. were used as the master and the slave devices in these experiments. Phantom Omni™ devices have 6 DOF position sensing and 3 DOF force feedback, and they were programmed using the OpenHaptics toolkit. The mas-
ter and the slave devices were controlled from two different PCs connected over a local area network. The time-varying communication delays between the master and the slave devices were artificially created using internal buffers and an algorithm that generates random delays and packet dropouts with prescribed characteristics. All the experiments were run at the sampling frequency of 1000 Hz. The estimates of the human force which are used in the PBFR algorithms are obtained using the high-gain force observer designed in [20].

![Figure 5.2: Experimental Setup](image)

**Control algorithm.** The slave device is controlled in joint space using the following model based control algorithm [16]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{u}_s &= \mathbf{M}_s(\mathbf{q}_s) (\dot{\mathbf{\xi}}_2 + \Lambda_s(\dot{\mathbf{\xi}}_1 - \dot{\mathbf{q}}_s)) + \mathbf{C}_s(\mathbf{q}_s, \dot{\mathbf{q}}_s) (\mathbf{\xi}_2 + \Lambda_s(\mathbf{\xi}_1 - \mathbf{q}_s)) + \mathbf{G}_s(\mathbf{q}_s) \\
&- K_{vs}(\dot{\mathbf{\xi}}_1 - \dot{\mathbf{\xi}}_2) - K_{ps} \Lambda_s(\mathbf{\xi}_1 - \mathbf{\xi}_2),
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\mathbf{M}_s(\mathbf{q}_s) \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3}, \mathbf{C}_s(\mathbf{q}_s, \dot{\mathbf{q}}_s) \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3}, \) and \(\mathbf{G}_s(\mathbf{q}_s) \in \mathbb{R}^3\) are the matrices of inertia and of Coriolis/centrifugal forces/torques and the vector of gravitational forces/torques, respectively, of the mathematical model of the Phantom Omni™ haptic device identified in [20]. Also, \(K_{ps}, K_{vs}, \Lambda_s \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3}\) are symmetric positive definite gain matrices; in the experiments discussed below, \(K_{psi} = \text{diag}[4, 4, 4], K_{vs} = \text{diag}[0.01, 0.01, 0.01],\) and \(\Lambda_{si} = \text{diag}[1, 1, 1].\) Furthermore, \(\mathbf{\xi}_1, \mathbf{\xi}_2\) are estimates generated by a filter of the form

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\mathbf{\xi}}_1 &= \mathbf{\xi}_2 + g\alpha_1(\hat{\mathbf{q}}_m - \mathbf{\xi}_1), \\
\dot{\mathbf{\xi}}_2 &= g^2\alpha_0(\hat{\mathbf{q}}_m - \mathbf{\xi}_1),
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\hat{\mathbf{q}}_m\) is the vector of master joint coordinates as received on the slave side, \(\alpha_0, \alpha_1 > 0\) are such that the roots of \(p(s) = s^2 + \alpha_1 s + \alpha_0\) have negative real parts, and \(g > 0\) is the gain of the
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In the presence of time-varying discontinuous communication delays \( \tau(t) \), the reference trajectory \( \hat{q}_m(t) = q_m(t - \tau(t)) \) may become discontinuous; the main purpose of the filter (5.31) is to generate a smooth approximation of a possibly discontinuous reference signal \( \hat{q}_m(t) \). In the experiments presented below, \( g = 10, \alpha_1 = 1, \) and \( \alpha_0 = 1 \).

**Experimental results: free motion.** The above designed teleoperator system demonstrates excellent trajectory tracking properties in free motion; the results of a free motion test are shown in Figure 5.3.

![Fig53a.png](file)

Figure 5.3: Tracking performance of the teleoperator system during free motion test: X-trajectories of the master and slave vs. time (left); Z-trajectories of the master and slave vs. time (right).

**Experimental results: contact with an obstacle.** In this set of experiments, we evaluate stability and force convergence of the proposed method in the situation where the slave contacts an obstacle in virtual environment. Specifically, the human operator moves the master device, and the slave follows the motion of the master and contacts the virtual wall. The contact force is then transferred back to the master site where it is reflected to the motors of the master using PBFR algorithms, with or without frequency separation. The virtual wall is positioned perpendicular to the \( x \)-direction of the spatial coordinate system and is located at \( x = 0 \). In order to realistically display a hard contact with the environment, we use the method for rendering of a virtual wall developed in [14] (see also [12]). In this approach, the contact force is generated according to the formula

\[
f_{env} = -Kx - A \cdot v_0 \cdot \exp(-Bt) \cdot \sin(2\pi\omega t),
\]

(5.32)
where $x$ is the depth of penetration of the end-effector avatar into the surface of the wall, $K \geq 0$ is the wall stiffness, $v_0$ is the impact velocity, $A$ is the amplitude slope parameter, $B$ is the decay rate of the sinusoid, and $\omega$ is the frequency of the sinusoidal signal. The second term in the right-hand side of (5.32) is the temporal impact vibration which is produced at the start of the contact and has a form of exponentially decaying sinusoid. In the experiments presented below, the following parameters are chosen: $\omega = 300$ Hz, $A = 0.3$ N·s/m, and $B = 90$ s$^{-1}$.

In Figures 5.4 – 5.9, the results of experiments are shown for $K = 1000$ N/m and the time-varying communication delay with minimum round-trip time (RTT) equal to 0.4 s; the profile of (one direction) communication delay is shown in Figure 5.4 (left plot). Results shown in Figure 5.5 correspond to the case of PBFR algorithm without frequency separation (PBFR without FS), while Figures 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8 correspond to PBFR with frequency separation (PBFR FS) with $\omega_c = 30$ Hz, $\omega_c = 20$ Hz, and $\omega_c = 10$ Hz, respectively; in each case, the X-trajectories of the master and the slave devices as well as the contact X-forces as received at the master site and the X-forces reflected to the master device are shown. In all these experiments, $\alpha = 0.1$. It can be seen that the teleoperator system demonstrates stable behaviour in all these cases; however, the force convergence during initial phase of the contact is fundamentally improved when using PBFR FS. More specifically, the force convergence improves as $\omega_c$ decreases; in particular, PBFR without FS (which can be considered as a “limit case” of PBFR FS with $\omega_c = +\infty$) demonstrates the worst force convergence, while PBFR FS with $\omega_c = 10$ Hz performs the best. For the purpose of comparison, the magnified view of the force responses during the initial phase of the contact are shown in Figure 5.9 for PBFR without FS (top plot) and PBFR FS with $\omega_c = 10$ Hz (bottom plot). It can be seen that, in the case of PBFR without FS, the force response convergence is slow, and the high-frequency component of the contact force during the initial phase of the contact is almost completely lost. On the other hand, in the case of PBFR FS with $\omega_c = 10$ Hz, the reflected force is virtually indistinguishable from the delayed contact force during the initial phase of the contact, and the high-frequency component of the contact force is reflected without distortion.

Samples of experimental results for longer communication delays with minimum RTT =1 s are shown in Figures 5.10-5.12; the delay profile is shown in Figure 5.4 (right plot). Although longer communication delays result in some minor overall performance deterioration,
Figure 5.4: Examples of (one directional) communication delays: delay with minimum RTT = 400 ms used in the experiments shown in Figures 5.5-5.9 (left plot); delay with minimum RTT = 1000 ms used in the experiments shown in Figures 5.10-5.12 (right plot).

Figure 5.5: Response of the teleoperator system, min RTT = 400 ms, PBFR without FS (5.11), (5.12), $\alpha = 0.1$: X-trajectories of the master and slave (top plot); contact X-forces as received on the master site vs. reflected X-forces (bottom plot).

However, the picture remains the same in that the force convergence during the initial contact is also fundamentally improved by using PBFR FS which, in particular, can be clearly seen in Figure 5.12.

**Experimental results: stability test.** The above presented experimental results demonstrate fundamental improvement of the force convergence during the initial phase of contact with environment; however, these results do not allow for a clear conclusion on how the change of cut-off frequency $\omega_c > 0$ affects stability of the teleoperator system. Indeed, the teleoperator system appears to be stable for a wide range of $\omega_c > 0$; however, since the human operator
Figure 5.6: Response of the teleoperator system, min RTT= 400 ms, PBFR FS (5.15), (5.16), (5.17), (5.18), $\alpha = 0.1$, $\omega_c = 30$ Hz: X-trajectories of the master and the slave (top plot); contact X-forces as received on the master site vs. reflected X-forces (bottom plot).

Figure 5.7: Response of the teleoperator system, min RTT= 400 ms, PBFR FS (5.15), (5.16), (5.17), (5.18), $\alpha = 0.1$, $\omega_c = 20$ Hz: X-trajectories of the master and the slave (top plot); contact X-forces as received on the master site vs. reflected X-forces (bottom plot).

holds the device throughout the experiment, the stability may be a consequence of the human operator’s stabilizing actions. One possible way to evaluate stability of a teleoperator system independently on the human operator actions is to observe the amount of the induced master motion (IMM) generated by a similar profile of interaction forces, while the operator releases the master device. Indeed, as explained in Remark 5, stability of the teleoperator system is directly related to its IMM gain $\gamma_{fm}^m$, lower IMM gain (equivalently, lower amount of IMM)
corresponds to a more stable teleoperator system. One, therefore, can experimentally compare stability properties of different force reflection algorithm by observing the amount of the IMM generated by a similar profile of the interaction forces. In the next experiment, the same rectangular pulse of forces has been applied through the force reflection channel to the master device while the latter is released by the human operator; the IMMs for different parameters $\alpha \in [0, 1]$ and $\omega_c > 0$ are shown in Figure 5.13. It can be clearly seen that changing $\alpha \in (0, 1]$ has
Figure 5.10: Response of the teleoperator system, min RTT= 1000 ms, PBFR without FS (5.11), (5.12), $\alpha = 0.1$: X-trajectories of the master and slave (top plot); contact X-forces as received on the master site vs. reflected X-forces (bottom plot).

Figure 5.11: Response of the teleoperator system, min RTT= 1000 ms, PBFR FS (5.15), (5.16), (5.17), (5.18), $\alpha = 0.1$, $\omega_c = 10$ Hz: X-trajectories of the master and the slave (top plot); contact X-forces as received on the master site vs. reflected X-forces (bottom plot).

substantial effect on the amount of the IMM, with lower $\alpha \in (0, 1]$ resulting in a more stable teleoperator system, as expected. On the other hand, there is virtually no difference between the amount of IMM for the PBFR algorithms with FS in comparison with the PBFR algorithm without FS. Specifically, the curves that correspond to PBFR algorithm with FS with $\alpha = 0.1$ and $\omega_c = 10$ Hz, $\omega_c = 20$ Hz, and $\omega_c = 30$ Hz are all very close the curve that corresponds to PBFR without FS with the same $\alpha = 0.1$, which means that the level of stability of these system is approximately the same. Thus, introduction of the frequency separation into PBFR
5.5. **Experimental Results**
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Figure 5.12: Magnified plot of the force responses during the initial phase of the contact, min RTT= 1000 ms: PBFR without FS, $\alpha = 0.1$ (top plot); PBFR FS, $\alpha = 0.1$, $\omega_c = 10$ Hz (bottom plot).

algorithms has negligible effect on the stability properties of the teleoperator system for cut-off frequencies of 10 Hz and higher. In particular, these results essentially confirm that the fundamental improvement in force convergence demonstrated in the previous experiments is achieved without paying the price in terms of decreased stability properties.

![Graph](image)

Figure 5.13: Stability test: a pulse of contact force is simulated in VE, the operator releases the haptic device; the corresponding induced master motions for different $\alpha \in [0, 1]$ and $\omega_c > 0$ are shown.
5.6 Conclusions

The projection-based force reflection algorithms were previously demonstrated to substantially improve stability characteristics of the force reflecting teleoperator systems and haptic interfaces. It was previously noted, however, that the transient response of the projection-based force reflection algorithms suffers from relatively slow force convergence; in particular, the high frequency component of the contact force during the initial contact with stiff environment is typically filtered out from the reflected force. In this work, we present developments to the projection-based force reflection principle that, in particular, solve the above mentioned problem. The new algorithms are based on the idea of separation of different frequency bands in the contact force signal and apply the projection-based force reflection algorithms to the low frequency component, while reflecting the high-frequency component directly. The main theoretical result of this work deals with stability of the force reflecting teleoperator system in the presence of irregular communication delays: it states that the stability of the teleoperator system can always be guaranteed by implementing projection-based force reflection with frequency separation. The experimental results demonstrate fundamental improvement of fidelity of the force reflection in comparison with projection-based force reflection algorithms without frequency separation.
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**Appendix: Proof of Theorems and related materials**

This Appendix presents the proof of Theorem 5.4.1 together with some necessary technical preliminaries. Section 5.6 contains some technical notions and results that are used in the proof of Theorem 5.4.1; the proof itself is presented in Section 5.6.
Weak input-to-output stability with linear gains and the small-gain theorem

Consider a system

\[ \begin{align*}
\dot{x} &= F(x, u_1, \ldots, u_p), \\
y &= H(x, u_1, \ldots, u_p),
\end{align*} \tag{5.33} \]

where \( x \) is a state, \( u_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{m_1}, \ldots, u_p \in \mathbb{R}^{m_p} \) are inputs, \( y \in \mathbb{R}^q \), and \( F(x, u_1, \ldots, u_p), H(x, u_1, \ldots, u_p) \) are Lipschitz continuous functions of their arguments. A continuous function \( \gamma : \mathbb{R}_+ \to \mathbb{R}_+ \) is said to belong to class \( K_\infty \) if it is strictly increasing, unbounded, and satisfies \( \gamma(0) = 0 \). The following notion is a relaxed version of the input-to-output stability notion [24].

**Definition** A system (5.33) is said to be weakly input-to-output stable (WIOS) with linear IOS gains \( \gamma_i^y \geq 0, i \in \{1, \ldots, p\} \), if there exists \( \beta^y \in K_\infty \) such that for any Lebesgue measurable uniformly essentially bounded inputs \( u_1, \ldots, u_p \), the following inequalities hold along the trajectories of (5.33):

i) **uniform boundedness:** the inequality

\[ |y(t)| \leq \beta^y(|x(t_0)|) + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \gamma_i^y \sup_{s \in [t_0, t]} |u_i(s)| \]

holds for all \( t_0, t \in \mathbb{R}, t \geq t_0 \);

ii) **asymptotic gain:**

\[ \limsup_{t \to +\infty} |y(t)| \leq \sum_{i=1}^{p} \gamma_i^y \limsup_{t \to +\infty} |u_i(t)|. \]

The following small gain theorem, which is a special case of the more general stability result [19, Theorem 1], is used as a basic stability tool in our paper.

**Theorem 5.6.1** Consider two systems of the form

\[ \begin{align*}
\dot{x}_i &= F_i(x_i, u_i, w_i), \\
y_i &= H_i(x_i, u_i, w_i),
\end{align*} \tag{5.34} \]

where \( x_i, u_i, w_i \) are states, inputs, and disturbances, respectively.
whose inputs and outputs are interconnected according to the following formulas: \( u_1(t) \equiv 0, u_2(t) \equiv 0 \) for \( t < 0 \), and \( u_2(t) = y_1^*(t - \tau_f(t)) + \delta_2(t), u_1(t) = y_2^*(t - \tau_b(t)) + \delta_1(t) \) for \( t \geq 0 \), where \( y_1^*(t) \equiv 0 \) for \( t < 0 \) and \( y_2^*(t) \equiv y_i(t) \) for \( t \geq 0 \), \( i = 1, 2 \), \( \delta_1, \delta_2 \) are uniformly essentially bounded perturbations, and \( \tau_f(\cdot), \tau_b(\cdot) \) are the time delay functions that satisfy Assumption 3 of this paper. Suppose both the systems (5.34) are WIOS with linear IOS gains; specifically, let \( \gamma_{iu}^y \geq 0, \gamma_{iw}^y \geq 0 \) be the linear IOS gains of the \( i \)-th subsystem with respect to inputs \( u_i, w_i \), respectively, where \( i = 1, 2 \). If the following small-gain condition

\[
\gamma_{1u}^y \cdot \gamma_{2u}^y < 1 \tag{5.35}
\]

holds, then the interconnected system is WIOS; specifically, the following inequalities

\[
\sup_{t \geq 0} |y_1(t)| \leq \beta_1 (|x_1(0)|) + \gamma_{1u}^y \cdot \beta_2 (|x_2(0)|)
\]

\[
+ \gamma_{1u}^y \cdot \gamma_{2w}^y \cdot \sup_{t \geq 0} |w_2(t)| + \gamma_{1w}^y \cdot \sup_{t \geq 0} |w_1(t)|
\]

\[
+ \gamma_{1u}^y \cdot \sup_{t \geq 0} |\delta_1(t)| + \gamma_{1u}^y \cdot \gamma_{2u}^y \cdot \sup_{t \geq 0} |\delta_2(t)|,
\]

\[
\sup_{t \geq 0+} |y_2(t)| \leq \beta_2 (|x_2(0)|) + \gamma_{2u}^y \cdot \beta_1 (|x_1(0)|)
\]

\[
+ \gamma_{2u}^y \cdot \gamma_{1w}^y \cdot \sup_{t \geq 0} |w_1(t)| + \gamma_{2w}^y \cdot \sup_{t \geq 0} |w_2(t)|
\]

\[
+ \gamma_{2u}^y \cdot \sup_{t \geq 0} |\delta_2(t)| + \gamma_{2u}^y \cdot \gamma_{1u}^y \cdot \sup_{t \geq 0} |\delta_1(t)|,
\]

\[
\lim_{t \to +\infty} \sup_{t \geq 0} |y_1(t)|
\]

\[
\leq \gamma_{1u}^y \gamma_{2w}^y \lim_{t \to +\infty} \sup_{t \geq 0} |w_2(t)| + \gamma_{1w}^y \lim_{t \to +\infty} \sup_{t \geq 0} |w_1(t)|
\]

\[
+ \gamma_{1u}^y \lim_{t \to +\infty} \sup_{t \geq 0} |\delta_1(t)| + \gamma_{1w}^y \gamma_{2u}^y \lim_{t \to +\infty} \sup_{t \geq 0} |\delta_2(t)|,
\]

\[
\lim_{t \to +\infty} \sup_{t \geq 0} |y_2(t)|
\]

\[
\leq \gamma_{2u}^y \gamma_{1w}^y \lim_{t \to +\infty} \sup_{t \geq 0} |w_1(t)| + \gamma_{2w}^y \lim_{t \to +\infty} \sup_{t \geq 0} |w_2(t)|
\]

\[
+ \gamma_{2u}^y \lim_{t \to +\infty} \sup_{t \geq 0} |\delta_2(t)| + \gamma_{2w}^y \gamma_{1u}^y \lim_{t \to +\infty} \sup_{t \geq 0} |\delta_1(t)|,
\]

hold along the trajectories of the closed-loop interconnected system. •

**Proof of Theorem 5.4.1**

The proof of Theorem 5.4.1 is based on the small-gain arguments. Consider an interconnection which consists of the master device (5.1), the human operator (5.9), and the force reflection al-
projection-based force reflection algorithms with frequency separation algorithm (5.15), (5.16), (5.17), (5.18). Our goal is to analyze the input-to-output stability properties of this interconnection, in particular, calculate the IOS gains from the inputs \( f_{\text{env}}, f^*_h, \) and \( \Delta f_h \) to the output \( y_m \). The structure of this interconnection is shown in Figure 5.14. Applying the superposition principle to the interconnection of the master and the passive human reaction subsystems, the above structure can be transformed into the form shown in Figure 5.15, which is more convenient for our analysis.

![Figure 5.14: Structure of the master interconnection. Acronyms: PBFR - projection-based force reflection; Passive HR - passive reaction of the human operator hand to movement of the master device.](image)

The structure shown in Figure 5.15 is an interconnection of two subsystems which we loosely call the “high-frequency” subsystem and the “low-frequency” one. Below, we analyze the input-to-output stability properties of these subsystems separately.

![Figure 5.15: Transformed structure of the master interconnection.](image)
IOS Gains of the high-frequency subsystem

Let us first consider the “high-frequency” subsystem. This subsystem has one input \( f_{\text{env}} \) and two outputs \( y_m^h \) and \( f_{h1}^p \). The transfer functions from \( f_{\text{env}} \) to \( y_m^h \), \( f_{h1}^p \) are

\[
H_{hy}(s) := \left[ C_m \left[ sI - A_{mh} \right]^{-1} B_m \right] \left[ \frac{s}{s + \omega_c} \right], \tag{5.36}
\]

\[
H_{hf}(s) := \left[ C_h \left[ sI - A_{mh} \right]^{-1} B_m \right] \left[ \frac{s}{s + \omega_c} \right], \tag{5.37}
\]

respectively. Since the IOS gain of a system described by a stable proper transfer function is equal to its 1-norm, we see that the IOS gains from \( f_{\text{env}} \) to \( y_m^h \) and \( f_{h1}^p \) are defined by expressions (5.22), (5.23), respectively. The following proposition states that these gains can be assigned arbitrarily small by choosing the cut-off frequency \( \omega_c > 0 \) sufficiently large. Specifically, the following result is valid.

**Proposition 5.6.2** Given \( \gamma_{hy}^* > 0 \), \( \gamma_{hf}^* > 0 \), there exists \( \omega^* \in [0, +\infty) \) such that \( \omega_c \geq \omega^* \) implies that the gains \( \gamma_{hy} \), \( \gamma_{hf} \) defined by (5.22), (5.23), satisfy \( \gamma_{hy} \in (0, \gamma_{hy}^*] \), \( \gamma_{hf} \in (0, \gamma_{hf}^*] \), respectively.

**Proof.** Denote

\[
H_{my}(s) := C_m \left[ sI - A_{mh} \right]^{-1} B_m = \frac{C_m \det (sI - A_{mh}) B_m}{\det (sI - A_{mh})},
\]

\[
H_{mf}(s) := C_h \left[ sI - A_{mh} \right]^{-1} B_m = \frac{C_h \det (sI - A_{mh}) B_m}{\det (sI - A_{mh})},
\]

are the transfer matrices from \( f_{\text{env}}^h \) to the outputs \( y_m^h \) and \( f_{h1}^p \), respectively. We, therefore, have

\[
H_{hy}(s) = H_{my}(s) \cdot \left[ \frac{s}{s + \omega_c} \right], \quad H_{hf}(s) = H_{mf}(s) \cdot \left[ \frac{s}{s + \omega_c} \right].
\]

Consider, for example, \( H_{hy}(s) \). Note that \( \det (sI - A_{mh}) \) is a matrix whose elements are polynomials with degree strictly less than the degree of \( \det (sI - A_{mh}) \), we see that the elements of \( H_{my}(s) \) are strictly proper rational transfer functions (degree of numerator < degree of denominator). Then, partial fraction expansion of every element of \( H_{hy}(s) \) indicates that 1 norm of every element of \( H_{hy}(s) \) can be made arbitrarily small by choosing \( \omega_c > 0 \) sufficiently large. Since 1 norm of a system described by a stable proper transfer function is also an IOS gain of the system, this implies that the IOS gain from the input \( f_{\text{env}} \) to the output \( y_m^h \) can be made arbitrarily small by choosing \( \omega_c > 0 \) sufficiently large. Similar analysis can be performed for \( H_{hf}(s) \). The proof of Proposition 5.6.2 is complete. •
IOS gains of the low-frequency subsystem

Now, consider the “low-frequency” subsystem. This subsystem has four inputs, which are \( f_{\text{env}}, f_h^*, \Delta f_h, \) and \( f_{h1}^p \), and one output \( y_m^l \). The next Proposition 5.6.3 describes the input-to-output properties of the low-frequency subsystem. Let \( \gamma_{f_h}^{y_m} \) be defined by (5.24). The following proposition gives an estimate of the IOS gain of the low frequency path.

**Proposition 5.6.3** The low-frequency subsystem is stable, and the IOS gains from inputs \( f_{\text{env}}, f_h^*, \Delta f_h, \) and \( f_{h1}^p \) to output \( y_m^l \) are less than or equal to \( \gamma_{f_h}^{y_m} \cdot \alpha, \gamma_{f_h}^{y_m} \cdot (1 - \alpha), \) and \( \gamma_{f_h}^{y_m} \), respectively, regardless of the cut-off frequency \( \omega_c \in (0, +\infty) \). •

**Proof** The input to the low-frequency master subsystem is

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_l := f_h - f_{h1}^p - (1 - \alpha) \text{ Sat}_{[0,1]} \left( \frac{\Delta f_h}{|f_h| + \epsilon} \right) (f_h + \Delta f_h) \\
    -\alpha f_{env}^l = -f_{h1}^p - \alpha f_{env}^l + \theta f_h - (1 - \theta) \Delta f_h,
\end{align*}
\]

(5.38)

where \( \theta(\cdot) := 1 - (1 - \alpha) \text{ Sat}_{[0,1]} \left( \frac{\Delta f_h}{|f_h| + \epsilon} \right) \in [\alpha, 1] \). Denote \( x_m = [x_m, \dot{x}_m]^T \in \mathbb{R}^{2n} \), and consider an ISS-Lyapunov function candidate of the form \( V_m := x_m^T P x_m \), where \( P \in \mathbb{R}^{2n \times 2n} \) is defined by (5.4). The time derivative of \( V_m \) along the trajectories of the controlled master subsystem with input (5.38) admits the following estimate

\[
\begin{align*}
    \dot{V} = (u_l^T B_m + x_m^T A_m^T) P x_m + x_m^T P (A_m x_m + B_m u_l) \\
    = x_m^T \left( (\theta A_h + A_m^T) P_m + A_m (\theta A_h + A_m^T) \right) x_m \\
    + 2x_m^T P B_m \left( \theta \cdot f_h^* + (1 - \theta) \cdot \Delta f_h - \alpha \cdot f_{env}^l - f_{h1}^p \right) \\
    \leq -|x_m|^2 + 2|x_m| \bar{\sigma} (P B_m) \times \\
    \times \left( |f_h^*| + (1 - \alpha) \cdot |\Delta f_h| + \alpha \cdot |f_{env}^l| + |f_{h1}^p| \right).
\end{align*}
\]

In particular, we see that \( \dot{V} < 0 \) whenever \( |x_m| > 2\bar{\sigma} (P B_m) \left[ |f_h^*| + (1 - \alpha) |\Delta f_h| + \alpha |f_{env}^l| + |f_{h1}^p| \right] \), which implies [24] that

\[
\gamma_{f_h}^{y_m} := 2\bar{\sigma} (P B_m) \sqrt{\lambda_{\max}(P)/\lambda_{\min}(P)},
\]

(5.39)

is an ISS gain with respect to the “input” \( \left[ |f_h^*| + \alpha |f_{env}^l| + (1 - \alpha) |\Delta f_h| + |f_{h1}^p| \right] \). By linearity of the gain functions, we see that \( \gamma_{f_h}^{y_m}, \gamma_{f_h}^{y_m} \cdot \alpha, \gamma_{f_h}^{y_m} \cdot (1 - \alpha), \) and \( \gamma_{f_h}^{y_m} \) are the ISS gains with respect to the inputs \( f_h^*, f_{env}^l, \Delta f_h, \) and \( f_{h1}^p \), respectively. The corresponding IOS gains, therefore, are
less than or equal to $\gamma_y^m \cdot \gamma_{f_h} \cdot \alpha$, $\gamma_y^m \cdot (1 - \alpha)$, and $\gamma_y^m$, respectively. Finally, consider the filter (5.15). The filter is a stable LTI system with one input $f_{env}$ and one output $f_{env}'$; its IOS gain, therefore, is equal to the 1-norm of the transfer function, which is $\|\omega_c\|_1 := \int_{t=0}^{\omega_c} \omega_c e^{-\omega_c t} dt = 1$, regardless of the cut-off frequency $\omega_c > 0$. Taking into account that the IOS gain of a cascade interconnection of two IOS subsystems is equal to the product of the subsystems’ gains, the statement of Proposition 5.6.3 follows. •

Now, let $\gamma_y^m$ be defined by (5.25). Combining the Proposition 5.6.2 and 5.6.3, and performing some direct calculations, the following result can be obtained.

**Proposition 5.6.4** The master interconnection (5.1), (5.9), (5.15), (5.16), (5.17), (5.18) is stable, and the corresponding IOS gains from inputs $f_{env}$, $f_{h}^*$, $\Delta f_h$ to output $y_m$ are less than or equal to $\gamma_{f_e}^m$, $\gamma_{f_h}^m$, and $\gamma_{f_h}^m \cdot (1 - \alpha)$, respectively. In particular, the gain $\gamma_{f_e}^m > 0$ can be made arbitrarily small by choosing $\alpha \in (0, 1]$ sufficiently small and $\omega_c > 0$ sufficiently large. •

The proof of Theorem 5.4.1 can now be completed using the small-gain result given by Theorem 5.6.1. Specifically, applying Theorem 5.6.1 to the teleoperator system under consideration (5.1), (5.5), (5.6), (5.7), (5.9), (5.15) – (5.19), and using Proposition 5.6.4, one concludes that the small gain condition (5.26) implies that the trajectories of the closed-loop teleoperator system are bounded and convergent, and the estimates (5.27)-(5.30) are valid. Proposition 5.6.4 also implies that the gain $\gamma_{f_e}^m > 0$ can be assigned arbitrarily small and the small gain condition (5.26) can always be met by choosing $\omega_c \geq 0$ sufficiently large and $\alpha \in (0, 1]$ sufficiently small. This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.4.1. •
Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, the contributions of this thesis are summarized, and some possible directions for future work are discussed.

6.1 Conclusions

The results presented in this thesis can be summarized as follows.

In Chapter 2, a multi-dimensional WIOPS small gain approach is utilized for stability analysis of the cooperative force reflecting teleoperator system in the presence of multiple time-varying communication delays. The small gain framework is subsequently used for the controller design. The theoretical results show that the stability of the cooperative teleoperator system can always be achieved by appropriate tuning of the local master and slave controllers. The experimental results presented confirm the validity of the theoretical analysis. The proposed approach may have several advantages over more conventional passivity-based approaches. For example, one advantage of the proposed approach is its flexibility with respect to the choice of the force reflection signal. In passivity-based approaches, on the contrary, the reflected signal must be a passive output of the slave-environment interconnection which limits possible choices of the force reflection signal and usually results in transparency deterioration. The other advantages of the developed small-gain approach are simplicity of its extension to the case of time-varying communication delays and better trajectory tracking properties of the system.
In Chapter 3, the PBFR algorithms are incorporated into the design of cooperative force-reflecting teleoperator system to overcome the conservatism of the small gain design. Specifically, it has been shown in Chapter 2 that the small gain stability conditions essentially require the gain of the human/master subsystem to be sufficiently small. The latter requires the impedance of the master subsystem to be sufficiently high, which makes the whole design conservative. In Chapter 3, based on the assumption that the human operator does not destabilize the master subsystem, we demonstrate that the gain of the human/master subsystem depends on the human hand dynamics and the type of the force reflection algorithm. It is shown that, in the case of direct force reflection, the human/master system has low gain if either the gain of the master device is low (which implies high damping and stiffness of the device) or the human operator applies stabilizing actions and the stiffness of the human hand is high. On the other hand, in the case of PBFR algorithm, the gain of the human/master subsystem can be assigned arbitrarily low by an appropriate assignment of the weighing coefficient in the PBFR algorithm, regardless of the human hand dynamics as long as the latter do not destabilize the master subsystem. Therefore, PBFR algorithms allow for stability improvement without increasing the impedance of the master device or scaling down the force reflection gain. The experimental results confirm the theoretical analysis.

In Chapter 4, the stability and performance of a dual-arm haptic teleoperator system with the PBFR algorithm for minimally invasive surgical applications have been studied. Specifically, the stability and performance characteristics of the system with PBFR algorithm and the same system with direct force feedback have been compared both theoretically and experimentally. In particular, we have experimentally evaluated the performance of the system in three simple surgical tasks - knot tightening, pegboard transfer, and object manipulation. It was demonstrated that, in the majority of the cases, the PBFR algorithms lead to statistically significant improvement of performance in comparison with conventional direct force feedback (DFR algorithm).

Chapter 5 presents a new PBFR algorithm that aims to improve the transient fidelity of the force reflection. It is well-known that the high frequency force component of the contact force generated during the initial phase of the contact with an environment is very important for haptic perception. However, the experimental investigation of the previously developed
PBFR algorithms show that the high frequency component is typically filtered out from the force reflection signal. In the new PBFR algorithm, the force reflection signal is decomposed into low-frequency and high-frequency components. The high frequency component is consequently applied directly to the motors of the master device, while the low-frequency component is reflected using PBFR algorithm. The theoretical small gain stability analysis of the system shows that the stability of the proposed algorithm can always be guaranteed by appropriate adjustment of the design parameters such as cut-off frequency of the filters and the weighing coefficient of the PBFR algorithm. The experimental results confirm the improvement in the transparency and stability achieved using the proposed approach.

6.2 Future Work

In this final section, some possible extensions of the results presented are discussed and possible direction for future research are outlined.

One potential direction for future research is the extension of the small-gain design framework to the case of three channel teleoperation systems. The two-channel (bilateral) teleoperator systems that are based on the small-gain approach developed so far are not statically balanced. To overcome this problem, an additional position feedback can be sent from the slave to the master side, and an additional control component may be incorporated into the master controller that can guarantee the whole system is statically balanced.

The other important issue that requires further research is the stability of the slave subsystems. In most of the previous work, we have considered the environment to be IOS stable with a specific gain, which may be a limiting assumption. However, in real surgical applications, the gain of the environment may be unknown or may not even exists. In such cases, more advanced control algorithms (such as adaptive impedance control) can be implemented on the slave side to improve stability and performance characteristics of the system. In particular, adaptive and/or learning impedance control is used by humans to cope with unknown environments [1, 2]. Similar methods may be implemented in teleoperator system, which may lead to more human-like performance.

In Chapter 4, it has been shown that cooperative object manipulation was one of the most
difficult task to execute using a cooperative teleoperator system. Even in successful experiments, the internal forces applied to the object were substantial which may damage the object. For successful execution of similar difficult tasks, a control scheme that coordinates all the slave manipulators may be required, in addition to separate controllers for each slave. A number of approaches have been developed in the area of the cooperative manipulation such as object impedance control [5], load distribution and internal force control [4], that could be used for control of cooperative teleoperation system.

During the experimental research, it was found that the ability of the human operator to compensate for the reflected forces from the slave side depends on the direction of the forces as well as on the position of the human arm in grasping. Hogan [3] has shown that the stiffness property of the human hand is isotropic in proximal position and more anisotropic in distal positions. It was also shown that the stiffness of the hand depends on the posture of the arm; also, it has been shown that the maximal stiffness of the hand in each position lies in the direction of the line joining the hand to the shoulder. This property could be used for development of an adaptive projection-based force reflection algorithm that is based on the posture of the hand. In the direction of the maximal hand stiffness, the human is likely able to compensate for the reflected force and, therefore, the force reflection gain could be increased. On the other hand, in the direction of low hand stiffness, the force reflection gain should be chosen sufficiently low to avoid instability.
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